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The Railroad Commissioners respectfully submit their First
Annual Report.

By section eleven of chapter four hundred and eight of the
Acts of 1869, it is provided that the Board of Railroad Commis-
sioners “ shall in the month of January in each year, make a
report to the legislature, of their doings for the preceding year,
containing such facts, statements and explanations as will dis-
close the actual working of the system of railroad transporta-
tion in its bearing upon the business and prosperity of the
Commonwealth, and such suggestions as to the general railroad
policy of the Commonwealth, or as to any part thereof, or as
to the condition, affairs or conduct of any of the railroad cor-
porations of the Commonwealth, as may seem to them appro-
priate.”

In fulfilment of the duty imposed upon them by this section
of the Act creating this Board, the Commissioners now have the
honor to report, that they entered upon the discharge of their
duties on the first day of July last. The duties of the Board
were very explicitly defined, its powers limited, and the forms
of procedure prescribed in its organic Act above referred to.
Though similar boards have long existed in other States of the
Cnion, nothing of the sort has ever been firmly established in
Massachusetts, and both the people and the corporations of the
Commonwealth were naturally unacquainted with the functions,
and even the existence, of this Board. Though this lack of
information might seem to at first impair the usefulness of the
Commission, and lias doubtless prevented such an activity on its
part as would have presented at this time a much more impos-ing record on paper of its doings during the first half year of
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its existence, yet it has, in fact, been a matter of great self-
congratulation to the Commissioners themselves. Time could
safely be relied on to dispel all ignorance on these points.
Meanwhile, what was immediately required was the organiza-
tion of the Board; a due consideration of its duties and func-
tions on the part of those constituting it; a knowledge of the
practical condition of the system they were directed to super-
vise ; and, above all, a familiarity with the great interests of
the Commonwealth in their intimate connection with the sys-
tem. The Commissioners were impressed with the conviction,
that it was not action so much, that the legislature would look
for from them, as intelligent action ; and this could only result
from patient observation and study. The first half year of the
existence of the Board has, therefore, been mainly devoted
to the mastering of conditions and elementary principles,—in
fact, to laying the foundations of future usefulness. All mat-
ters which have been brought to theirnotice, the Commissioners
have attended to, to the best of their ability; and meanwhile
the considerable leisure which has been accorded to them, has
been sedulously devoted to the work of preparation.

Supervision of Railroads.
The first duty imposed upon the Commissioners was to ex-

amine the railroads of the State, with a view to keeping them-
selves informed as to their condition, the manner in which they
are operated with reference to the security and accommodation
of the public, and the compliance of the several railroad cor-
porations with the provisions of their charters and the laws of
the Commonwealth. In obedience to these requirements, the
Commissioners have, either privately or officially, visited and
inspected, with a few exceptions, all the railroads within the
Commonwealth, and have also gone carefully over such por-
tions of the Boston and Albany, and Boston, Hartford and Erie
roads as are situated in the States of Hew York and Connecti-
cut. As these visits were the first of the kind ever made in
this Commonwealth, as the Commissioners were possessed of
no data of the past on which to base a fixed opinion or any
action which would command respect, they have confined them-
selves to simple minutes of their observations, to which they
propose to refer on future occasions. A portion of these notes
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relating to some of the principal roads in the State, will be
found in Appendix A, at the close of this Eeport. Another
year the Commissioners will be competent to arrive at a
decided opinion as to the progressive management of the roads
they have inspected.

In regard to the compliance of the roads with the conditions
of their charters and the laws of the Commonwealth, a super-
vision over which is especially entrusted to this Board, the
Commissioners desire to call attention to the language of the
Act which defines their powers in this respect. Section 3of
chapter 408 of the Acts of 1869 provides that when, in the
judgment of this Board, any railroad corporation fails, in any
respect, to comply with the laws of the Commonwealth or the
terms of its charter, . . . the “ Commissioners shall inform
such railroad corporation of the improvements and changes
which they adjudge to be proper . . . and a report of the
proceedings shall be included in the annual report of the com-
missioners to the legislature.” The attention of the Commis-
sioners was first practically called to this singular limitation of
their powers, in regard to infractions of the laws over a com-
pliance with which it was their especial duty to watch, by the
facts which were proved in the matter of certain petitioners of
Lowell against the Boston and Lowell Railroad corporation.
As a detailed report of the proceedings in this case, and of the
conclusions arrived at by the Commissioners, is printed in Ap-
pendix D of this Report, no further allusion to them is neces-
sary. Meanwhile, as affording a still better illustration of the
effect of the law as it now stands, the Commissioners wish to
call attention to the provisions of chapters 308 and 426 of the
Acts of 1869. One of these statutes provides for the erection
of bridge guards, and the other for having brakes attached
to baggage cars; both are intended to protect the employes
of railroads from personal danger, and the penally for a viola-
tion ol the law in each case is a fine, to he recovered on
indictment. When these Acts were about to take effect, this
Board sent circulars to the several corporations calling their
attention to them. As a Board it had no other powers than
those conferred in the Act creating it; that Act specifically
defined and limited its action in the premises. If violations of
the law came within its knowledge it might “ inform such rail-
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road corporation of the improvements and changes, which they
adjudged to be proper,” and report the proceedings to the
legislature ; and here its power as a Board ended. As indi-
viduals and unofficially, the members of the Board, as any
other citizens might, could call the attention of the proper law
officers of the Commonwealth to the violations referred to; but
such action could not appear on their records ; nor, in the many
complicated legal questions which may, and indeed already
have arisen before them,—with the best legal advice of the Com-
monwealth arrayed in opposition to that view of the law which
they, as in the case of the Lowell petitioners, felt called upon
to take,—was any provision made by which they could bring the
matter in the regular way before the courts, or prevent flagrant
violations of the law. It is possible that the power of the
Board in such cases was intentionally limited by the legislature;
it is also possible that the omission was an oversight, as indeed
the singular language of the Act as quoted would seem to
imply. Meanwhile, the Commissioners take this occasion to
submit the matter to the consideration of the legislature, with-
out further comment or any recommendation on their part.

In this connection the Commissioners would also call atten-
tion to the construction which has been given to certain sec-
tions of chapter 461 of the Acts of 1869, entitled “ An Act
authorizing the extension of the Boston and Albany Railroad
to deep water at South Boston, and for other purposes.” The
sections referred to (§§ 3, 4 and 9,) provide that for the con-
struction of such additional railroad tracks as the company
may think fit, on or adjoining the location of their main rail-
road for any part or the whole of the distance between its ter-
minus in Boston and any point in Worcester, . . . “and for
depot and station purposes, said company may at any time
within five years of the passage of this act, in any town or city
. . . take such lauds ... as and wherever they shall deem ex-
pedient. . . . But the location of any . . . land which said
company is by this act authorized to . . . take, may be filed at
any time within three years, within such limits as they shall
elect.” The corporation, acting under the advice of eminent
counsel, claims that these provisions of the special law operate
as a repeal, in favor of the Boston and Albany road, of §§ 19 and
36 of chapter 63 of the General Statutes. These sections pro-
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vide that land and materials without the limits (five rods) of a
railroad shall notbe taken without the permission of the owner,
unless the county commissioners, or, in Boston, the board of
aldermen, shall, “ on the application of the corporation, and
after notice to the owner, first prescribe the limits within which
the same may be taken.” It is unnecessary to speak of the
very extensive power which is conferred on the particular cor-
poration referred to by the Act of 1869, if the courts sustain
this construction of its provisions. The Commissioners are not
acquainted with any precedents for conferring such powers ;

and, if any such exist, they have certainly not been acted upon
in such a manner as to come before the courts. In two cases
during the past summer before justices of the Supreme Court
the corporation has contended that, under the provisions quoted
from the Act of 1869, a simple vote, in the form of a location,
entered on its records, authorized it to take lands, as and
wherever it should deem expedient, outside of its limits. And
this, also, without its appearing on the record, otherwise than
by a simple reference to the Act, for what purpose the land
was taken. The question has not been finally adjudicated upon
by the Supreme Court, but Mr. Justice Morton, in the case
brought before him, cautiously intimated an opinion that this
was the correct construction of the Act (Parks v. B. 8f A. R.
R.. Co., “ Boston Daily Advertiser,” 15th September, 1869.)
The Commissioners do not propose to discuss the merits of this
question or the expediency of conferring such unlimited powers
on private corporate bodies. It has, however, been stated that it
was not the intention of the legislature of 1869 to make any
such grant of power to take lands; that the power in ques-
tion, if conferred at all, was conferred under a misapprehension
of the language of the Act, which was not designed as a repealof §§ 19 and 36 of chapter 63 of the General Statutes. Uponthis point the Commissioners have no information. They sim-
ply wish to call attention to the facts and proceedings in thecase, without any comment on their part.

Complaints and Petitions.
In quite a large number of cases complaints and petitionsave been presented to the Commissioners, under the fourthsection of the Act organizing the Board, calling upon them “ to
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make an examination of the condition and operation ” of various
railroads. The complaints have generally related to alleged
insufficient station accommodations, or to unreasonable rates of
freight or fares. To all such the Commissioners have given
careful consideration. In some of these cases the question had
already been made the subject of previous legislative hearings
and investigations ; but, owing to the absence of all records of
such proceedings, the Commissioners could derive no aid from
them. Many of these questions the Commissioners have suc-
ceeded in settling on a basis understood to be satisfactory to all
concerned ; some cases are still pending, awaiting the conven-
ience of parties ; in one case, that of certain citizens of Lowell
against the Boston and Lowell Railroad Company, (Appendix
D,) the Commissioners expressed an opinion on a disputed
point of law and referred the complainants to the courts, as
the proper tribunal to settle the matter at issue. As special
reports on all the cases here referred to are included in
the Appendix to this Report, no further reference to them is
here considered necessary. * Before leaving this subject the
Commissioners wish to say, that they are persuaded that
a very extensive field of usefulness exists in this direction for
the Board which they now compose. Experience has satisfied
them that the railroad companies are disposed to grant to the
public all reasonable accommodation. Some unprejudiced and
experienced tribunal commanding the confidence of both parties
is, however, almost absolutely necessary to arbitrate in the
many vexatious questions which continually arise. Such a tri-
bunal the legislature evidently proposed to create in this Board.
It is eminently proper that an appeal should, in the last resort,
lie from its decision to the legislature itself, as the supreme law-
making power. At the same time, it is very desirable that
some practical limit should be felt to exist to the hitherto end-
less discussions on these points. As already stated, some of
the matters brought before this Board have for years occupied
the time and prolonged the sessions of successive legislatures.
The Commissioners do not ask for any further power in these
cases, though hereafter it may seem expedient to confer it upon
them; but, while, in all cases, they wish to present careful state-
ments of facts and conclusions, they would express an earnest
hope that the legislature will sustain them wherever they do not
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clearly appear to have arrived at untenable conclusions. In
this way, and in this way only, can their labors be made
effective.

Business op the Present Legislature.

As the season approached when the annual session of the
legislature should open, it became a subject of anxious consid-
eration in the minds of the Commissioners how best they could
aid its deliberations. A very slight study of the provisions of
its organic law showed clearly that the legislature had no in-
tention of conferring any of its final powers on this Board; the
functions assigned to it were wholly advisory in their nature.
To intelligently advise, however, it was necessary to be informed.
This information it has been the desire of the Commissioners
to secure, without encroaching on the functions of the legisla-
tive committees. They accordingly inserted an advertisement
in the papers, requesting all persons who contemplated bring-
ing matters connected with the railroad system before the leg-
islature, to bring such matters, in the first case, before this
Board, with a view to such preliminary action as might be proper
under the circumstances. In response to this notice, numerous
subjects, which are destined to engage the attention of the leg-
islature, were brought to the notice of the Commissioners.
All of these they disposed into three classes. The first class
embraced those matters which involved a conflict of interest.
It was clearly incompetent for the Board to deal with this class
of questions. Had they attempted to do so, they would merely
have subjected private parties to great and unnecessary trouble
and expense, and might well have appeared to arrogate to
themselves an authority they did not possess. While the Com-
missioners, therefore, privately informed themselves in relation
to this class of cases, they declined formally to consider them,
and referred the parties to the proper legislative committees,
who alone are competent to deal with them. Meanwhile, all
the information in possession of the Board will be at the service
of the committees whenever they see fit to call for it.

The second class ol cases included quite a large proportion
of the whole, in which no conflicting interests wore involved,
and which turned on the same general principles. This class
of cases yearly occupies a very large proportion of the time ol
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the legislature. The Commissioners have endeavored to pro-
vide for them by preparing certain general laws, which may be
found in the Appendix to this Report, and to which a more
particular reference will be subsequently made. The Commis-
sioners would respectfully ask an early reference of these
drafts of laws to the Committee on Railways, to whom the
Commissioners may more fully develop their views in recom-
mending them.

The third and last class of cases brought to the notice
of the Board included certain matters involving no conflict of
interests but connected by no general principles. The Com-
missioners have sought carefully to inform themselves in rela-
tion to these cases and have prepared a few bills calculated to
meet them, wherever they have deemed legislation expe-
dient. These bills are not included in the Appendix to this
Report. The Commissioners have thought it best to retain
them in their own hands, subject to the call of the legislature,
or the Committee on Railways, should they desire to avail
themselves of them. They have taken this course after a care-
ful consideration of the powers and duties conferred upon
them. They are very clear that it is incumbent on them, as
composing an advisory Board, to inform themselves, with a view
to intelligently representing the public interest of the Common-
wealth, on all questions relating to the railway system ; they
are not clear that they jvould not arrogate to themselves a
power which belongs, not to them but to the committees of the
legislature, by undertaking in this Report to recommend acts
of special legislation.

Accidents on Railroads.
The last section of the Act creating the Board makes it

incumbent on the Commissioners “ to investigate all accidents
upon railroads in this State, which result in personal injury or
loss of life.” These cases have been of continual occurrence,
several at times happening in one day and in different parts of
the State ; and, at other times, none being reported during
quite an interval of time. The investigation into these,
and the correspondence arising out of them, have occupied
much of the time and attention of the members of the Board.
Their power in the premises is strictly limited to investigating
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and reporting facts and recommendations to the legislature.
A special report on this subject has been prepared by the
Commissioners, and will be found, accompanied by a tabulated
statement of accidents, in the Appendix B, of this Report.

Annual Railroad Returns.
The Commissioners have but one more suggestion to make

in connection with this part of their Report. It is provided by
section 182 of chapter 68 of the General Statutes, that the
directors of each railroad corporation shall annually transmit
to the Secretary of State a report of their doings, &0., for the
year ending November 30th ; and the Secretary is required to
make an abstract thereof, and to have the reports printed and
distributed before the 31st of January. This regulation is in
many respects inconvenient. The severe labor of compiling
these returns is foreign to the duties of the Secretary of State,
and the study involved in their compilation is essential to an
intelligent fulfilment of its duties by this Board. The Com-
missioners would therefore recommend that the 30th Septem-
ber, a recognized quarter day, be fixed as the time for closing
the annual accounts of the railroads; that they shall transmit
their reports on or before the Ist day of November following to
the Board of Railroad Commissioners ; that the Board shall
make such abstracts and deductions from them as they deem
useful, and shall transmit to the Secretary of State such reports
and abstracts, together with their own Annual Report, in season
to be printed and distributed as one of the public documents.
In this connection the Commissioners would further say, that
they have under consideration the form ofreturns now required,
and are comparing it with those of other States, and hope
to suggest some improvements therein.
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Before entering upon that portion of their Report “ contain-
ing such facts, statements and explanations, as will disclose the
actual working of the system of railroad transportation, in its
bearing upon the business and prosperity of the Commonwealth,
and their suggestions as to its general railroad policy,” the
Commissioners wish to call attention to the principles upon
which their suggestions and recommendations are based. In
discussing these subjects it cannot be too clearly borne in mind
that the policy of any given community in developing or regu-
lating its railroad system should be carefully adapted to the
peculiar conditions and requirements of that community. The
acknowledged success of a policy adopted in one country is, in
itself, a very inconclusive argument for its adoption in another;
as each community and each region, according to government,
character of institutions, habits and modes of thought, the
nature of industries and sources of natural development, no
less than geographical features, requires a peculiar system of
railroad development. One and the same system, if indiscrim-
inately applied through any form of government, to mining,
agricultural, commercial or manufacturing communities, would
produce very diverse results. For instance, a system originat-
ing and successfully developed under a strong central govern-
ment, and to meet the requirements of a densely populated
manufacturing region, would prove a lamentable failure if
applied to a sparsely peopled, agricultural or grazing district;
so also a system admirably adapted to supply the needs and
stimulate the development of a commercial community, may
greatly disappoint expectation if imitated by one, the industry
and location of which are of different character. Before
therefore suggesting any measures of legislation, as adapted to
the needs of the people of this Commonwealth, it is very neces-
sary to have a clearly defined idea of what those needs are.
This can only be arrived at by a brief historical survey of the
railroad policy of Massachusetts, as hitherto developed, and by
a more careful analysis of the great industries of the State.
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The Traditional Railroad Policy op the State.
The traditional policy of the Commonwealth in regard to the

development of the railroad system, so far as it has interfered
at all with a natural growth through private enterprise, has
been simple and based on obvious principles. It took its rise
in the condition ofaffairs which existed in Massachusetts at the
time when steam locomotion was first introduced, and has been
continued, without much regard to alteration in circumstances
to the present day. The key to that policy has ever been
found in a ruling desire to open new and broader channels of
commerce with the West. Before the possibility of crossing
the Berkshire hills by steam was imagined, a canal had already
been projected and surveyed, which was to pierce the mountains
by a tunnel, not far from where the work is now going on in
the Hoosac range, and was to connect Boston, by water, with
Albany and the Erie Canal. This project was conceived by
Colonel Loami Baldwin, and the surveys and estimates are still
to be found among the archives in the State house. The
invention of the railway and steam locomotive superseded this
plan, and the attention of the community was immediately
directed towards attaining the same end by the newly dis-
covered means. The Western Railroad was projected and
charted in 1888, and the Commonwealth first identified itself
with the system of railroad development in 1836 by subscrib-
ing to 10,000 shares of the capital stock of the enterprise. The
precedent then established has since been followed in repeated
instances. State aid, as the loan of the credit of the State to
private corporations has been called, has been granted to many
railroads, but almost invariably to corporations formed with a
view to what is called “ through business” ; and, in the great
majority of cases, to through business with the West. As a
result of this liberal system, without considering the Northern
lines, connecting directly with the West via Ogdensburg, or the
Old Colony and Newport, and Boston and Providence, connect-
ing with the same region via Long Island Sound and New York
City, none of which lines have ever been subsidized by the State,
Massachusetts and its railroad centre, the city of Boston, now
have completed, or in rapid process of completion, three distinct
through lines connecting with the interior of the continent. To
these three lines,—the Boston and Albany, the Boston, Hartford
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and Erie, and the Troy and Greenfield,—the State has already
involved itself to the extent of $15,000,000. All of these
lines, be it remembered, have been thus subsidized simply to
render Massachusetts and Boston as accessible to the West
as the other seaboard States and commercial centres. The
whole railroad policy and nearly the whole of the railroad
agitation and discussion for thirty years has been directed to
this end. Other interests have been ignored or considered only
incidentally, but those who have come to the State house with
any project of development or reform, whether asking for
money, or for special legislation, or for power to take property,
or for Acts of consolidation, have ever been attentively and favor-
ably listened to, provided only they professed to have this end
in view. It will not be denied that an absorbing desire to
successfully compete in the field of Western export and import
trade has, from the outset, been the leading feature of the
public railroad policy of Massachusetts.

Results of the Policy

This policy, it is now universally conceded, has not, up to
this time, resulted in any marked success. It is, in the present
stage of the discussion, wholly immaterial whether the failure
has been caused by the inactivity of the railroads, by lack of
competition, by insufficiency of means, or by geographical dis-
advantages. The fact of failure is patent, and has for years
been made the subject of loud and reiterated complaints against
certain of our railroad corporations. Whatever the cause may
be, it is matter of record that there are several great trunk lines
running to other seaboard cities any one of which yearly trans-
ports to and from those cities and the West much more than all
the lines running from Boston to the West now do. The freight
movement of two of these roads is presented in the following
table and compared with that of all the roads leading out of
Boston, both individually and in the aggregate.



Table No. 1.

,
Average dls- Cost per Ton

RAILROADS. Tons Moved. Tons moved One Mile. tance moved. per Milo.

Pennsylvania Central, 4,722,015 (Estimated,) 084,692,175 145 miles. $0 01.88

Erie Railway, 3,908,213 595,699,225 132 “ 01.81

Boston and Albany, 1,319,059 121,348,891 92 « 02.80

Boston and Lowell, 413,730 11,744,245
Boston and Maine, 389,778 15,066,188
Boston and Providence,. ....... 381,658 12,648,447
Boston, Hartford and Erie, ....... 370,191 8,713,520
Eastern 281,809 7,947,902

Fitchburg, 539,368 15,659,871
Old Colony and Newport, 285,176 10,644,258

Total, eight Massachusetts Roads, ..... 3,980,769 203,773,322 50 “ 03.48
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It is also matter of common notoriety that the foreign com-
merce of Boston has, of late years, increased but slowly, if at
all; that breadstuffs and other products of the West, so far
from leaving our ports for foreign consumption, are annually
landed at them in great quantities from other cities to supply
the domestic consumption; and, finally, that foreign lines of
steamers have been withdrawn from our waters for lack of
freights for export. These well-known facts would seem to in-
dicate beyond a question that the traditional railroad policy
of the Commonwealth, in so far as it sought to foster a success-
ful competition with other seaboard cities for the foreign com-
merce of the interior, has not produced the results once hoped
for.

The conclusion which naturally would be drawn, and which
often has been drawn from this confessed condition of affairs, is
that Boston, once the commercial centre of New England, is a
declining city; and that, soon or late, Massachusetts must
share in its decline. This conclusion, however, is manifestly ab-
surd. It is contradicted at every step by evidences of unusual
prosperity and remarkable growth. A very few figures will
illustrate this fact.

Material Progress

The first report on the productive industry of Massachusetts
was prepared in 1845. Like all first efforts it necessarily left
much to be desired, and each succeeding report has supplied
many deficiencies. Though by no means a perfect statistical
document, it yet furnishes a basis, such as it is, for comparison,
and the subjoined table exhibits sufficiently exactly the in-
crease, through the periods specified, of the annual production,
the total assessed wealth of this State, its population and
foreign commerce.
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Table No. 2.

v »,, o Value of Articles
i EARS. „ , , Capital Invested. Population. Imports. Exports. Years. Valuation.Produced.

1545, $114,478,443 00 $59,145,707 00 737,700 $22,781,024 00 $10,351,030 00 ! 1840, $299,878,329 00

1855 295,820,681 00 120,693,258 00 1,132,309 45,113,774 00 28,190,925 00 | 1850, 597,930,095 00

1865, 517,240,613 00 174,499,950 00 1,267,031 25,599,506 00 21,934,068 00 , 1800, 897,795,326 00

1868, - - - 37,499,417 00 16,309,179 00 1805, 1,009,829,656 00

1869 __ ____ 45,375,027 00 13,704,558 00 i _
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So, also, as regards Boston. The loudly proclaimed appre-
hensions of this city because of the languishing condition of a
single branch of its prosperity, has spread abroad an idea of its
decreasing importance. Both practical observation and the
best attainable authorities lead to a directly opposite conclu-
sion. The census and assessed valuation of Boston are pecu-
liary deceptive as evidence in this case. Boston is more of a
market-place and daily counting-house to a dense surrounding
population than any other American city, and becomes more so
each year, to a degree which renders the tables of wealth and
population less and less reliable in regard to her real prog-
ress relatively to other cities. The growth of Boston proper,
however, through a series of years, up to a period immediately
antecedent to the annexation of Roxbury, is approximately
represented by the following figures :

Table No. 3.

Population. Valuation.

1845, ; 114,366 $135,948,700 00

1850, 136,881 180,000,800 00

1855, 160,508 241,932,200 00

1860, 177,992 j 276,861,000 00

1865 192,324 | 371,892,775 00

The evidence on this point, however, is not confined to State
returns. As these enable us approximately to compare our
own present with our own past, the returns of the United
States enable us to complete the comparison by measuring our
present condition with the present condition of others. The
returns of sales to the internal revenue officials furnish the
most reliable basis of comparison, as representing most nearly
the volume of the business transactions of the several parts of
the country. In these returns, Massachusetts stands, among
the States of the Union, second only to New York, returning
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ten per cent, of the whole amount returned—sixty-six per
cent, more than Pennsylvania, seventy-seven per cent, more
than Illinois, and more than three times those of any other
State.* When it is remembered that these comparative results
represent a State which contains about three per cent, of the
population, and a quarter of one per cent, of the territory, of
the United States, it is wholly superfluous to add any further
evidence of the extreme improbability of any present or imme-
diate material decadence.

So far, indeed, from presenting those results which would
naturally be expected from a policy in regard to railroads
which has hitherto confessedly been fruitful only of disappoint-
ment and complaint, all these statistics indicate a most satis-
factory and unusual development, both positively and relatively.
Here is a paradoxical condition of affairs, and one deserving of
careful analysis.

Several conclusions should be arrived at as the result of this
analysis. Three of the most material, in so far as the objects
of this Report are concerned, may be stated as follows:

Ist. What are the elements of the great recent growth and
development of wealth and population in this community ?

2d. In what way and to what extent has the public railroad
policy of the State contributed to this result ?

3d. What are the special needs and requirements of this
community so far as its railroad system is concerned, and what
public policy, as applied to that system, is best calculated to
forward the material development of the State ?

* A more detailed analysis of the report of the Commissionerof Internal Revenue dis-
closes equally satisfactory results as regards Boston in particular. The collections on
sales returned from six of the principal cities of the country for the last two years are
presented in the following table:—

Table No. 4.

1 H « H . 16 0 0.

New York $1,963,103 33 $2,300,608 59
Boston, 606,220 76 061,311 15
Philadelphia, 323,598 02 571,874 92
Chicago, 340,559 64 411,584 78
Baltimore, 146,016 42 210,695 03
Cincinnati, 132,411 73 198,737 18
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Industrial Revolutions of New England.

It is not difficult to arrive at a correct conclusion on the
first point—the elements of the great recent growth in all
material respects of this Commonwealth. It is to be remem-
bered that within the memory of the present generation the
whole industrial system of Massachusetts has been revolution-
ized. From the first settlement of New England down to a
comparatively recent period, the prosperity and growth of its
people was connected with agriculture and commerce. Their
wealth was drawn, partly from the soil, but mainly from the
seas. In colonial days, the fishery was held to be “ a mine of
infinitely greater value than Mexico or Peru ;

” it was “ a
source of luxury and vanity ;

” it was “ of essential importance
to us in every branch of our commerce ;

” in short, it was “ our
only staple commodity,” and, as such, its freedom was made
an ultimatum by the representatives of New England in the
treaty of independence. Even as late as the negotiations at
Ghent, in 1814, it had hardly lost its importance. All of the
large fortunes accumulated in this part of the country, down
even to the time when the railroad system first began to take
shape in 1830, had their origin in the fisheries, in commerce
and in the carrying trade. The embargo of 1808 nearly ruined
New England, six towns of which then possessed more than
one third of the tonnage of the Union; it “ pressed upon all
classes, and paralyzed all industry ” by “ destroying the chief
source of wealth and prosperity.” The “ Cod-fish Aristocracy”
gave way to the “ Merchant Princes,” and each of these care-
lessly used political and social designations, as well as the more
subsequent one of “ The Lords of the Loom,” represented in
truth a distinct and successive phase of industrial develop-
ment. In the earlier days of the century, accordingly, New-
buryport, Salem, Boston and Nantucket, were the prosperous
centres of Massachusetts. All ideas of wealth and of stable
prosperity naturally associated themselves with their pursuits.
This fact had ingrained in the New England mind, as the
result of two centuries of experience, certain principles, which
have not yet lost their influence, but have, during the last few
years, very largely contributed towards giving a shape to the
railroad policy and legislation of the State. It has already
been stated that the key to that policy and legislation has been
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the idea of through lines of railroad as auxiliaries to a foreign
commerce; more through lines to the West to enable the New
England seaboard to compete for foreign trade with the other
Atlantic cities; “to bring,” in the ordinary parlance, “the
products of the West to tide-water.” Though this traditional
policy still exists in great force, a very remarkable industrial
revolution has taken place since it originated.

Extent of the Changes in Industry.
It will be easy to illustrate by a few comparative tables the

extent and character of this revolution, and it will then re-
main to examine in how far the traditional policy, is applicable
to the existing condition of affairs. The accompanying table
contains certain statistics relating to seven of the principal
cities of Massachusetts since the railroad system was inaugu-
rated ; it will be noticed that four of these cities are sea-
ports, and three are in the interior. (Table No. 5, p. 22.)

The evidence of the new direction which the industry of
Massachusetts has taken in recent years, is placed in a yet
stronger light by a statement of the progress made through a
series of years in the production of six of our leading articles of
manufacture. The table (No. 6,) will render it easy to compare
the relative annual value, at any of the periods named, of each
of the articles specified, with the value of the whole or any branch
of our foreign commerce or the fisheries. One column also
presents the percentage which each branch of our great indus-
tries bore, at the time specified, to the whole. Before consider-
ing it, it may incidentally be mentioned in connection with it,
that in 1813, when the first power-loom was introduced, the
annual product of the whole manufacturing industry of Massa-
chusetts was returned at 117,516,423.



Table No. 5.

Boston. Salem. Newburyport. Lowell. Lynn. Worcester. Taunton. j Massachusetts.

r 1840, . 93,883 15,082 7,161 20,796 9,367 7,497 7,645 737,700
p ~. J 1850, . 138,881 20,264 9,572 33,383 14,257 17,049 10,441 994,514
Population, -j 1g6 . 177,818 22,252 13,401 36,827 19,083 24,960 15,376 1,231,066

(.1865, . 192,318 21,189 12,976 30,990 20,747 30,055 16,005 1,267,031

(1845, . 110,107,349 $1,756,682 $962,994 $9,040,855 $1,934,998 $1,971,147 | $1,215,715 $124,735,264
Industry, J 1855, . I 46,374,418 4,732,646 2,729,235 17,175,130 5,776,175 6,096,245 3,311,999 295,820,682

(1865, . ! 84,373,749 6,649,468 4,495,663 18,486,611 10,824,556 15,766,193 9,733,238 517,240,613
71835,* . I - - - - - - 4,672,746

1845* . | - - -
- - - - 10,351,030

Exports, . ( 1855,* .
- - - - - - - 28,190,925

1888, . 15,690,873 356,277 92,789 - 16,309,179
.1869, . 13,118,827 377,137 89,988 - 13,585,952

f 1835,* 17,672,129
1845* 22,781,024

Imports, 1855,* --------45,113,774
1868, . 37,039,736 278,366 71,627 - - - - . 37,499,417

.1869, . 44,636,967 270,764 134,126 - 45,041,857

• Not given by Districts.
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Table No. 6.

18 45. Per Cent. 1855. J Per Cent. 1805. Per Cent.

Manufactures.
Cotton and Woollen Goods, $29,699,224 00 20.12 $51,588,971 00 13.97 $142,330,543 00 25,20
Leather—Boots and Shoes, 18,635,797 00 12.63 49,696,281 00 13.46 70,324,338 00 12.43
Manufactures of Iron, 8,162,403 00 5.53 22,236,182 00 6 02 41,639,197 00 7.37
Clothing - - - 9,061,896 00 2.46 17,743,894 00 3,14
Paper, 1,750,273 00 1.18 4,141,847 00 1.12 9.008,521 00 159
Furniture, 1,470,679 00 1.00 3,969,982 00 1.08 4,564,648 00 .82
Agricultural Implements, 510,838 00 .34 1,779,028 00 .48 2,427,172 00 .43
All other manufactures, 30,082,047 00 20.38 113,713,664 00 30.81 128,270,962 00 22.71

Total manufactures, $90,307,261 00 61.18 $256,187,851 00 69.40 $416,308,275 00 73.71
Commerce.

Exports, $10,351,030 00 7.02 $28,190,925 00 7.64 $21,934,068 00 388
Imports, 22,781,024 00 15.42 45,113,774 00 12.22 25,599,508 00 4.54

Total $33,132,054 00 22 44 $73,304,699 00 19.86 $47,533,574 00 8 42
Fisheries.

Inland, - - - $73,156 00 - $451,086 00
Cod and Mackerel $1,484,137 00 1.00 2,829,640 00 - 4,832,218 00
Whale, 10,371,167 00 7.03 7,766,998 00 - 6,618,670 00

Total, $11,855,304 00 803 $11,369,792 00 3,08 $11,901,974 00 2.11
Miscellaneous.

(Agriculture, Buildings erected, Coastwise freight,
Ice, &c.,) $12,315,878 00 835 $28,263,038 00 7.66 $89,030,364 00 15.76

Totals, 1 $147,610,497 00 100.00 $369,125,380 00 100.00 $564,774,187 00 100 00

aonw
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00
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Prom this table it will be seen that, while in twenty years
the manufactures of Massachusetts increased in value 450 per
cent., the value of her commerce had not increased over 50
per cent., and the value of the fisheries not over 10 per cent.
About the year 1855, the foreign commerce of Massachusetts
touched the highest point it has ever reached.*

The analysis of the returns of the Internal Revenue of the
United States in this case, also throws much light on the new
direction taken by the industry of the State, and the prodigious
development it has undergone. The total revenue of the
national government, derived from taxes on manufactures in
1868 was 177,773,560.45. Over 18 per cent, of this amount
was paid on the following eleven articles, of each of which
Massachusetts produced far more than any other State in the
Union :—Agricultural implements, boots and shoes, woollen
cloths and carpetings, cotton cloths, cutlery, fire-arms, furni-
ture, machinery, paper and watches. Massachusetts manufac-
tured 42 per cent, of all the articles produced in the Union and
classified under these heads. In the production of twelve other
articles Massachusetts was excelled in no case by more than
one other State. The list of these articles is curious, as show-
ing the multifarious nature of our industries; they are,
brushes, carriages, clothing, confectionery, copper and brass
nails and tubes, glass, hats and caps, paper collars, pianofortes,

* The imports, exports and re-exports of Massachusetts during the year ending June
30th, are presented in the following table. It will be noticed that the returns for Boston,
though indicating a very gratifying revival, as compared with the years since 1880, still
show a failing off of 21 per cent, from the returns of 1855.

18 0 9.

Imports. Exports. j E e-exports.

.j ‘ j
Boston §11,636,967 00 §13,118,827 00 $1,262,251 00
Edgartown, - 212 00 1Fall River 129,228 00 18,829 00 j
Gloucester, 72,118 00 23,703 00 j 232 00
Marblehead, 6,310 00 2,196 00 !
Newburvport, j 131,126 00 89,988 00 |
New Bedford, : 123,972 00 61,953 00 ! 191 00
Plymouth, | 1,512 00 11,283 00 i
Salem and Beverly, . . . . j 270,761 00 i 377,137 00 1 1,816 00

I $15,375,027 00 $13,701,558 00 |$1,264,193 00
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sewing-machines, soap and spices. Massachusetts paid in
1868 the internal revenue taxes on nearly $200,000,000 of
articles coming under these twenty-three heads, manufacturing
35 per cent, of the total production; and these heads cover
more than 23 per cent, of the entire revenue derived from
manufactures. The same returns show that Massachusetts is
second only to New York in the production of manufactures
generally, and with 3 per cent, of the population, returns 12.50
per cent, of the whole amount produced in the Union.

As an evidence of the comparative importance of the manu-
facturing and commercial industries, it may here be added that
the entire value of the exports of Massachusetts during the
year 1869, was about the gold value of the ready-made cloth-
ing manufactured in her shops in 1865, and one-third of the
iron industry. The imports for the year 1869 were about the
value of the woollen industry of 1865, and the whole foreign
commerce, if reduced to gold, would amount to but little
more than half of the boot and shoe industry of that year,
(1869,} and which itself ranked second only among the
industrial interests of Massachusetts. As to the relative
value of commerce and manufactures in the total industry
of the State, there are no statistics later than those of
1865 on which to base a comparison; at that time com-
merce was to manufactures nearly as one is to nine. In
other words, the interests of Massachusetts have so changed
within the present century, that, if an embargo like that of
1808 had been placed on her foreign commerce in 1865, leaving
the coasting trade and a free importation at other points open,
instead of causing the wide spread distress experienced in
1808, it is doubtful if the loss of net income would have
amounted to five per cent, of the whole income derived from
annual industry. In computing this loss, allowance is made
for the smaller percentage of net profit which results from
handling importations and exportations as compared with the
profits on manufactures, and it is to be remembered that the
whole loss would have been concentrated in Jloston. The re-
sult, however, remains, that not a twentieth part of the whole net
income derived from her profitable industry by Massachusetts
in 1865, notwithstanding a regular and unprecedented growth,

4
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accrued from that foreign commerce, which played so predomi-
nant a part in her earlier history and in all her railroad policy.

The Present Phase of Development.

These facts and returns at once reveal the secret of the
enormous material development and increased wealth of Massa-
chusetts, and make apparent the total revolution which has
taken place in her industry. No corresponding change of
policy has been adopted, and in this way the paradox is ex-
plained of manifest success resulting from a confessed failure.
It will be noticed in table No. 3, that former commercial cen-
tres have either lost their importance or retained it, in just so
far as they have yielded to the new influences, altered the
character of their industries, and sought a development in the
new direction. Newburyport and Salem, once places of con-
siderable commercial importance, have long ceased to be so, and
have prospered only in so far as they have partaken of the new
manufacturing impulse. The commerce of Boston has indeed
increased on the whole, but, if analyzed, it will be found that
it has to a great degree changed its character, and the increase
has been simply subservient to the wants of that great manu-
facturing industry of which Boston is the financial head and
principal market.

Analysis of Foreign Commerce.
The commerce and navigation reports of the United States

furnish the only basis on which this very important analysis can
be made. Unfortunately these are very imperfect and supply no
data for comparison through a series of years. The last two
reports alone, those for 1868-9, contain an analysis of the im-
ports and exports, to and from each collection district, and
throw a flood of light on this subject. From these reports it
appears that the whole valuation of the foreign imports entered
at Boston during the year ending June 30th, 1868, was $37,-
039,736. No less than forty-seven per cent, in value of this
amount consisted of raw materials for manufacturing purposes,
enumerated under fifty-eight heads. During the next year the
aggregate of importations increased to $14,636,967, and the
proportion of raw materials had also increased to sixty per
cent, of the whole amount. The list of articles is very inter-
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estiug, as throwing light on the industry of the State, as re-
vealed through, the report of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, already referred to. The principal articles imported
in 1869 were: sugar, -$6,626,242 ; hides, $2,165,712 ; wool, $l,-
999,080; molasses, $1,454,790; bar iron, $1,889,329; flax,
hemp, madder, indigo, gums, chemicals, &c., all in quantities
largely increased over the previous year. The tables are too
long to print in this Report, but they establish the fact, that, in
1869, no less than three-fifths of our foreign imports consisted
of raw materials for the use of our manufactures. But for the
development of those manufactures, the commerce of Boston
would long since have shared the fate of that of Salem.

From these tables and facts the Commissioners draw a con-
clusion which should be, but as yet is not, at the basis of the
whole railroad policy of Massachusetts. It may be stated as
follows : The present industrial condition of Massachusetts is
in no respect what it was anterior to the introduction of the
railroad system; it is not subject to the same laws, and should
not be regulated by the same policy. Up to the year 1880,
Massachusetts was a commercial and maritime community; its
public railroad policy was devised, and skilfully devised, to
meet the requirements of such a community. It has since then
gradually become, and is destined hereafter to be, a manufac-
turing community, and it requires a railroad system especially
adapted to its needs as such. Commerce, of course, under which
general term both the foreign and coasting trade are included,
retains its great importance as a part of the industrial machin-
ery, but it is no longer, as formerly, the principal source of
prosperity, but is rather ancillary to more overshadowing in-
terests. Its chief function for years has been, and will now
permanently continue to be, to import raw material for the use
of manufactures and food to sustain artisans, and not the goods
which we ourselves manufacture, either for our own consump-
tion or in competition with other ports. This operation has
long silently been going on, and fully explains the fact that our
foreign commerce has been stationary while our general de-
velopment has progressed at a rate so unexampled. Our indus-
tries have changed position.
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The Trite Basis op an Export Trade.
Following out this conclusion a single step further, it would

probably be found that a substantial revival of our foreign com-
mei'ce was to be looked for, not in a costly forcing process, or
in a close competition with more naturally favored localities,
but in a more complete development of those industries which
we have so successfully made our own.

The very valuable commerce and navigation reports already
referred to, show sufficiently how strong is the natural tendency
in this direction. We can now analyze our exports, as well as
our imports, and the result is very significant. The foreign
exports of Boston for the year ending June 30th, 1868,
amounted to $15,690,873. Of this, 62 per cent, consisted of
manufactured articles, or of articles to which skilled labor had
given an additional value. Owing to the withdrawal of steam-
ers from the port the valuation of exports fell off in 1869 to
$13,118,827, but of this amount no less than 72 per cent, was
made up of the results of manufacturing industry; in other
words, these now proved, so far as they went, a reliable basis of
commerce, for, while a very heavy decrease was experienced in
the export of the crude products of the soil, yet the export of
manufactures, notwithstanding the withdrawal of facilities, did
not vary at all. This, under the circumstances, and in face of
our present system of taxation, is equivalent to a large increase.*
The tabulated statement of exports of manufactured articles is
even more interesting than that of the imports of raw material,
but does not properly belong to this Report. The articles are
enumerated under 72 heads, and vary in valuation from $2O5—

the value of iron castings exported—to $1,134,888, the value
of the manufactures of cotton. The conclusive inference to be
drawn from it would seem to be, that perhaps the material of a
healthy foreign trade for Massachusetts may hereafter be found
in her own workshops, rather than on the soil of the West.
Raw materials for her industry and markets for her manufac-

*An examination into the influences which now tend to check the natural increase of
the exportation of the products of Massachusetts industry to foreign markets is no part
of the duty of this Board, except in so far as these influences are connected with the
railroad system. The bearing of the following remarks is, at the same time, so direct
upon the subject which has just been discussed and of so much moment to the people of
this Commonwealth, that the Commissioners cannot refrain from quoting them:—
“ The truth is. Congress has nearly taxed many branches of industry out of existence,

and has made the expenses of every mode of production and every individual so great,
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tures, are the great present and future requirements of Massa-
chusetts. These lie rather in the direction of New Orleans
than of Liverpool. At this time—during the year just past—
29 per cent, more in value was exported from Boston to the
Dominion of Canada, and 10 per cent, more to the West India
Islands than to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland.

If these conclusions are correct, most important inferences
must at once be drawn from them in regard to the railroad
system of the State ; inferences very materially modifying the
whole legislative policy to be pursued in regard to it. Roads
running to tide-water are less needed than roads, thoroughly
developed, running to the doors of our workshops. Massachu-
setts does not need a commercial railroad system so much as
that system which experience has shown best answers the re-
quirements of a crowded, manufacturing community, by en-
abling them to pursue their avocations to the utmost possible
advantage.

It would be mere waste of room to dilate on the vital con-
nection which exists between railroads and material develop-
ment. They are so inseparably connected, that a perfect rail-
road system is now the first essential to an effective industrial
organization. In the case of a manufacturing people, where
the internal movement is peculiarly active and important, it is
necessary to consider the system separately, in its internal and
in its external relations.

•

The External Railroad System.

Hitherto, among us, public attention and the discussion of
the press has been almost exclusively devoted to the condition

that we can now hardly export a single manufacture which can compote, on foreign
markets, with the products of the world. * * * * Thus in manufactured cottons,
which used to be one of our strong points, we were only able to export $5,871,000 in
currency value in 1860, against $10,934,000 (gold) in 1860, or about one-quarter of the
former. In woollens our export was even less in proportion, having fallen off sixty per
cent, the last year, amounting only to the small sum of $160,000, while Great Britain
during the same year exported $120,000,000. In one branch, the manufacture of bools
and shoes, we formerly considered ourselves preeminent. Ten years ago, no country
could compete with the United States in the quickness, cheapness and efficiency with
which a boot or a shoe could be made. Since then, our machinery has been improved.
But now, such is the burden of our defective system of taxation, a boot or shoe costs
more in gold than it did in 1858; and as a consequence we cannot exchange them with
the products of foreign countries, where they are manufactured more cheaply. The ex-
port has declined from $1,329,000 in 1863, to $681,706 in 1867, and $475,050 in 1869.
Again, this country has possession alone of machinery which can manufacture combs,
piano keys and other articles of ivory, cheaper than anywhere else. But so heavy is the
tax on ivory that there is now scarcely any export of these articles from the United
Slates.”—N. Y. Timet. (Editorial.) January 10, 1870.
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of the external relations. The great Northern lines, the Hoosac
Tunnel, the Boston and Albany and the Boston, Hartford
and Erie roads have absorbed the public consideration to
the exclusion of the internal system. If, however, the future
of Massachusetts is bound up in the development of her
manufacturing interests, such a method of observing the work-
ing of her railroads is very incomplete. The business of the
through lines is, promptly and cheaply to keep up communica-
tion between ourselves and our producers and customers. Our
railroads must perform on the one side what the sea does on
the other, and it is perfectly immaterial to more than nine-
tenths of the industry of Massachusetts, provided only it is
done cheaply and certainly, whether raw material, food, power
and manufactures come and go, to and from the State by
way of Ogdensburg or Baltimore, Albany, New York or
Portland. The Commissioners are satisfied that what has been
done in the past in respect to supplying channels of communi-
cation for this purpose leaves nothing to be desired. Five
through lines now, do, or soon will connect Massachusetts with
the West, and the perfect development of some single one of
these lines is the first and absolute preliminary to a successful
system of cheap transportation. Massachusetts has committed
herself beyond recall to a policy of competition in this business.
It is useless now to discuss, whether, for the necessities of her
development, the wiser policy might not have been found to
exist in the course pursued in Maryland and Pennsylvania,—in
the thorough development of a single line, or of two single
lines to different points, one being Albany and the other
Ogdensburg. It is sufficient to say that this policy was not
adopted, and that the contracts now in force in relation to tun-
nelling the.Hoosac Mountain, and the aid already granted to the
Boston, Hartford and Erie road have placed the completion of
those enterprises beyond the pale of controversy. It does not
admit of doubt that if any one of the lines connecting Boston
with the Hudson is ever developed to its full transporting
capacity, it alone will suffice for the probable future wants of
the people of Massachusetts ; should the four lines between the
same point and the Hudson or the lakes ever be developed even
to the present incomplete degree of the Pennsylvania Central
a population and foreign commerce could be sustained in Mas-
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sachusetts and Boston more dense and larger than that
of Liverpool and Belgium combined. If, however, the mis-
sion of the roads is primarily to supply the wants of a
densely populated manufacturing community, and only second-
arily to act as channels of foreign commerce, it is scarcely
probable that they should over be taxed to their full capacity.
This is unfortunate, as it is a well established principle that the
more roads have to do the cheaper they can afford to do it; and
the converse proposition is no less true, that where the volume
of business is limited, the more roads it has to sustain, beyond
a certain limit, the heavier tax it has in the long run to pay to
sustain them.

The next question is, how is the external communication of
the Commonwealth sustained over the through lines now in
operation ? In how far are the reasonable demands of the
community satisfied ? This has been the subject of very serious
complaints in time past, which have resulted in legislative ex-
aminations and reports, the memory of which is still fresh. The
Commissioners have, therefore, paid some attention to it, and
are glad to be able to report that, in regard to through busi-
ness, a vast improvement has been effected within the last few
years; that the consolidation of the Boston and Worcester and
the Western roads, the organization of the colored, time-freight
lines, and a more energetic freight management, resulting from
the persistent agitation of the subject, have already produced
most satisfactory results, and promise yet more for the future.
The attention of the Commissioners has been called to one
defect in the freighting management of the Boston and Albany
road, which, if it shall prove to exist, should be remedied. Very
serious complaints are made by the business public of Boston
on the ground that this road has no freight agent in this city
with full authority to deal immediately and directly with those
seeking to ship goods westward. The offices of this corpora-
tion are at Springfield, but Boston is the terminus of the line ;

many large forwarders contend, and with great force, that a
freight agent, with full powers, should be stationed in this city,
and that the absence of such official has operated most injuri-
ously on their business interests. A complaint on this subject,
signed by many of the principal firms in Boston, has been pre-
sented to the Commission and made the subject of inquiry and
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a correspondence with the President of the Boston and Albany
road, which has not yet terminated.

Pares on Through Travel.
As regards through travel little requires to be said. The

accompanying table sufficiently exhibits the fares exacted on
this branch of transportation in this country as compared with
those on similar lines in different countries of Europe. (Table
No. 7, p. 33.)

In examining this table, it must be borne in mind that the
European rates of speed only apply to first class travel,—that
of express trains ;—the second and third classes travel at a rate
much less than that indicated. The introduction of what are
known as “ drawing-room” or “ palace ” cars, supplies, as re-
gards the American roads, in the table, the place of the Euro-
pean “ first class ”; and the ordinary car, with which alone
most of our roads are equipped, is entered on the table on the
same footing as the European “ second class,” though it is
infinitely superior in all respects. The cars entered as “ third
class” in the two countries are equally convenient. Prom this
table it will be seen that the ordinary first class American travel
between Boston and Chicago, or New York, is accommodated
at the price established in England by law for the advantage of
the poor classes, and that the American “ palace car,”—the
most luxurious form of conveyance known in the world,—costs
the same in currency that the second class car in England does
in gold. In every grade the advantage is strikingly in favor of
the American traveller, both as regards comfort and expense.
Whatever the future may bring forth, it is safe to say that no-
where in the world is the transportation of persons now so
cheap as on some of the American through lines.

Western Produce Movement.
Reverting for a moment to the question of through freights,

it may not be out of place in this connection to say a few words
on the long vexed question of the Western produce movement as
regards Boston in particular. Boston is very peculiarly situ-
aied in regard to this movement. As compared with New
York, Baltimore or Philadelphia, the shortest distances by rail
between Boston and Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinnati, range
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Boston to New York, . . 238 27 600 750 480 000 320 400 2.52 3.15 2 2.52 1.38 1.70

00
CO
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in favor of the former cities, from 113 to 374 miles. The cost
of transportation by rail .over this extra distance between the
West and tide-water, would, charges on all lines being propor-
tioned to space traversed, range from $1.40 per ton in favor of
New York, as between that city and Chicago, to $4.67 per ton,
in favor of Baltimore, as between that city and Cincinnati.
The cost of ocean transportation between either Baltimore or
New York and Boston, when computed as part of the cost of
connected movement from the West, is between $2.00 and $2.30
per ton. This brings all the great through lines from the West
to the Atlantic seaboard, in fair competition with the through
Massachusetts lines for the supply of Western produce for do-
mestic consumption in Boston. The all-rail lines would have
an advantage as respects handling, breaking bulk, and speed;
the mixed lines as respects economy, provided the charges per
mile for the same description of carriage are everywhere equal.
Under these conditions the accompanying table shows the
amounts of what are known as domestic receipts reported as
arrived in Boston during the years and through the channels
specified. (Table No. 8, p. 36.)

This cannot be considered as an unsatisfactory exhibit in so
far as the land routes are concerned. They have competed suc-
cessfully with ocean navigation for the carriage of heavy freights
for home consumption, and they now control and regulate the
home produce market. In regard to foreign consumption, the
difficulty is much greater.

The Export of Brbadstuffs.
No subject connected with the material progress of Massa-

chusetts has occupied so large a space in the public mind as
this. Failure to compete with other seaboard places for the
foreign produce movement has often and generally been re-
garded as synonymous with material decadence, and every indi-
cation of want of success has been received with a loud wail
of despondency. The Commissioners have already endeavored
to demonstrate the utter futility of these fears ;—the prosperity
of Boston and Massachusetts depends on other and far more
solid foundations than a precarious competition in an uncertain
export trade. At the same time, the Commissioners are most
anxious not to appear to underrate the importance of this trade.
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It is very important, if it can be reached, both to Boston and to
Massachusetts; not so much in itself, as incidentally, in furnish-
ing return freights to the importing marine. Boston is now
confessedly the cheapest and most convenient point of import
on the Atlantic coast; the vessels, however, which land their
cargoes at her wharves, have to go elsewhere to seek return
freights. Herein would lie the value of a portion of the ex-
port trade in produce. Is it possible to secure this through the
railroad system ? The Commissioners believe that it is. It is
useless to ignore the difficulties in the way, as has often been
done in the past. They should be stated fairly and met fairly.
At first sight they appear insuperable; obstacles created by
nature, and hardly to be overcome by man.

A single fact will conclusively illustrate this point. Albany
is the common centre where Boston and New York City com-
pete for the produce movement. On the 27th day of Septem-
ber last, tiie Albany papers announced that two of the largest
tows ever recorded had, the day previous, passed down the
Hudson River from the Erie canal; they contained an aggre-
gate of 440,000 bushels of produce, in 300 barges. This produce
was seeking tide-water. The relative cost of carrying it from
Albany, the common point, to Boston or New York would be
as follows;—To New York, allowing the usual rate for river
transportation, two cents per bushel, it would be $8,800; at
New York the barges would meet the floating elevators and
their cargoes would at once be transferred to the foreign-bound
vessels. Allowing the facilities for transshipment to be equally
good in Boston, the mere cost of transportation to that city
would be as follows:—440,000 bushels would require 1,100
freight cars of the usual capacity of ten tons each; the lowest
rate at which these cars could be drawn to Boston would be
$25 each, which would allow 12.50 mills per ton per mile,
making the total freight money to Boston $27,500, as against
$B,BOO to New York. Again, every pound of heavy freight
brought east of the Hudson to tide-water, lias now to be lifted
over 2,716 feet of adverse grade on the Boston and Albany
road. The Troy and Greenfield road will reduce this lift to
2,600 feet, but the Boston, Hartford and Erie increases it to
3,852 feet. Due allowance has not always been made to
the railroads for such disadvantages as these.



Table No. 8.

Fob the Year ending November 30, 1868. For the Year ending November 30, 1569.
.

Flour—Bbls. j Corn—Bush. Oats—Bush. Barley—Bush Flour—Bbls. Corn—Bush. Oats—Bush. Barley—Bush.

Boston and Albany Railroad, . . . 046,684 i 376,868 418,062 728 ! 728,846 1,031,822 ' 721,128 12,999
Northern Railroad, i 53,060 ! 77,145 83,234 154,535 65,107 288,955 i 260,513 99,610
Fitchburg Railroad, j 34,211 29,862 104,737 | 42,688 24,874 64,007 j 95,034 10,104

Total by Railroad from West, . . 733,955 483,875 606,033 197,951 818,827 1,384,284 1,076,675 122,713

Boston and Maine Railroad, . . . 16,515 1,574 55,600 25,135 18,238 896 3,109 26,005
Providence Railroad, .... 88,683 1,100 3,593 - 61,281 632 , 3,093
Old Colony and Newport Railroad, . 6,711 - - - 12,544 800
Portland Steamer, ..... 53,992 2,695 1,298 4,020 40,284 - 352 13,370
New York Steamer, 807,812 68,921 49,481 - 271,635 2,356 10,840 16,414
Baltimore Steamer, ..... 131,961 71,328 22,146 - 72,656 167,329 19,637 -

Philadelphia Steamer, .... 25,013 100,441 8,216 1,740 3,699 70,000 5,476
New Orleans Steamer, .... 15,213 205,701 6,138 - 6,952 17,231 - -

Sail Vessels, 54,037 1,395,399 509,565 33,144 16,190 774,555 294,713 57,061
Other sources 1,190 - 2,979 21,271 1,536 5,323

Total from seaboard, .... 701,727 1,847,159 056,037 04,039 500,458 1,055,670 338,756 118,173
Total from all sources, . . . 1,435,082 2,331,034 1,262,270 ; 261,990 1,325,285 2,439,960 1,415,431 240,886
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Such are the obstacles to be overcome. On the other hand,
though all freight moved by canal for New York, can drop
easily down the Hudson River, these freights are subjected to
long delays and great dangers both from boat and frost;
at times, owing to peculiarities of seasons, great masses of
breadstuffs cannot be moved by canal at all, and, through
four months of each year, all internal water navigation
is broken up by ice. Taking careful advantage of eacli
of these circumstances, the roads have recently effected an
arrangement which promises to bring a fair share of this
important business within the easy grasp of Boston ; which, at
any rate, will furnish return cargoes to the vessels discharging
at her wharves. As is well known, the Grand Junction Rail-
road has recently passed into the control of the Boston and
Albany Railroad Company, and that corporation is now engaged
in the construction at East Boston of all the accommodations
necessary to entering largely into the export of produce. This,
however, could only be made profitable by effecting some
arrangement through which all rail-borne freight from the
West could be laid down in Boston on at least as favorable
terms as in New York. Such an arrangement lias at last
been perfected by the Boston and Albany road with all its con-
nections, under which breadstuffs and produce will bo received
at any of the principal cities of the West and forwarded to
Boston at current rates, which are established as the same in
proportion to distance, as to New York. The terms of this
arrangement further provide for an allowance by the roads of a
drawback, on presentation to the company at Boston of freight
bills and proper evidence of actual shipment for export, of ten
cents a barrel on flour and five cents a hundred weight on
grain, provisions, cotton, &c. The allowance of this drawback
will place all shipment from Boston on an absolute equality, as
regards cost of movement by rail to tide-water, with shipments
from New York. More than this cannot bo asked of the rail-
roads. The port charges for elevating, storing, insurance, Ac.,
at New York are notoriously heavier than in Boston. These,
combined with promptitude and honesty in handling, and the
one day difference in passage time between Boston and Liver-
pool, will constitute a sufficient premium to induce Western
shippers to export through this channel. The railroads havinar
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thus fulfilled all expectations, it will remain for the business
community of Boston to improve the opportunity afforded
them.

The Carriage op Food, Coal and Raw Materials.
Turning from this question of foreign trade in its connection

with our railroad system, and before considering the more im-
portant interests involved in our system of internal transporta-
tion, the Commissioners desire to refer to one other matter in
connection with through business. They do this, not with a
view of suggesting any immediate legislation, but to call the
attention of the railroads and of the community to a subject
worthy of more consideration than it has received. The great
needs of this community in its present industrial phase, as has
been already pointed out, are power, food and raw material;
if these are adequately and cheaply supplied there need be no
apprehensions of a declining prosperity. The interests of this
community and of its railroad corporations, in regard to the
transportation ofarticles coming under these heads, —almost all
of which come from beyond our limits as a State,—would, if cor-
rectly understood, be found to be identical. The permanent
value of our railroads to their stockholders depends wholly on
the prosperity of. the districts through which they run, and the
prosperity of those districts directly depends, with us, on the
command they have over raw material to feed and power to
work their machinery, and food to sustain their population.
These, constituting bulky freights, the roads should, with a view
to their own interests, seek to supply at the lowest possible pay-
ing rates, and to draw their larger profits from the resulting
prosperity. This cardinal point of policy they do not now seem
fully to appreciate. Take for instance the case of Worcester.
This city now contains 40,000 inhabitants, engaged in very
diversified descriptions of manufacturing industries, all branches
of which are dependent on power for the operation of their
machinery. There is no reliable water power to be had, and
the city is, therefore, forced to rely on coal from the Cumber-
land region, and from Pennsylvania, or from the Provinces.
Every pound of this is brought to it by rail, and over 100,000
tons are consumed per annum. During the last year this
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amount was brought to Worcester in the manner and at tire
cost for transportation set fortli in the subjoined table.

Table No. 9.

° I”*" § o 5S o»5“ "oO “c O .

RAILROADS. j Where from. _g m j=SIS'- k “r ,osl II 1 1I gj o o" o-~g- o

IBoston and Albany, . . Boston, . | 6,143 44 $1 80 ||l 80 |1 80

Norwich and Worcester, . Norwich, . 51,621 60 175 200 225

Providence and Worcester, Providence, 46,424 44 175| 2 00 225

Total, 104,188 - - [ -

The Commissioners wish to call particular attention to the
conclusions to be deduced from this table. The whole of the
sum of money charged for this transportation is a tax on power,
and a drawback on the prosperity of Worcester. Were the
coal mined in the immediate vicinity of that city, and the trans-
portation tax done away with, both Worcester and the railroads
would be immeasurably more prosperous than they now are.
As it is, the transportation tax is, to a great degree, a necessary
and an inevitable one, and it only remains to divide it into its
component parts of cost of transportation and profit, the profit
representing the tax imposed for the benefit of the railroads.

There is no article of freight which admits of such cheap
carriage as coal in bulk. In England, the rates upon it, as
upon all other articles, are fixed by Act of Parliament, but
they vary as regards the several companies. Two cents per
ton per mile, for a less distance than fifty miles, is the usual
rate, which does not include terminal handling. Yery large
profits are made by the companies transporting coal under this
limitation. In two cases, at least, the cost of transportation
has been analyzed with almost exactly the same result; the
Eastern counties road claiming a profit of two-thirds while
transporting at 10 mills per ton per mile, and the Great North-
ern a profit of thirty-three per cent, while charging 7 mills
per ton per mile. The average English charge is 15 mills
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per ton per mile, which includes everything but terminal hand-
ling. On the nine principal French lines, for distances not
exceeding fifty miles, the average charge is about fifteen per
cent, loss, or 12 mills per ton per mile. From a special
report on coal, made by S. H. Sweet, Deputy Engineer, to the
legislature of Now York, in 1866, it appears that the cost of
transportation of this article on the roads of New York and
of Pennsylvania, varied from 3.10 to 18 mills per ton per
mile; the average cost on twenty roads in 1863, being 9.28
mills. This may therefore be taken as representing the
cost on American roads in general. Those specified were
mainly roads doing a large business in transporting coal;
but it is to be remembered that the cost of carriage does not
depend so much on the amount transported, as on the stead-
iness of the demand and the proportion preserved between it
and the rolling stock employed. Wheels kept continually in
motion earn a profit out of very low rates, even on a limited
business.

The distance to Worcester from tide-water is not over forty-
four miles, but the roads leading to that city run through a region
crowded with manufactures, the demand is steady and the busi-
ness of transporting coal might be largely increased. The
Commissioners are inclined to think that the present cost of
coal carriage on these lines does not exceed, even if it equals,
14 mills per ton per mile, not including charges for terminal
handling. Allowing 15 cents per ton at each end for these
charges, the cost per ton from Boston or Providence to Wor-
cester should not exceed 92 cents, or $l.lO, allowing a reason-
able profit to the roads. The average charge during the last
year appears to have been about $2.00 per ton, constituting a
profit tax on warmth and power of nearly one hundred per cent.

The importance of this subject can best be illustrated by an
individual instance. The Washburn Iron Companyof Worcester
receives old railroad iron and re-works it by a process of ham-
mering and rolling, manufacturing car-wheels, locomotive tires
and rails. Located as it is at Worcester, it must base all its
calculations on being able to bring its coal to meet the old iron,
at a less cost than the iron could be carried to the coal; it
seeks in fact to make a profit by bringing coal to New England,
instead of sending old iron to Pennsylvania. They consume
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about 18,000 tons of coal per annum, which is handled once by
the railroads. Allowing the Providence and Worcester or
Boston and Albany roads to charge 14 mills per ton per mile,
the cost of one handling and fifteen per cent, of profit, amount-
ing in all to 85 cents per ton, instead of perhaps $1.65, as at
present, the annual power tax paid by this company would at
once be reduced from $29,700 to $15,300, or by three per cent, on
its entire stock capital. This may well make just the difference
between success and failure. The city tax of Worcester for
1868 was $14.40 per $l,OOO of assessed value. The Washburn
Iron Company was assessed $218,200 ; if the city tax were perma-
nently raised on this valuation from $14.40 to $BO.OO per thou-
sand, it would, most justly, be declared ruinous and the indus-
try would leave the city. That identical increase is, however,
now imposed in the shape of a transportation tax, and regularly
paid under the name of freights on coal. It is unnecessary to
dilate on the impetus which the reduction of this charge would
communicate to the operations of the company referred to, or
to estimate the increased amount of re-rolled iron, locomotive
tires, car-wheels, travel and merchandise which would pass over
the railroads in consequence of such an expansion.

No better illustration could be furnished of the harmony
existing between the real interests of the community and its
corporations. A cheap and abundant supply of all raw
materials is at the root of the prosperity of each. For reasons
which will hereafter be stated, no legislation can at this time
be framed which will impose such a policy on the railroads, nor
would it be wise to force it upon them were it feasible to do so.
The Commissioners, however, confidently believe that not only
will experience and reflection convince the railroads that the
course suggested is the true one for them to pursue, but also
that a more reflecting public opinion will compel them to adopt
it, even though no recourse be had to the law-making power.

The Internal Railroad System.
Without pursuing further the discussion of the condition of

the railroad system in its external relations to the Common-
wealth, the Commissioners now desire to call attention to its
condition as our chief internal means of communication. It
is upon this portion of the system,—its early and complete do-
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vclopracnt,—that the future of Massachusetts as a successful
manufacturing community depends. The condition of affairs
here existing is, in the opinion of the Commissioners, by no
means so satisfactory as is thatpart of the system which has just
been considered. This lias mainly arisen from circumstances
which have already been discussed at length;—through pure
force of habit, the traditional commercial policy lias so pre-
dominated over the existing manufacturing policy that this
vital question of internal communication has for years been
almost wholly neglected. It is, therefore, very important to
the interests of Massachusetts that the public attention and the
energies of railroad managers should, for a time, be somewhat
withdrawn from visions of through business and novel enter-
prises, which promise much and perform little, and directed to
those practical questions in relation to internal and local trade
which have now for years past been at the foundation ofall our
prosperity.

No Radical Changes Proposed.

Before entering upon this portion of their subject, the Com-
missioners wish to premise that they do not even intend to dis-
cuss, much less to recommend, any radical changes or reforms
in the existing railroad system of the Commonwealth. While
pointing out certain defects and abuses now existing, and sug-
gesting certain remedies for them, they propose to stop there.
The brief time they have had to pursue their investigations,
the immense and conflicting interests involved, the necessity of
falling into the fewest possible errors, and the utter futility of
any legislation, which partakes rather of the nature of force
than of an educated and reflecting public opinion, manifestly
dictate such a course. Any solution of the questions arising
out of the intricaterelations of the community and the railroad
corporations requires time and study, and a hasty or ill-con-
sidered solution is worse than none at all. The problem needs
but to be stated to have the difficulties surrounding it appre-
ciated. It ramifies in every direction ; it connects itself with
the ten per cent, dividend law and the provisions for the pur-
chase of roads by the State ; it involves a careful consideration
of the intricate law of charters, and calls up the whole vexed
question of State ownership, in all its political, industrial and
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social aspects; its correct solution depends upon those eco-
nomical questions on which the highest authorities differ,—
authorities which as yet are not even within the reach of the
Commission. No system which could possibly be proposed at
this time would be based on a correct understanding of these
complicated considerations, or could command any general
respect or stand the test of criticism. Such a work must be
the last result, rather than the beginning of the labors of a
commission.

Construction op New Railroads.
In the first place, the Commission would suggest that every

facility should be afforded which is consistent with an equitable
regard for chartered rights, with a view to completing the now
imperfect railroad system. Massachusetts is already, as com-
pared with other parts of this continent, and even with Europe,
not deficient in railroad facilities, as is made manifest by the
following comparative table; indeed it is, in proportion to its
territorial extent, better supplied with railroad facilities than
any other community in the world.

One Mile of Railroad—
PopulationStates and Countries. to square mile.

to square miles. to inhabitants.

Massachusetts, .... 173.08 5.47 954,4

Belgium, 442.92 6.69 2,901.3
Connecticut 11232 7.34 824.2
New Jersey, .... 108.17 8.55 925.0
Great Britain, .... 239 09 BGO 2,050.1
Pennsylvania 76,69 10.46 775.8
Ohio, 66.31 11.70 770.8
New York, .... 93.02 14.12 1,321.7
Middle States, . . . •

. 73 57 14.09 1,030.8
New England States, . . 52.28 16.18 i 845.9
French Empire, . . . 177.03 21.26 3,703.0
Prussia 109.14 23.54 3,981.7
United States, .... 18.83 40.73 870.1
Queensland, (Australia,) .

. .89 0,047.00 585.4
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From this table it will be seen that Massachusetts has twenty-
five per cent, more railroads in proportion to its area than
Belgium, and more than three times as many in proportion to its
inhabitants. Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Queensland and many
other localities are better supplied than this State in propor-
tion to population.

There still remain, however, a number of towns, and yet
more considerable villages within the Commonwealth unsup-
plied with railroad facilities. Meanwhile, ease and convenience
of travel and transportation have ceased to be luxuries and
have become necessities. As a rule the town or village which
has no railroad ceases to grow in population or wealth ; every-
thing becomes stagnant in it and its young people leave for
distant regions; while another locality, not far distant, which
has these facilities, appears full of life and increases its popula-
tion and property. Exceptions can be found in both cases;
there are towns which have, and for years have had ample rail-
road facilities and which have made little or no growth; there
are other towns which have made a very respectable growth
while devoid of these facilities. Still the general rule holds
good, and the communities which are without railroad con-
nection, and which have still some life left in them, recognize
this need as the most imperative one of their situation.

Defects op Special Legislation.
Special legislation has always in this Commonwealth been

resorted to in cases of railroad construction. There are, how-
ever, many and grave inconveniences incident to this custom.
One of these is the extreme difficulty of ascertaining what the
law affecting a given corporation is; or indeed whether a given
corporation is in existence at all. Great surprise was excited
when, in 1867, the Royal Commission on Railways reported
that “ the powers of the railway companies [of Great Britain]
and the consequent rights of the public, are now scattered
through three thousand one hundred Acts of Parliament.” A
very careful enumeration of the similar Acts of this Common-
wealth, prepared for the use of this Commission by the tax
commissioner, revealed a condition of affairs quite as extraor-
dinary prevailing in Massachusetts. Some 850 railroads appear
to have been incorporated ; the legislation in regard to which
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is scattered through 950 special Acts; one chapter containing
145 sections of the General Statutes, and 40 general laws
passed since those statutes were compiled. As the population
of Massachusetts is to that of Great Britain as one is to twenty,
and its railroads as one is to ten, the legislation of the latter
would seem to be proportionally much the less ample of the
two. The Commissioners have space to refer to but few of the
evils incident to this condition of affairs. The tax commis-
sioner informs them that he has found it almost impossible to
obtain any information in regard to charters still supposed to
be in existence. Meanwhile, others are obtained and held for
very unjustifiable purposes, and only heard of when an Act to
prevent their lapsing is quietly slipped through the legislature.
Two of these purposes may be specified. Certain private inter-
ests obtain charters, not with a view of constructing railroads,
but on speculation; either hoping to sell them as a valuable,
gratuitous grant of corporate privileges, or to hold them in
terrorern over the heads of corporations already operating
roads, with a view of extorting money from their fears. A
species of black mail is thus often exacted through threats of
competition. On the other hand the same vested privileges are
sometimes secured and held by the corporations themselves as
a security against competition. They do not use the charters
themselves, but, by holding them, prevent their use by others.

Actuated by these and numerous other considerations, the
Commissioners have concluded to submit to the legislature a
draft of a general law intended to cover the great majority of
the cases where additional railroad facilities are now demanded
in this Commonwealth. The bill provides for a general super-
vision,and discretion in regard to these enterprises, to bo vested
in this Board, with a final appeal, of course, to the legislature
itself. It also provides a different rule for these corporations
from that now in force, in regard to the regulation of fares and
freights, and the purchase of the roads by the Commonwealth.
This is obviously necessary when it is remembered that the
class of roads here provided for is rarely very remunerative, and
that the usual provisions requiring the Commonwealth to repay
the capital and ten per cent, per annum in addition thereto
before taking possession, is simply equivalent to excluding the
Commonwealth from ever taking possession of the roads at all.
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So in regard to fares and freights. If no regulation can be
exercised which will reduce dividends on these roads below ten
per cent, per annum, it is very certain that they will remain
unregulated forever.

One leading feature of the bill proposed, relates to the grant-
ing of aid by towns to the construction of roads within their
limits. This subject received the very serious consideration of
the Board. The practice of authorizing towns to subscribe to
the stock of railroads has recently obtained so firm a footing as
to be now almost a matter of course. It is argued that rail-
roads are but modern highways, and that no one ever doubted
the right of towns to construct highways,—that what is to be
for the benefit of the whole community should be paid for by the
whole community. To this it is answered that railroads are
essentially unlike highways, in that they require to be operated
as well as constructed ; that operating them is very expensive,
and that, if operated at a loss, they must ultimately be aban-
doned ; that the excessive multiplication of railroads, by a too
great division of receipts, must destroy their value as property,
or cause them to be operated at the public expense and in a
manner both unsatisfactory and dangerous; and, finally, that
the only good guarantee the community has of enjoying remu-
nerative, and consequently good and safe roads, will be de-
stroyed if majorities simply vote themselves roads to be con-
structed at the public cost and without regard to profit.

The Commissioners think that there is weight in both argu-
ments, and that the practice, while conceded as expedient in
in certain cases, should be regulated within strict limits. Every
town and every considerable village should be connected by
rail with the railway system of the country, but, when once so
connected, any further development of the system through the
construction of competing lines should be left to unaided
private enterprise. With this end in view the bill proposed by
the Commissioners authorizes all towns and considerable settle-
ments which may now be wholly unprovided with railway
facilities, to subscribe in their corporate capacity to the stock
of a railroad to be constructed within their limits. The
amount authorized to be subscribed in such cases is fixed at
the percentage of valuation usually hitherto adopted in legisla-
tion. The Commissioners have, however, placed new restric-
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tions upon the method pursued in voting on tins class of
questions, by providing that the vote shall, in all cases, be
taken by written ballot, and that a two-thirds affirmative vote
shall be required. They recommend these restrictions for
obvious reasons. It should be borne in mind, that, in all these
cases, it is not a question of the convenience of the minority
yielding to that of the majority, but it is of the property of
the minority being invested against its will in an enterprise
which the private capital of the majority refuses to undertake.
The voting of railway facilities for itself by one portion of the
community, at the expense of another, is a method of attaining
a result which is attractive both from its efficacy and its free-
dom from danger of pecuniary loss. The burden, however, in
these cases mainly falls on a single class, and that, too, a class
which, in Massachusetts is ill able to bear it; it peculiarly falls
on the land owners,—the farmers. Personal property can
leave a town and will leave it, if overtaxed,—it can be con-
cealed, —its market value is in no wise affected by rates of local
taxation ;it is not so with land. That cannot be concealed,—
cannot be removed. It, and it alone, is regularly mortgaged
to pay every town debt, and the rate of taxation immediately
affects its market value. It is notorious that the present heavy
taxes weigh especially on the agricultural interests of Massa-
chusetts ; it is equally notorious that a larger proportion of our
population than formerly own no land and pay only poll taxes.
It is, therefore, in the opinion of the Commissioners, eminently
right and proper that, in these remote towns, the minority of
farmers and land owners, whose property alone is irremediably
mortgaged by the vote in question, should have their rights
scrupulously guarded and should be placed in a position to
make their protests effective. Where one-third of the persons
voting oppose an investment of this description, it indicates a
decided division of opinion, and the opposition is not likely to
come from any except those who consider that their property is
being voted away.

A draft of the proposed bill will be found in the Appendix G
of this Report.

While thus seeking to provide for the further development
of the system, the Commissioners have also examined into the
system as already developed. The results of their investiga-
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tions can best be divided into results relating to fares and
results relating to freights.

Local Fares.
In relation to fares they find the prevailing system marked

by great confusion and governed by no principle. In direct
contravention of experience and of public interest it will be
found that the through fares and the fares for long distances
are the lowest, while local fares arc subject to no rule, and, in
many cases, are excessive. It is, however, a well established
principle that speed is of the essence of all railroad contracts.
The travel over great distances, or between termini, is generally
carried on by trains which move at very considerable rates of
speed and with few stoppages. These are the expensive trains
to run, destroying both rolling stock and road-bed; yet, under
the system now prevailing, and the excessive attention which
has of late been paid to charges on through travel, these are
the cheap trains upon our railroads. Turning to the local
travel, a wholly different condition of affairs is found to exist.
The local trains, be it remembered, are, or should be, the cheap
trains of the system; they move at a low rate of speed and
with frequent stoppages ; they are intended to take passengers
up at one station and leave them at another. Upon them, in
a densely populated manufacturing region, filled with mills and
workshops, the community depends for that rapid and easy in-
tercourse which is the life of their industry. These are called
accommodation trains; they employ the poorer portion of each
companies equipment; they run at little cost and with little
injury to road-bed and rolling stock. The tariffs of the differ-
ent roads reveal a most extraordinary condition of affairs in
relation to charges on such trains. Fares between termini and
great towns, where complaints make themselves loudly heard,
are, of course, the same on the accommodation as on the ex-
press trains ; but as will be seen, on examination of the sub-
joined tables, the local fares are subject to no rule and restrained
by no limitation.*

* In examining these tables it is necessary to bear in mind that ten cents is, with very few excep-
tions, the lowest fare ever charged in this State for travel by rail. The basis of computation for
ong distances is usually three cents per mile. To this rule there are exceptions, as appears from
Tables Nos. 18, 21, 22, 24 and 25, but most of the roads adhere to it. In regard to short distances,
It is difficult, from an examination of the tables, to discover any definite principle on which fares.
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Table No. 11.—Boston and Albany Railroad.

„ I Kate
Miles. Fare, i perMile.

i j
Boston to Albany, 202.10 $6 00 $0 02.92

“ to Pittsfield, 150.48 475 03.15
“ to Chapel Station, . . . . .2.80 10 03.57
“ to Longwood, . . . . .3.10 10 03.22
“ to Cottage Farm, ..... 3 15 05
“ to Newtonville, ..... 8.10 j 30 08.70
“ to Brighton, . . . . .

. 5 20 04
Cottage Farm to Allston, . . . . . | 1.12 10 08.92*

“ “ to Newton, ..... 4 15 03.75
Allston to Brighton, . . . . . . .88 05 05.88

“ to Newton, . . . . . . ■ 2.88 12 04.10
Brighton to Newton, ......j 2 10 05
Newtonville to West Newton, . . .

. j .90 05 05.55
Auburndale to Bice’s Crossing, . . . . J 2.20 15 06.81*
Grantville to Wellesley, . . . . . i 1.80 10 07.69
Natick, to Lake Crossing, . .

. . . i 1.30 10 j 07.69
“ to South Framingham, . . . . j 3.80 15 1 03.94

South Framingham to Ashland, . . . 2.70 15 1 05.55
Cordaville to Southville, . . . . . j .80 05 j 06.25
Westborough to Southville, . .

.
. j 3.90 15 I 03.84

Worcester to Grafton, . . . .
. . 6.20 25 [ 04.03

“ to Clappville, . . . . . | 8.79 40 04.55
Charlton to Spencer, . . . . .4.30 20 04.65
East Brookfield to Brookfield, . . . . 2.70 15 05.55
Brookfield to West Brookfield, . . . . j 2.67 15 05.61
Brimfield to Palmer, ......j 5 25 05
Wilbraham to Indian Orchard, .... 4.50 20 04.44

“ to Springfield, . . .

.! 10 40 [ 04
Indian Orchard to Springfield, . .

. . j 5.50 25 j 04.54
Springfield to West Sprinfield, .

. . .1 2.50 10 I 04
“ to Westfield, 9.64 35 [ 03.63

East Holliston to Holliston, . . . .1 10 j 10
“ “ to Metcalfs, . .

. .
! 3 15 | 05

“ “ to Bragg’s, . . . . . ! 5 20 [ 04
“ “ to Milford, . . . . .j 8 28 j 03.5

Cheshire Harbor to Maple Grove, . . .
| 1 10 | 10

“ to South Adams, . . . 2 20 | 10
Maple Grove to North Adams, . . . . 6 30 05
Chapel Station to Longwood, .

.
. . I .30 05 I 16.68

Average rate of local fares specified, . .1 - - 04.59
Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,

per returns of 1868. (This includes season
ticket and package ticket passengers,) . . I - - { 02.72

are regulated. It may be Btated, however, that two rules seem almost invariably to be applied :
Ist, For convenienceof computation, five, and not three, la the multiple of increaHe; 2d, In all
cases of doubt, the construction most liberal to the roads is to be adopted.

* The fare for some of the short distances is lower in the “special trains” than in through
trains.

7
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Table No. 12.—Boston, Clinton and Fitchburg, (Fitchburg and
Worcester Division.J

Rate
i Miles. Fare. per Mile.

Fitchburg to Worcester, . . . . .26 31 00 $0 03.84
“ to So. Fitchburg, ....| 1 15 15
“ to Leominster, . .... 5 20 04

Leominster to Gates Crossing, . . . . 2 15 07.50
“ to Pratt’s, 4 20 05

Gates Crossing to Sterling, .... 5 25 05
Pratt’s to Sterling, ......| 3 15 05
Sterling to Sterling Junction, ....1 2 15 07.50

“ to West Boylston, . . . . i 5.50 35 06,36
Average rate of local fares specified,. . . - - 05.81
Average rate of carrying a passenger 1 mile,

per returns of 1868, including season ticket
passengers, &c., j - 02.26*

Table No. 13.—Boston , Hartford and Erie Railroad.
. j I

Boston to Southbridge, . . . . . 70 f 2 10 $0 03.00
“ to East Thompson, . . . .\ 53 160 03
“ to Woonsocket, . . . . .| 36 110 03.05
“ to South Boston, . . . . . j .75 | 10 j 13.33
“ to Bird Street, (Dorchester,) . . . 3.25 10 03.07
“ to Keadville, . . . . . . j 9.25 j 25 02.70
“ to Dedham, . . . . . . I 10.75 25 02.32

South Dedham to Everett’s, . . . . I .50 10 20
Dedham to Walpole, . . . . . . j 8.25 j 30 03.63
North Wrentham to City Mills, . . . . j 2 I 10 05

“ “ to Franklin, . .
.

.| 4 j 15 03.75
Blackstone to Millville, . . . . . i 3 j 10 03.33
So. Bellingham to Woonsocket,. . . .I 4 j 20 05
Campbell’s to No. Wrentham, . . . . 1 10 10

“ to City Mills, . . . . .3 15 | 05
Average rate of local fares specified,. . .

-
- 03.81

On Woonsocket Division,—
Boston to Brighton Street, . . . . 5.50 15 02.72

“ to Chestnut Hill, . . . . .6.56 20 03.03
“ to Upper Falls, ..... 9.92 26 02.52
“ to Needham, ...... 12.28 30 02.44
“ to West Medway, . . . . . 26.59 80 03

Average rate of local fares specified,. . .
- j - 02.79

Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,
per returns of 1868, whole road, (this includes ! j
season ticket and package ticket passengers,) - j - j 02.36

I ! I
• This rate is unusually low as compared with local fares, and may xesult from an error in com-

puting the “number of passengers carried one mile,” as given in the returns.
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Table No. 14.—Boston. and Lowell Railroad.

I Kate
i Miles. I'are.

per Mile.

Boston to Wilton, . . . . . .55 $1 70 $0 03.09
“ to Nashua, . . . . . .40 110 02.75
“ to Lowell, ......26 70 02.69
“ to Medford, ......5 15 03

Lowell to Middlesex, ..... 1 10 10
“ to Chelmsford, ..... 3 10 03.33

Chelmsford to Tyngsborough, .... 3 10 03.33
Tyngsborough to Little’s, ..... 4 15 03.75
Winchester to E. Woburn, . . . lO 06.66
Woburn to N. Woburn, . . . . lO 06.66
Chelmsford to Little’s, . . . . . [ 7 25 j 03.59
Woburn to E. Woburn, .....| J 10 20
Wilmington to Billerica and Tewksbury, . . ! 4 15 03.75
From Boston to Medford the distance is 5 miles;

in that distance there are 8 stations, including
Medford, the average distance being of a
mile. The fare between any two of the sta-
tions is 10 cents,* A 10 16

Average rate of local fares specified,. . .
- - 04.49

Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,
per returns of 1868, including season ticket
passengers, &c., . . . . . .

- - 02.51

Table No. 15.—Boston and Maine Railroad.

Boston to Great Falls, . . . . .73 $2 20 $0 03
“ to Somerville, ..... 2 05 02.5
“ to Medford, ......5 15 03
“ to Stoneham,. ..... 8 20 02.5

Malden to Melrose, ...... 2 10 05
Stoneham to Greenwood, ..... 1 05 05
North Andover to Haverhill, .... 5 20 04
Ballardvale to Andover, . . . . . 2 j 10 05
Andover to Lawrence, 3 10 03.33
Plaistow to Atkinson, ..... 1 10 10

“ to Newton, 3 10 03.33
Haverhill to Atkinson, 4 15 03.75
Medford to Somerville, ..... 3 15 05
Wellington to “

..... 1 10 10
Melrose to “

..... 5 20 04
Average rate of local fares,f • • ■ .

- - 03.88
Average rate for carrying a passenger one mile,

per returns of 1868,—including season ticket
passengers, - [ - 02.11

• A persongoing from Boston and stopping at the several stations—paying from station to sta
tion—would pay 80 cents for riding the five miles to Medford.

t No fractions of miles are given in the tariff, which may make the apparent inequality of faret
greater.
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Table No. 16.—Boston and Providence Railroad.

~

_ RateMiles. Fare.
per Mile.

Boston to Providence, . . . . .43.50 $1 35 $0 03.10
“ to Roxbury, 2 10 05

Readville to Hyde Park, ..... 1.25 10 08
Jamaica Plain to Foxborough, . . . .18 60 03.33
Mansfield to West Mansfield, .... 2 10 05
Sharon to Foxborough, . . . . .4 15 03.75
Hodgeville to Mansfield, . . . . .6.25 25 04
Mansfield to Canton,. . . . . .10 35 03.50
Average rate of local fares specified, . .

- - 04.65
Average rate for carrying a passenger one mile, I

as per returns of 1868, including season ticket
passengers, &c., . . . . . . I - - 01.95

Table No. 17.Cape Cod Railroad.

Orleans to Middleborough, . . . .60 jf2lo 50 03.5
“ to E. Brewster, . . . . . 2.27 10 04.40

Brewster to “
..... 2.67 | 10 03.74

“ to Harwich, . . . . . 4.81 20 04.15
Harwich to No. Harwich, ..... 1.84 j 10 05.43
No. Harwich to So. Dennis, . . . . 1.87 j 10 05.34
So. Dennis to So. Yarmouth, . . . . } 1.15 | 10 08.69
Hyannis to “ “

. . . .7.55 25 03.31
Barnstable to West Barnstable,. . . . 3.60 j 15 04.16
East Sandwich to “ .

.
. . 4.58 20 04.14

“ “ to Sandwich, . . . . 2.65 10 08.77
West Sandwich to “

. . . . 2.45 > 10 04.08
“ “ to North Sandwich, .

.
.

! 1.50 10 06.66
Monument to “ “

. 2.71 I 10 03.69
“ to Cohasset, . . . . .1.37 10 07.30

Wareham to Parker Mills,. . . . . j .75 j 05 06.66
Parker Mills to So. Wareham, . . . . 1.32 j 10 07.57
So. Wareham to Tremont, .

. .
. 8.40 j 15 04.41

Average rate of local fares specified,. . . - - 04.74
Average rate of carrying a passenger one mile,

including season ticket passengers, &0., per re-
turns of 1868, and including return of Cape
Cod Central Railroad for five months, .

.

- ! - 03.72
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Table No. 18.—Connecticut River Railroad.

KateMiles. Fare.
per Mile.

Springfield to South Vernon, . . . .50 §1 90 SO 03.80
“ to Greeenfield, .

. . .36 1 35 03.75
“ to Chicopee, . . . •

• 3.50 10 02.85
“ to Chicopee Falls, .... 6 15 02.50

Chicopee to “ ....2.50 05 02
“ to Willimansett,. .... 3.50 15 04.28

Chicopee Falls to “
.... 1 20 20

“ “ to Holyoke, . . . .12 25 12.5
Willimansett to “

....

! 1 10 10
Holyoke to Smith’s Ferry,. . . . .} 5 20 04
Smith’s Ferry to Mt. Tom, .... i 2 10 05
Northampton to Hatfield, . . . . . ! 4 15 03.75
Hatfield to North Hatfield, . . , .3 10 03.33
North Hatfield to Whately, .... 2 10 05
Greenfield to Bernardston, . . . .7 25 03.57
Bernardston to South Vernon, .... 7 30 04.28
Deerfield to Greenfield, . . . . .3 10 03.33
Average rate of local fares specified,. . . - - 04.38
Average rate for carrying a passenger one mile,

per returns of 1868,—including season ticket
and package ticket passengers, &c., . .

- - 03.33

Table No. 19.—Eastern Railroad.

Boston to Great Falls, ..... t $2 20
“ to Portsmouth, . . -

. .58 170 $0 03.03
“ to Newburyport, .....36 110 03.05
“ to Gloucester, .

.
. . .32 100 03.12

“ to Beverly, . . . . . .18 55 03.05
“ to Salem, 16 50 03.12
“ to Somerville, ..... 2 06 03
“ South Malden, . . . . .4 10 02.5

Lynn to West Lynn,. ..... 1 05 05
“ to Beverly Farms, 10 45 04.5

Boston to North Chelsea, 7 15 02.14
Beverly to Beverly Farms, . . . .4 15 03.75
Gloucester to West Parish G., .... 4 10 02.5
Newburyport to Salisbury, .... 2 10 05

“ to Amesbury, .... 8 20 03.33
Swampsoott to Salem, ..... 3 15 05
Average rate of local fares specified,* . . - - 03.11
Average rate for carrying a passenger one mile,

per returns of 1869,—-including season ticket
passengers, &c., - - 02.22

• The fractions of miles are not given in the tariff, which mayaccount for the inequality of faros
for apparently the same distance. t Not stated.
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Table No. 20.—Fitchburg Railroad.

Rate
Miles. Fare.

per Mile.

Boston to Fitchburg, 50 $1 50 $0 03
“ to Groton Junction, ....35 110 03
“ to Concord, ......20 60 03
“ to Waltham 10 25 02.5
“ to Belmont, . . . . . .6 17 02.8

Groton Junction to Shirley, .... 5 15 03
“ “ to Leominster, . . .11 35 03.18
“ “ to Fitchburg, .... 15 45 03
“ “ to West Acton, . . .8 i 30 02.75
“ “ to South Acton, 10 40 04

Lincoln to Concord, ......3 I 15 05
“ to South Acton, . . . . .8 | 25 03.12

Belmont to Waverly, . ... . .1 | 10 10
Boston to Cambridge, . . . . .3 ' 10 03.3
Stony Brook to Weston, ..... 1 10 10

“ “ to Lincoln, ..... 5 20 04
“ “ to Waltham,. .... 2 10 05

Shirley to Leominster, . . . . .6 20 03.3
Average rate of local fares specified,. . . - - 03.48
Average rate of fare for carrying a passenger one

mile, per returns of 1868,—including season
ticket passengers, &c., . . . . . - - , 02.25

Table No. 21.—JVew Bedford and Taunton Railroad and Fair-
haven Branch.

New Bedford to Taunton, . . . . . 20 ' $0 75 SO 03.75
“ “ to Acushnet, ....

- 25
“ “ to Braley’s, ..... 8 30 03.75

Braley’s to E. Freetown, . . . . .2 25 12.50
E. Freetown to Howland’s, . . . .2 25 12.50
Howland’s to Myrick’s, . . . . .2 25 12.50
Taunton to Myrick’s,...... 6 30 05
Middleborough to Lakeville, .... 3.5 15 04.28

“ to Taunton, . . . .10.5 40 03.80
“ to E. Taunton, . . . .6 25 04.16

Weir Branch to Taunton, ...... 10 -

Norton to Mansfield, ...... 4 20 05
“ to Taunton, ......7 25 03.57

Fairhaven Branch.
New Bedford to Fairhaven, .... 1 05 05

“ “ to Mattapoisett, . . . .6 20 03.33
Average rate of local fares specified on New Bed-

ford and Taunton Railroad, &c„, . . .
- - 05.30

On Fairhaven Branch, ...... - 03.57
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Table No. 22.—Neio London Northern Railroad.
I

Miles. Fare. Eato
per Mile.

New London to Grout’s, .....100 $3 50 $0 03.50
State Line to South Monson, .... 4 20 05
South Monson to Monson, .... 1 10 10
Monson to North Monson, .... 3 10 03.33
North Monson to Palmer, .... 1 15 15
Palmer to Three Rivers, ..... 3 15 05
Three Rivers to Barrett’s, ..... 3 10 03.33

“ “ to Belchertown, .

•

. . 8 30 03.75
Barrett’s to Belchertown, 5 25 05
Belchertown to Dwight’s, ..... 4 25 06.25
Dwight’s to South Amherst, . . . .2.50 15 06
South Amherst to Amherst, . . . .2.50 10 04
Amherst to North Amherst, .... 3 15 05
Leverett to South Montague, . . . . 4.50 20 04.44
Palmer to Barrett’s, ...... 6 25 04.18
Belchertown to Amherst, ..... 9 40 04.44
Average rate of local fares specified,. . .

- - 04.82
Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,

per returns of 1868, including season ticket
and package ticket passengers, &c., . . 03.22

Table No. 23.Old Colony and Newport Railway.

Boston to Newport, 67.35 1 $2 00 SO 02.96
“ to Fall River, 48.55 160 03.29
“ to Taunton, 33.25 100 03
“ to Braintree, . . . . . .10.2 30 02.93

Harrison Square to Savin Hill, . . . . .8 10 12.50
Quincy Adams to Quincy, .

. . . [ .5 10 20
Atlantic to Neponset, .5 10 20
Braintree to South Braintree, .

. . . I 1.3 10 07.69
Taunton to Weir Junction, .... 1 10 10
Fall River to Tiverton, 4.8 20 04.16
Assonet to Myrick’s, 3 20 06.66
South Weymouth to North Abington, . . 3 15 05
Neponset to Quincy, . . . . .

! 2.50 20 08
Quincy to Braintree, j 2.20 15 08.81
North Easton to Easton, ! 2 15 07.50
Bowenville to Fall River, , ....j 1 10 10.

“ to Steep Brook, .... 1.30 20 15.5
“ to Somerset, j 3.80 25 06.0

Braintree to Quincy Adams, . . . .‘1.07 15 08.08
Wollaston to Quincy Adams, . . . 2 15 07.50
Average rate of local fares specified,. . .

- - 07.60
Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,

per returns of 1868, including season ticket
passengers, &c., 2.01
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Table No. 24.—Providence and Worcester Pailroad.

RateMiles. Fare.
per Mile.

Providence to Worcester 43| §l5O §0 03.42
“ to Blackstone, 18 70 03.88
“ to Pawtucket, . . . . . lO 02.22
“ to Valley Palls, . . .

. 6 15 02.50Pawtucket to Valley Falls, . . . . 1| 10 06.66
Valley Falls to Lonsdale, 1 10 10
Lonsdale to Ashton, l5 06
Woonsocket to Blackstone, . . . . I|. 10 05.71
Blackstone to Millville, ..... 10 04.44Millville to Uxbridge, 25 05.55
Whitin’s to Northbridge, . . . . ; 41 25 05.88Northbridge to Farnum’s, 2 15 06.50
Farnum’s to Grafton, 1| 15 10

“ to Sutton 2 15 07.50Sutton to Millbury, l5 06
Millbury to Worcester, 6 20 03.33
Sutton to Worcester, 8£ 30 03.53
Blackstone to Uxbridge, . 6f 35 05.18
Woonsocket to Uxbridge, 8J 40 04.70Average rate of local fares specified,. .

.
- _ 04.77

Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,
per returns of 1869, including season ticket
passengers, &c., ...... 02.75

Table No. 25. Vermont and Massachusetts Pailroad.

Fitchburg to Greenfield, 56 §2 25 §0 04
“ to Brattleboro’, 69 275 04
“ to West Fitchburg, . . . . 2 15 07.50
“ to Wachusett, 4 20 05

to Westminster,
.... 5 25 05

West Fitchburg to Wachusett, .... 2 10 05
Wachusett to Westminster,

.... 1 10 10
Westminster to Ashburnham, . .

. . 0 25 04.16
Ashburnham to Gardner, 4 20 05Gardnerto Templeton, 4 20 05
Templeton to Baldwinsville, .... 2 15 07.50
Orange to Wendell, 3 15 05
Wendell to Erving, 2 15 07.50

“ to Grout’s, 8 30 03.75
Average rate of local fares specified,. . .

-
- 05.11

Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,
per returns of 1868, including season ticket,
passengers, &c., 03.93
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Table No. 26.— Worcester and Nashua Railroad.

Miles. Fare. Bate
per Mile.

Worcester to Nashua, . . . . . ; 46 $1 75 |0 03.08
“ to West Boylston, . . . .i 9 30 03.33

West Boylston to Oakdale, . . . . ] 1 10 10
Oakdale to Sterling Junction, . . . . | 2 15 07.50
Sterling Junction to Clinton, .... 5 25 05
Clinton to So. Lancaster, . . ... . j 1 10 10
So. Lancaster to Lancaster, .... 1 10 10
Lancaster to Still River, 4 20 05
Still River to Harvard, 2 15 07.50
Harvard to Groton Junction, .... 3 15 05
Groton Junction to Groton Centre, ... 3 15 05
Groton Centre to Pepperell, .... 5 20 04
Pepperell to Hollis, ......3 20 06.33
Hollis to Nashua, 7 25 03.75
Average rate of local fare specified, ... - - 05
Average rate for carrying a passenger 1 mile,

per returns of 1868, including season ticket
passengers, &c., ....... - 03.57

Table No. 27.—Housatonic Railroad.

Bridgeport to Pittsfield, 110 $3 50 |0 03.18
Ashley Falls to Sheffield, 4 25 06.25
Sheffield to Barrington, . . . . .6 35 05.83
Barrington to Van Deusenville, ... 2 15 07.50

“ to Housatonic, 4 25 06.25
Van Deusenville to Housatonic, ... 2 15 07.50
Housatonic to Glendale, 3 15 05

“ to Stockbridge, . . . .4 25 06.25
Glendale to Stockbridge, ..... 1 10 10
Stockbridge to South Lee, .... 2 10 05
South Lee to Lee, 4 25 06.25
Lee to Lenox Furnace, ..... 2 15 07.50
“ to Lenox Station, 3 ! 25 08.33

Lenox Furnace to Lenox Station, ... 1 10 10
“ “ to Dewey’s, .... 5 ' 30 06

Lenox Station to Dewey’s 4 30 07.50
Lenox to Pittsfield, 8 50 06.25
Dewey’s to Pittsfield, 4 25 06.25
Average rate of local fares specified,. .

. - - 06.52

Local travel is the manufacturing movement of our com-
munity ; it is peculiar to it. Railroads through agricultural
regions must depend on through travel, for no other exists;
those from mining regions look to a mineral movement, and
travel is of secondary importance; but with us a ready and
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economical internal communication is a first essential of devel-
opment. Unfortunately the cheap and easy intercourse for
very short distances between all connected neighborhoods is a
class of business, which, as is apparent from the tables above,
the roads do not naturally encourage. It crowds the cars,
necessitates frequent stops, the single fares received are small
and too often unaccounted for by dishonest conductors, while
much labor is devolved on the employes of the roads. The
subject, however, is none the less important to the crowded
settlements of a manufacturing community, and, from the
artisan going from his home to his work, down to the child on
its way to school, this question deeply interests every resident
on a line of railway.

The Commissioners would like to meet it at this time by a
simple temporary expedient, intended to remain in force only
until a more perfect system can be devised.

Regulation of Fares by Law.
General laws in relation to fares are now to be found in the

statute books of very many of the States.* The usual limit
which has been fixed upon, as not too onerous on the travelling
public, and at the same time sufficiently remunerative to the
railroad corporations, is 3 cents per mile. In New York
the limitation is fixed at 3 cents per mile, with a particular
exception as regards the New York Central, which is limited to
2 cents a mile on all distances, and the Hudson River road,
which is limited to 2.5 cents for four months of winter,
and 2 cents for the rest of the year. Even this limitation, low
as it really is, being scarcely the equivalent in gold of an Eng-
lish half-penny for first-class travel, would seem to have been
found amply remunerative, as those lines, while operating
under it and continually complaining of the hardship of the
exception, and seeking to be relieved of it by legislation, have
been made a source of great profit to their owners. The ex-
perience of these roads is, indeed, much to the point. Accord-
ing to their recent showing, it would seem that, though running

* See New York Statutes at Large, (Ed. 1863, Yol. 3, p. 628,) Acts 1850, Chap. 140,
§ 28, Cl. 9; Purden’s Digest, (Penn.) p. 840, § 20; Revised Statutes of Ohio, (Ed.
1854, p. 203,) Chap. 29, § 13, (30); Compiled Laws of Michigan, (Ed. 1857, Yol. 1, p.
638,) Chap. 67, § 17, Cl. 9.
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on their lines through trains at great cost and speed, they had
yet amassed in other years sufficient undivided earnings to
warrant, in the opinion of their managers, recent additional
stock dividends of one hundred and seven per cent, upon the
first, and about one hundred and thirty-five per cent, on the
last, upon which they profess great confidence in their ability
to pay in future even larger dividends than they have been in
the custom of paying on the original stock. The experience of
roads in other localities is to the same effect. In Pennsylvania,
in Illinois, in Michigan, and indeed in almost all the States
where the laws establishing a maximum of fares are in force,
large stock, in addition to regular cash dividends, have, during
the last few years, been made on the principal lines. It cannot
well be argued that a limitation,—a maximum not found op-
pressive in the States referred to, would prove so in Massachu-
setts. Unquestionably, if the New York Central road has been
operated profitably on fares limited to 2 cents per mile, the
Boston and Albany could be. The last-named corporation is
certainly estopped from denying that the New York Central
was profitably operated even under that limitation, inasmuch
as the president of the Boston and Albany road, being likewise
a director of the Central, voted as such to make the large stock
issues, just referred to, on the ground that they represented
undivided earnings paid into construction. It is interesting to
examine, in the light of this action of the official in question,
the existing tariff of the Boston and Albany road. Under the
limitation he has found so very profitable in New York, as a
director, the present fare (Table No. 11,) from Boston to Pitts-
field, on the road which he manages as president, would be
reduced from 51.75 to 13 ; that to Springfield, from 53 to 52 ;

that to Worcester, from 51.35 to 90 cents ; that from Worcester
to Clappville, from 40 cents to 17 cents, Ac., Ac.

Such general and sweeping laws as those referred to, the
Commissioners regard as in no respect a satisfactory or final
solution of this important question, either as regards the
travelling public or the corporations. It is not improbable
that the true policy for establishing the relations for pas-
senger transportation between the community and the rail-
road corporations may be found in a system of special tariffs,
arranged for a term of years, between each road and the
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representatives of the community, which shall apply only
to the particular line contracted with, and which will be
framed with a view to the circumstances under which and
the region through which each road is operated. The details
of this or of any other system, likely to prove satisfactory
to both corporations and community, would require far
more time and consideration to elaborate than the Commis-
sioners have yet been able to give to the subject. No system
which could be recommended would have any chance of work-
ing beneficial results, unless it had been arrived at after careful
analysis and comparison of results, and opportunity had been
given to the corporations to make themselves heard in regard
to it. The objections to a general limitation law are that it
ignores certain fundamental principles of railroad economy.
Where, for instance, all travel pays at the same rate per mile,
all persons do not pay for what they receive, —some paying too
much and others too little. Slow and cheap travel is, by a
system of averages, made to support rapid and costly travel.
This distinction is very important to a community like that of
Massachusetts, where local travel is of peculiar importance and
requires especially to be encouraged. For slow, local trains,
travelling in the neighborhood of great cities, frequently stop-
ping and discharging and receiving passengers, two cents a
mile, in currency, would probably be found an amply remuner-
ative rate; for rapid, through trains, travelling at twenty-five
to forty miles an hour, seldom crowded, stopping rarely, and
depending wholly on long travel for support, even four cents a
mile would not be found an excessive charge. A general law,
again, does not at all discriminate between the different classes
of business which roads were built to accommodate. A x’oad
running between Boston and Lowell, or Boston and Salem, and
especially designed for passenger travel, can and should afford
to carry passengers at more favorable rates than other roads,
running by different grades or through sparsely-settled regions,
and originally intended perhaps for the transportation of heavy
freights. Or, from another point of view, take the important
question of terminal accommodations in the city; the passenger
for the shortest distance has the same amount of use of them
as a passenger for a longer distance. Rates should, indeed, be
largely made up of two kinds of expenses—the fixed expenses,
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which are the same for every passenger, and those which vary
with the distance travelled. In regard to suburban travel, the
first class of expenses should have altogether the most influence
in regulating fares; the variation in the latter class is very
slight. In fact, the cost of carrying passengers to all points
within ten miles of Boston is very nearly the same to the roads.
This element of fixed expenses must be more fully recognized
whenever any systematic regulation of fares is attempted, and
the diminution in charge should be considerably greater for
long than for short travel, speed being the same. All excep-
tional circumstances, such as cost, grade, &c., affect, also, these
elements of the problem.

A series of discriminating laws, applicable to the several
individual roads of the Commonwealth, and based on these
varied considerations, could not, however, now be framed, even
if it were expedient to impose them on the corporations. Mean-
while the Commissioners are of opinion that the tendency of a
general law, could it be enacted, would be in the right direc-
tion. While it would in no case impose an additional burden on
any description of travel, it would remove a heavy burden from
certain descriptions of travel. A form of such a law as the
Commissioners would recommend will be found in Appendix
Hto this Report. Before making any remarks explanatory of
the provisions of this proposed law, the Commissioners wish to
say that they offer it rather as a measure which would, in their
opinion, be beneficial, than as one the adoption of which is now
practicable. The laws of the State, though framed with a view
to the protection of the public, are found in practice to possess
peculiar efficacy for the protection of the corporations. The
Commissioners do not now propose to discuss the law authoriz-
ing the State under certain circumstances to purchase the rail-
roads. Should the State ever undertake to obtain possession of
a railroad, it may not improbably be found that the terms for
so doing, originally fixed by the State for its own protection,
will, from the difference between dividends actually paid and
the ten per cent, per annum secured by law, in case of pur-
chase, compel the State to buy the property at a price far in
advance of the market quotations of its stock. It is not gener-
ally known that the recent enormous scrip dividend on New
York Central only increased the volume of stock to that
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amount which the State of New York would have to purchase
at par, if it desired to take possession of that road under a law
precisely like that in force in Massachusetts. So in Massachu-
setts, again, another form of this same ten per cent, law now
stands in the way of the measure suggested by the Commis-
sioners. By § 112 of chapter 63 of the General Statutes, it is
provided that “ the legislature may, from time to time, alter or
reduce the rates of toll according to the provisions, if any,
contained in the charter of the corporation : provided that such
tolls shall not, without the consent of the corporation, be so
reduced as to produce, with all profits, less than ten per cent,
a year.”

The existence of this law is a practical barrier against the
enactment of the measure proposed by the Commissioners, in-
asmuch as many railroads of this Commonwealth earn less, and
none divide more than the stipulated ten per cent. It is true
that the proposed law would, probably, not reduce net earn-
ings, but the legislature has limited its right of regulation to
circumstances which do not seem likely to arise. Whether
the legislature could, if it saw fit, repeal this law under
its general reserved power, to alter, amend or repeal all
charters (General Statutes, chap. 68 § 41), is a legal ques-
tion, which the Commissioners do not care to discuss.
Meanwhile, an escape from the difficulty may not impossibly be
found in the future, in a total repeal of the ten per cent, laws,
and the adjustment of special tariffs with the several roads for
fixed terms of years, and with their consent. The State could
then retain the power to purchase the roads on an appraisal, or
at a fixed price. The corporations would be secured for a term
of years in the right to operate their roads on a fixed tariff, and
would be free to divide all the profits they could earn ; in such
a case, of course, excessive profits could only be earned by
largely increasing the volume of business. This subject, how-
ever, the Commissioners must reserve for future discussion, as
any change in the ten per cent, dividend and purchase laws
will be found to involve the whole railroad system of Massa-
chusetts.

The form of a law imposing a manximum upon, and other-
wise regulating fares, which will be found appended to this
Report, differs from the laws now in force in other States, par-
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ticularly in providing for the sale of season and package tickets
at a maximum price.

Crowding op Passenger Cabs,

The last clause of theAct is intended to put a stop to a rapidly
increasing abuse. Few of the roads running out ofBoston now
have a sufficiency of passenger cars, and it is becoming more and
more the usage to pack passengers into steam-cars in the same
unreasonable manner in which they have always been packed
into horse-cars. This is both dangerous and unnecessary ; unless
it be broken up at once it will grow into an accepted usage.*
If passengers purchase tickets which entitle them to seats, the
corporations have no right to demand the tickets unless they
fulfil their contract, and provide seats. On certain days in the
year the travel is so enormous that the enforcement of such a
rule would work manifest injustice, such days should be
specially excepted in the Act; other similar days from time to
time occur which cannot be foreseen,—such as those of the
Musical Jubilee of June, 1869, or of some great military or
civic display ; and for these occasions the Board of Railroad
Commissioners are authorized, under certain limitations, and a
due notice given, to suspend the operation of the law.

Such a general law as that proposed would, it is confidently,
believed, rather tend to increase than diminish the receipts of
the roads, by giving a very considerable stimulus to short local
travel. It would, in fact, enable persons of small means, in
and about the large towns, to avail themselves of railroad trans-
portation to and from their homes and their work, and open up
a much more general communication between the central
stations and those smaller stopping places which are now estab-
lished in all our country towns.

Payment op Fakes on Cars.
The Commissioners would also recommend to the railroad

corporations the practice of having a ticket-office at every
* The average number of passengers daily carried to each passenger car, owned by

the corporations varies, in Massachusetts, from 23 on the Cheshire Valley road, to 102 on
the Providence and Worcester. The average number throughout the Commonwealth is
93. The returns on this subject will be found tabulated in the Appendix, 1., and the
position of each road running out of Boston, as regards this average, can easily be ascer-
tained.
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station, with a view to the total suppression of the practice of
paying fares to conductors. Some one, of necessity, must have
charge of every station, if with a view only of preserving it from
defacement and in proper order. Those which have no regular
ticket-office are now often constructed with dwelling accommo-
dations, and let to employes of the corporations, whose families
live there, while the employes themselves are elsewhere occupied
on the line of the road. The Commissioners believe that the ex-
pense of employing ticket-masters in such stations could be mainly
obviated by the practice of selecting females for these duties.
Living at these stations, and fulfilling the lighter dutiesof ticket-
master, as they now do those of telegraph operator, such per-
sons could, especially if themselves members of the families of
employes, at a very trifling expense, obviate the whole necessity
of money being paid on the cars. The end in view is, of course,
to remove from conductors all temptation to dishonesty, which
has in so many instances proved a serious cause of loss to rail-
roads. Should this system be adopted to any extent, the Com-
missioners would further recommend to the roads the general
adoption by them of a rule compelling the payment of the full
legal advance in all cases of fares paid on the trains; unless, for
some unforeseen cause, tickets cannot be purchased before enter-
ing the cars. The rigid enforcement of this rule would reduce
the payments on trains to a small amount; it might prove pos-
sible to compel an account of this by a simple regulation, provid-
ing, that, in all cases of payment of fares on cars, the conductor
should return to the passenger a slip, on which he should write in
pencil the amount of fare and forfeiture paid, on surrendering
which at the station where he leaves the cars, the passenger
would receive back the forfeit money. The slip, of course,
would be returned to the general office of the road as a receipt
of the conductor, and voucher of repayment of forfeiture by the
ticket-master. If this expedient were found in practice to be
cumbersome, then it would be deserving of consideration,
whether it would not be judicious on the part of the corpora-
tions to adopt a rule that, where increased fares are exacted
on payment in the cars, conductors should be called on to ac-
count only for the regular fares out of the amount so collected.
Were this practice adopted, employes could be relied upon in
all cases to exact the increased fare from motives of self-interest;
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and, having a right to a portion of the payment, would be far
more likely to account for the remainder. From the moment
that ticket offices are regularly provided, and the forfeiture is
uniformly expected, the pernicious practice of paying in the
cars, when tickets can be procured before entering them, will
be broken up. The regulation requiring passengers to purchase
tickets before entering the cars is unquestionably a reasonable
one, to which the public should conform, and the corporation
should have the power to enforce it.

As this subject is one wholly in the interest of the corpora-
tions, though very essential to a good railway system, the
Commissioners confine themselves to simple suggestions, and
recommend no legislation.

Local Fbeights

The interest next in importance to the most perfect means
of personal intercourse, and hardly even second to it, is the
prompt and cheap handling of freights,—the ready and econom-
ical interchange of those commodities which are the substance
into which the whole industry of a manufacturing people works
itself, and upon which it is dependent. Upon this subject, also,
a comparative table of tariffs reveals the same unsatisfactory
results as were revealed by those of fares. Through business,
and the business between termini, in regard to freights, as in
regard to passengers, cannot be said to be in an unsatisfactory
condition, and is continually improving ; but the interchange
of local freights, among towns and villages between which no
large regular business is done, is in a condition even less satis-
factory than the travel between the same places. The diffi-
culties seem to be of two kinds,—those arising from excessive
charges and those arising from delays in delivery.

In regard to charges, the subjoined tabulated statements will
sufficiently show the present unsystematized condition of the
freighting business on the principal roads of this Common-
wealth. It will be noticed that, for the transportation of the
same articles for equal distances on the several roads, charges
range through a difference of 300 per cent. The tariff of the
Boston and Providence road seems to be the most favorable to
the public, as that of the Housatonic is the most excessive.
Five staple articles, including raw materials, coal, and food,

9
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have been taken for examples, as conveying a clearer idea to
most persons than the general tariff classifications. The points
between which the charges are specified have, in all cases, been
selected at hap-hazard. Many more as well as less onerous
rates could be given, but the instances named are believed to
present a fair average idea of local freights in Massachusetts.*
(See Table No. 28, p. 08.)

Division op Freighting Service.
The question of time in transportation and delivery of

freights is more complicated than that of charges, and calls for
a careful analysis. It is well known that time is of the essence
of all contracts for the transportation of freights, no less than
persons. Rapidity, certainty and accuracy are the three essen-
tials of a perfected system. Freight transportation is, accord-
ingly, everywhere divided into different classes, and delivered,
with more or less of certainty and rapidity, at a cost propor-
tioned to the care and expense involved. In France we find
the “ Grande et Petite Vitesse,” in England, the “ Goods
Traffic ” and the “ Parcels Delivery,” but in this country the
subdivision of labor has taken a different form, and out of it
has arisen the Express system, which is peculiar to America.

The Express System.

The railroads of the United States transport, on their own
account and under direct contract with the owners of goods,
scarcely anything but the coarser descriptions of freights and

* In studying those tables it must be borne in mind that freight charges are made up
of four principal elements; Ist, the cost of loading, unloading, and storing, known as
terminal charges; 2d, the cost of movement; 3d, demurrage, or delays of rolling stock;
4th, profit. The first is uniform for all distances, and, for heavy freights, may be esti-
mated at 15 cents per ton for each handling; the second is roughly estimated at 3 cents
per ton per mile; the third at $2.00 per car per diem of delay, or 30 cents a ton for all
distances; and the fourth includes the balance. Allowing, therefore, no unnecessary
delays in reception of freights by consignees, the amount charged per mile per ton/or
movement in any case specified in the above tables, may be approximated by deducting
60 cents for handling and demurrage from the sum charged, and dividing the remainder
by the number of miles of movement. For instance, the distance from Providence to
Worcester is 44 miles; the charge for transporting one ton of sole leather is $3.20,—

deduct 60 cents for handlingand demurrage ($3.20 —.60=52.60), divide the remainder by
44, the number of miles traversed, and the result (5.9 cents), is the charge for movement
(including cost and profit), on the articles specified between those points. Between Prov-
idence and Boston, 43 miles, the same process shows the charge on this article to be 3.7
cents per mile.
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the personal luggage of travellers. Light and costly articles
have passed almost entirely into the intermediate charge of
express companies. The subdivision is, in many respects, con-
venient; but several far from beneficial results have sprung
from it. Three of these are deserving of special attention in
this connection.

First. A wholly new and very intricate and costly system—

constituting a machine within a machine, and a corporation
within a corporation—has been called into existence, in a great
degree unnecessary and imposing a very heavy tax on the
community.

Second. Time has, as a rule, ceased to constitute any part
of the railroad contract for freight transportation, except in so
far as it is included in the very vague and intangible legal ex-
pression of “ reasonable diligence.”

Third. The railroads, devoting themselves exclusively to
the carriage of heavy and slow freights, and turning the car-
riage of costly and rapid freights over to the express compa-
nies, have not devoted their attention to the development of that
cheap, quick and discriminating local freight business, so pecu-
liary essential to the prosperity of a community like ours.

These three results of the existing system of freight trans-
portation the Commissioners propose to substantiate seriatim.
The express business of this country took its rise in Boston in
the early days of railroad development. Its originators had no
capital, and very little has ever been actually paid in by stock-
holders ; it has mainly been built up out of profits. There are
now in the United States over 3,000 licensed express carriers
and agents ; three companies alone report a nominal stock
capital of $53,000,000, and employ not less than ten or twelve
thousand men. This interest returned to the officers of the
Internal Revenue, in 1868, over $22,000,000 of gross receipts.

The express system has been well said to take away from the
railroad companies “ the cream of the freighting business.”
The expresses make their contracts with the railroads, paying
them as large a sum as the railroad agents, often interested in
both enterprises, choose, or are able to obtain from them ; in
addition to which they exact from the public a sum sufficient
to support their whole expensive system and to pay such divi-
dends as they may be able to pay on a body of stock, over
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Distances between 8 and 16 miles. Ccnta- Cents- Ccnts- Cc,lts- I Cents-

Worcester to Millbury, (Boston and Albany,) . . . 9sl 40 15.55 SI 20 13 33 SI 20 13.33 SI 00 11.11 SI 00 11.11
Marlboro’ to Framingham, (Boston, Clinton & Fitchburg,) . 9 320 35.55 140 15.55 140 15.55 120 13.33
Danvers to Lynn, (Eastern,) . ... . • . 10 120 12.00 100 10.00 100 10.00 -

Clinton to Groton Junction, (Worcester and Nashua,) .11 180 10.36 100 14.54 140 12.72 120 10.90
Uxbridge to Grafton, (Providence and Worcester,) . .10 IGO 16.00 -

-
- - 160 16.00 - -

Boston to Stoneham, (Boston and Lowell,) . . . 11 120 10.90 120 10.90 120 10.90 - - 100 9,09
Boston to Waltham, (Fitchburg,) . . . . . 10 300 30.00 140 14.00 140 14,00 130 13.00 140 14.00
Boston to Canton, (Boston and Providence,) . . . 14 100 7.14 100 7.14 100 7.14 100 7.11 100 7.14
New London to Norwich, (New London Northern,) . . 13 140 10.77 - - 100 7.69 80 6.15 100 7.69
Hyannis to Sandwich, (Cape Cod,) . . . . . 10 130 13.00 - - - - 117 11.70 -

-

Boston to Braintree, (Old Colony and Newport,) . . 10 130 13.00 - - 130 13.00 110 11.00 130 13.00
Boston to Hyde Park, (Boston, Hartford and Erie,) . . 8 100 12,50 - - 100 12.50 80 10.00 100 12.50
Worcester to Oxford, (Norwich and Worcester,) . . 12 160 13.33 - - 160 13.33 140 11 66 160 13.33
Gardner to Westminster, (Vermont and Massachusetts,) .10 1 60 16.00 - - 140 14.00 126 12.60 - -

Pittsfield to Lee, (Housatonic,) 11 220 20.00 - 180 16.36 144 13.09 180 16.36
Northampton to Westfield, (New Haven & Northampton,) .10 200 12.50 100 10.00 160 10.00 120 7.50 120 7.50
Holyoke to Springfield, (Connecticut Kiver,) . . 8 120 15.00 100 12.50 100 12.50 80 10.00 j 1 00 12.50

Distances prom 17 to 30 miles.
Boston to Framingham, (Boston and Albany,) . . . 21 240 11.42 180 8.57 160 7.61 140 6.66 f 160 7.61
Boston to Marlborough, (Boston, Clinton and Fitchburg,) . 30 560 18.66 240 8.00 240 8.00 200 6.66 i 240 8.00
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Worcester to Groton Junction, (Worcester and Nashua,) . 28 f 2 80 10.00 <|2 40 8.57 |2 00 7.14 $1 60 5.70 12 00 7.14
Providence to Blackstone, (Providence and Worcester,) .

18 170 944 - - 170 9.44 140 7.77 170 9.44
Salem to Lawrence, (Boston and Lowell,) . . . . 25 220 8.80 - - 220 8.80 180 7.20 150 6.00
Boston to Lawrence, (Boston and Maine,) . . . . 26 200 7.09 170 0.53 200 7.00 170 0.53 200 7.09
Providence to Mansfield, (Boston and Providence,) • . 19 100 5.26 - - 100 5.26 - - 100 5.26
Palmer to Amherst, (New London Northern,) . . . 20 200 10.00 - - 140 7.00 120 6.00 140 7.00
New Bedford to Taunton, (New Bedford and Taunton,) . 20 140 7.00 - 140 7.00 - - 140 7.00
Hyannis to Wareham, (Cape Cod,) 23 200 8.09 - 200 8.09 180 7.82 200 8.09
Boston to North Bridgewater, (Old Colony and Newport,) . 20 180 | 9.00 -

- 180 9.00 140 7.00 180 9.00
Boston to City Mills, (Boston. Hartford and Erie,) . . 25 180 7.20 - 180 7.20 160 6.40 180 7.20
Fitchburg to Templeton, (Vermont and Massachusetts,) .19 260 13.08 - - 220 11.57 198 10.42 - -

Providence to Norton, (Boston & Providence & Taunton 8r.,) 23 150 6.52 - - - - 100 4.34 - -

Pittsfield to Barrington, (Housatonio,) . . . . 25 440 17.60 - - 340 13.60 272 10.88 340 13.60
Holyoke to Greenfield, (Connecticut River,) . . . 28 240 8.57 200 7.14 200 7.14 - - 200 7.14
Williamsburg to Westfield, (New Haven & Northampton,) .23 240 10.43 200 8.09 200 8.69 180 7.82 180 7.82

Distances from 40 to 60 miles.
Boston to Worcester, (Boston and Albany,) . .

. 44 300 I 6.81 240 5.45 200 4.54 180 4.09 200 4.54
Boston to Amesbury, (Eastern,) . . . . . . 40 265 6.62 210 5.25 210 5.25 -

- 210 5.25
Worcester to Nashua, (Worcester and Nashua,) . . . 46 300 j 7.82 280 6.08 220 4.78 160 3.47 220 4.78
Providence to Worcester, (Providence and Worcester,) . 44 280 0.36 320 7.28 280 6.30 200 4.54 280 6.36
Boston to Groton Junction, (Boston and Lowell,) . .43 240 5.58 -

- 240 5.58 220 5.11 175 6.73
Boston to Fitchburg, (Fitchburg,) 50 720 14.40 320 6.40 320 6.40 280 5.60 320 6.40
Boston to Haverhill, (Boston and Maine,) . . . . 33 250 { 7.57 210 6.36 250 7.57 210 6,36 250 7.57
Boston to Providence, (Boston and Providence,) . .43 220 [ 5.11 - - 160 3.65 160 3.65 220 5.11
Middleborough to Barnstable, (Capo Cod,) . . . . 39 210 5.38 - 210 5.38 190 4.84 210 5.38
Boston to Fall River, (Old Colony and Newport,) . . 54 300 5.55 - - 300 5.55 230 4.23 300 5.55
Boston to Southbridge, (Boston, Hartford and Erie,) . . 54 340 6.29 - - 340 6.29 280 5.18 340 629
Norwich to Oxford, (Norwich and Worcester,) . . . 48 300 j 6.25 - - 300 6.25 260 5.41 300 6.25
Fitchburg to Greenfield, (Vermont and Massachusetts,) . 56 500 j 8.92 - - 400 7.14 360 6.42 - -

Springfield to South Vernon, (Connecticut River,) . .50 340 j 6.80 - - 300 6.00 280 5,60 300 6.00
New Haven to Westfield, (New Haven and Northampton,) 61 340 j 5.67 280 4.59 280 4.59 240 3.93 240 3.93

* Same as Iron.
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Distances BETWEEN 8 AND 18 MILES. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents.
Worcester to Military, (Boston and Albany,) . . . 9 - - fO 10 1.11 - - ®1 20 13.33 -

-

Marlboro’to Framingham, (Boston, Clinton & Fitchburg,) . 9 j * • 14 1.55 $0 12 1.33 160 17.77 fl 40 15.55
Danvers to Lynn, (Eastern,) ...... 10 j * * 10 1.00 -

-

Clinton to Groton Junction, and Nashua,) 11 | * * 16 1.45 12 1.09 - - 160 14.54
Uxbridge to Grafton, (Providence and Worcester,) . 10 I - - 14 1.40 160 16.00 -

Boston to Stoneham, (Boston and Lowell,) .... 11 [ - - 12 1.09 - - 120 10.90 -
-

Boston to Waltham, (Fitchburg,) . . .
.

. 10 |sl 30 '13.00 14 1.40 13 1.30 150 15.00 140 14.00
Boston to Canton, (Boston and Providence,) . . . 14 j 1 00 7.14 20 1.42 15 1.07 100 7.14 - -

New London to Norwich, (New London Northern,) . .13 80 6.15 12 .92 10 .61 120 9.23 - -

Plyannis to Sandwich, (Cape Cod,) . . . . . 10 ,1 17 11.70 13 1.30 - - 130 13.00 - -

Boston to Braintree, (Old Colony and Newport,) . . 10 j 1 10 11.00 11 1.10 - - 110 11.00 - -

Boston to Hyde Park, (Boston, Hartford and Erie,) . . 8 ! 80 10.00 10 1.25 08 1.00 100 12.50 - -

Worcester to Oxford, (Norwich and Worcester,) 12 - - 16 1.33 -
- 160 13.33 -

-

Gardner to Westminster, (Vermont and Massachusetts,) .10 120 12.00 - - 12 1.20 160 16.00 - -

Pittsfield to Lee, (Housatonio,) 11 125 11.36 20 1.81 18 1.63 180 16.33 162 14.72
Northampton to Westfield, (New Haven & Northampton,) . 16 - - 16 1.00 12 .75 160 10.00 - -

Holyoke to Springfield, (Connecticut River,) ... 8 80 10.00 - - 08 1.00 100 12.50 - -

Distances from 17 to 30 miles.
Boston to Framingham, (Boston and Albany,) . . . 21 140 6.66 16 .76 - - 160 7.61 - -

Boston to Marlborough, (Boston, Clinton and Fitchburg,) . 30 200 6.66 24 .80 20 .66 280 9.33 240 8.00
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Worcester to Groton Junction, (Worcester and Nashua,) . 28 Ifl 60 I 5.70 |so 24 [ .85 SO 16 l .57 | $2 40 8.57 r-t
Providence to Blackstono, (Providence and Worcester,) . 18 140 7.77 } 14 ] .77 12 | .66 SI 70 9.44 200 11.11
Salem to Lawrence, (Boston and Lowell,) . . . . 25 180 7.20 ! 18 j .72 - i - i 2 40 9.60 - - P
Boston to Lawrence, (Boston and Maine,) . . . .j 26 170 6.53 j 17 .65 14 j .53 j 2 00 7.69 - - I—lProvidence to Mansfield, (Boston and Providence,) . .j 19 - - j 20 1.05 15 | .79 j 1 00 5.26 - -

Palmer to Amherst, (New London Northern,) .
. .20 120 0.00 j 16 .80 14 j .70 I 1 60 8,00 -

-

New Bedford to Taunton, (New Bedford and Taunton,) . 20 - - 14 .70 - - i 2 00 10.00 140 7.00
Hyannis to Wareham, (Cape Cod,) . . . . .23 180 7.82 20 j .86 - j - |2 00 8.09 - -

Boston to North Bridgewater, (Old Colony and Newport,) 20 140 7.00 j 14 | .70 - j - 180 9.00 - -

Boston to City Mills, (Boston, Hartford and Erie,) . .i 25 100 6.40 j 18 1 .72 10 .64 180 7.20
Fitchburg to Templeton, (Vermont and Massachusetts,) .| 19 100 8.42 ' - j - 16 1 .84 2GO 13.08 -

-

Providence to Norton, (Boston & Providence & Taunton 8r.,) 23 100 } 4.34 \ 15 j .65 - I - 150 1 6.52 - -

Pittsfield to Barrington, (Housatouic,) . . . .25 - - 37 ] 1.48 34 j 1.36 340 13.60 306 | 12.24 hj
Holyoke to Greenfield, (Connecticut River,) . . .28 - ' - 1 - 20 .71 200 7.14 -

Williamsburg to Westfield, (New Haven & Northampton,) .23 180 7.82 j 20 . .80 18 .78 200 8.69 - - Cj
Distaxces from 40 to 00 miles. ,

Boston to Worcester, (Boston and Albany,) . . .I 44 ISO 4.09 i 20 1 .45 - - |2OO ' 4.54
Boston to Amesbury, (Eastern,) 40 - j - 21 .52 - 210 5.25 - }^>
Worcester to Nashua, (Worcester and Nashua,) . . .j 46 100 I 3.47 ! 28 j .60 16 j .34 !280 ( 6.08 - j o
Providence to Worcester, (Providence and Worcester,) .I 44 225 I 5.11 j2O .45 16 ; .36 !2 80 6.36 - i -

Boston to Groton Junction, (Boston and Lowell,) . .j 43 220 i 5.11 j 22 | -51 -'-j:260 1 6 04 - ! - 9°
Boston to Fitchburg, (Fitchburg,) 50 280 j 5.60 | 32 .64 28 j .50 I 3 60 7.20 320 | 6.40
Boston to Haverhill, (Boston and Maine,) . . . .33 210 6.36 j 21 .63 16 ! .48 210 ! 6.26 - I -

Boston to Providence, (Boston and Providence,) . .j 43 100 | 3.65 15 .34 20 .46 ■ 160 3.65 - -

Middleborough to Barnstable, (Cape Cod,) . . .
.[ 39 190 4.84 | 21 .53 - -1,2 10 5.38 - -

Boston to Fall River, (Old Colony and Newport,) . .j 54 230 j 4.23 ! 23 .42 - -j;2 30 4.23 - -

Boston to Southbridge, (Boston, Hartford and Erie,) .
.! 54 280 I 5.18 | 34 .62 28 .51 j 3 40 6.29 - -

Norwich to Oxford, (Norwich and Worcester,) .
. . 48 225 : 4.69 j 30 .62 26 .54 |3 00 G.25 - -

Fitchburg to Greenfield, (Vermont and Massachusetts,) . 56 240 1 4.28 [ - 24 ! .42 i 5 00 8.92 - -

Springfield to South Vernon, (Connecticut River,) . .| 50 280 | 5.60 - - 28 .56 300 6.00 - -

New Haven to Westfield, (New Haven and Northampton,) 61 - - 28 .45 24 .39 280 4.59 - -

* Same as Iron. h*
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winch the community exercises no control, and which consists
largely of what is known as “ water.”

In respect to the influence of this subdivision of labor on the
question of time, as an element in all contracts for transporta-
tion of freights, a marked improvement has of late taken place
as regards through business, in the organization, by certain
combinations of roads, of especial time freight lines, designated
as the White, the Red, the Blue, &c. Until the formation of
these lines, and with the exception of these lines now, all con-
tracts of railroad companies directly with forwarders of mer-
chandise were for what are known as slow and heavy freights.
No time of delivery was specified, and the fulfilment of con-
tracts was left for the construction of juries and courts of law,
as to what constituted “reasonable diligence.” As a result,
the whole community was left to take its choice between tile
rapid and expensive express system and the uncertain and
cheap railroad company transportation.

The third result specified, and that most injurious of all to a
manufacturing community, was a necessary consequence of this
state of affairs. The railroads, intent on other things, even dis-
couraged the development of a local freight business, which
should be both short and prompt. Their machinery and atten-
tion was more profitably employed in the traffic between distant
points. Meanwhile our mills, workshops and warerooms, scat-
tered through many villages and towns, and along all our
water powers and railroads, depend for their successful indus-
try on this very interchange, cheap and prompt, of innumerable
commodities. Time is with them, more than with most others,
of the essence of transportation. The raw material, and every
article which enters into its manufacture, must be perfectly
accessible to the workman ; and the manufactured product
must be equally accessible to the merchant. This circumstance
has forced the independent express system, as the only agency
which, at any price, guaranteed a rapid and certain delivery,
into remarkable development, as is evidenced by the six hun-
dred and fifty expresses now in operation in Massachusetts
alone. This also illustrates the peculiar need in which our
community stands of a machinery of this description ; as it
appears that, with only three per cent, of the population of
the whole country, twenty per cent of all the licensed express
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carriers and agents were returned from Massachusetts,—five
times as many as from any other State in the Union except New
York, and twelve per cent, were then from New York. This
agency took possession of the local time freights, and the rail-
roads, not developing in themselves the machinery necessary
for its prosecution, such fragments of this, the most proportion-
ately remunerative part of the whole carrying business, as
were forced upon them became the source of annoyance and of
loss rather than of profit. The difficulty is peculiarly felt
where goods have to pass from one point to another through
the hands of different corporations constituting connecting
lines. There are no freight time tables and no systematized
connections and transfers. The practice of uniformly claiming
a delay of one day at time of receipt of goods, a day for each
and every transfer, a day for delivery, and an unlimited num-
ber of days for the short-comings of any corporation beyond
the limits of the State into the hands of which the merchandise
may have chanced to pass—these various claims have construed
away the whole meaning of “reasonable diligence.” “Reason-
able diligence ” to-day, means an ordinary delay of ten days
between Boston and Central New York, and from four days to
a week between points within the limits of Massachusetts.
The express companies, on the other hand, contract for speed;
they have their organization running throughout the railroad
system; any parcel placed in their hands they remain respon-
sible for, no matter what independent lines it may pass over,
from the point of reception to that of delivery.

The most curious and, to the community concerned, the most
unfortunate indirect result of this division of interests yet
remains to he stated. The business of transporting small
packages, through competition and the fact that it is obliged to
support two sets of machinery, has become so small a source of
profit, in many and important cases, to the railroads, with
which the expresses would naturally contract, that it has become
the policy of the roads wholly to discourage all connection with
it. As a consequence, one portion of that part of the freight-
ing business, which regularly pays three times first-class rates, —

and that part of it, also, which is peculiarly important to the
industry of New England,—is wholly deprived of the benefit
resulting from the railroad system. The express cart, for the
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carriage of merchandise, toils along over the highway, by the
side of the track and behind the railroad train, hardly less
unnaturally than a stage-coach might for the carriage of pas-
sengers.

No less than 105 expresses can be named, supplying towns
in the vicinity of Boston, on routes varying froms to 18 miles in
length, four only of which have any connection with railroads
at all, and these for a portion of their business only. Of 47
expresses, serving towns situated on every road leading out of
Boston, three are reported as running 18 miles, three 16 miles,
three 15 miles, eight 13 miles and all the rest more than 8
miles each, in competition with railroads. Forty-six of these
employ 90 wagons and 250 horses to make their daily trips
between their terminal points ; moving perhaps 500 tons, with
an expenditure of labor, which, combined with steam, would
easily move five times that amount at the same cost. It is safe
to say that these 250 horses, if employed by the railroads in
Boston and the thirty-two towns now served by them, in simple
terminal woi’k, would do the whole of the express business for
the towns, and leave 125 horses for the distribution of heavy
freights. The community, of course, pays for all this waste of
labor, time and power. One town, for instance, is reported
as supporting 8 wagons and 26 horses to do the work which 4
wagons and 6 horses, combined with steam, could probably
do quite as well;—another supports 28 horses and 12 wagons
to do the work of 4 wagons and 6 horses. Numerous addi-
tional instances might be cited, were they at all necessary, to
illustrate the subject. It is believed, however, to be indispu-
table that the time and money which these companies now
spend on the road, in supplying an expensive service of one or
at most two trips a day, would, if economized in aid of steam,
afford a dozen trips a day, at greatly reduced rates.

It is much more difficult to devise a remedy for the difficulty
here suggested than for that involved in the similar question of
travel. The conditions which enter into the transportation of
persons are comparatively simple ;—the elements of speed,
distance and numbers only have to be taken into consideration
in the latter case, and a law can, without great difficulty, be
framed, which more or less nearly meets every exigency likely
to arise. It is not so as regards transportation of freights.
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The articles which constitute the merchandise movement by-
rail, are of infinite variety;—unlike passengers, they have to
be stored, handled and delivered; they differ in bulk, in value,
in weight and in character;—many are perishable or fragile,
most are combustible and some are explosive;—even more
than with passengers, time and speed vary the cost of transpor-
tation. Distance of carriage and the quantity of the article to
be carried are most essential elements in the problem, as the
same amount of handling is required in the case of goods
carried one mile as in that of goods carried a thousand miles,
and rolling stock 'is not unfrequently delayed as much in the
one case as in the other. It is therefore manifestly impossible
to lay down any general rule which will cover all circumstances.
The only result which can be arrived at, which promises any
benefit either to corporations or community, is the preparation
of carefully devised tariffs, adapted to the peculiar needs and
conditions of particular lines and regions, to be accepted by the
corporations as the basis on which they are to be allowed to
conduct their business, undisturbed, through a specified term
of years. This system has been tried successfully in certain
parts of Europe, and constitutes in fact the only alternative to
protection against monopoly, through competition.

Competition.

Nor would it be difficult to show that competition has, in the
few cases where it has been tried in our internal traffic, proved
the less reliable protection of the two. The Commissioners
wish to call attention to this subject, as very general misappre-
hension exists in regard to it. On this point the experience of
this country has been identical with that of England, which is
stated very forcibly as follows :

“The evidence given before the [Royal] Commissioners by the
leading railway authorities, was unanimous as to the failure ofcom-
petition to promote the public interests. The public may have
obtained a temporary advantage during the existence of competi-
tion, while the companies were impoverishing themselvesby running
against each other at low fares; but eventually they suffered very
much in proportion to the poverty to which the companies had
reduced themselves by the process. One of the effects of that com-
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petition is, that many ofthem are now endeavoring to recoup them-
selves for their loss at the public expense, and hence the rise in
rates and fares in most of the districts served by distressedrailways.

“It is a great mistake to suppose that the public interest is pro-
motedby the construction of lines, whether the working of thembe
profitable to their owners or not. When they do not pay, the loss
falls on the share-holders in the first place, but on the public in the
long run. ‘ I believe that it is the greatest curse to any district,’
said Mr. Sherriff before the commissioners, ‘to have a railway com-
pany that does not pay a fair dividend.’ When dividends are
diluted and fall to zero, the public are worse served; the road and
the rolling stock become necessarily depreciated; travelling be-
comes more dangerous; rates and fares are raised; and every im-
provement in accommodation demanded by the public is rigidly
questioned and tardily conceded. Mr. Cawkwell holds that com-
petition has even tended to make rates higher as well as dividends
lower. The opening of a competing line has usually been followed,
sooner or later, by arrangements between the companies intended
to compete, on which there has been an immediate rise of rates
above the former standard;—for the sufficient reason that there
are two capitals on which interest has to be paid, and two lines
that have to be worked to accommodate the same traffic, instead of
one capital and one line. Mr. Harrison says: ‘ There is not a
single instance at the present moment, where a line has been
granted upon the ground of affording competition, where that
competition exists.’ By granting two lines instead of one, the
ability to reduce the fares is lessened; whereas, had one line carried
the traffic instead of two, the carrying company could well have
afforded to make a large reduction in the fares.” *

But, however it may be with large centres, so far as the inter-
nal freighting business ofMassachusetts is concerned, competition
is out of the question. Not one point in twenty is, or can be,
supplied by more than one line of road, and, as the preparation
of any general freighting law of universal application seems
to be impracticable, the simple alternative is presented of allow-
ing the corporations, as at present, to do the internal freighting
business in the manner indicated in the tables heretofore given,
subject to no restraint save the narrowest views of self-interest,
vaguely influenced by local public opinion, or by elaborate
analysis and investigation, to arrive, in process of time, at some

* The “London Quarterly Review,” Oct. 1868, (Am. Ed.) p. 167.
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results which will enable the community to exercise an intelli-
gent supervision over each particular member of the system.

Time op Delivery.

It is also a matter of great difficulty to divide the question,
and to legislate in regard to time of delivery, leaving cost of
transportation to provide for itself. The law-making power
should be resorted to, to effect what is really needed in this
case, only as a last extreme remedy. The sphere of legislation
is at best but to regulate and not to call into existence,—but
the need now felt is of some more perfect machinery for the
interchange of freights by rail; some adequate provision to
meet the wants of the rapidly developing industrial system of
Massachusetts. It is the same decided revolution and division
of labor, as regards the carriage of merchandise, which was years
ago effected in regard to passengers, when that service was
divided into through and local trains. A system is to be called
into existence, and the movement in this case should come fz -om
the railroads. The Commissioners, therefore, while dealing
with this subject, prefer to confine themselves to representations
and suggestions to those managing the several railroads of the
Commonwealth, a careful consideration of which they believe
will accrue no less to the benefit of corporations than of the
community, and not improbably may avert a dangerous agita-
tion and final resort to the supreme law-making power.

Present Condition of the Internal Freighting Business.
In the first place, the condition of affairs until recently, and,

in a less degree, even now prevailing throughout what is known
as the railroad system of Massachusetts, would justify, on the
part of the Commissioners, far stronger language than any here
used. Indeed, it is remarkable that industrial development
should have proceeded as rapidly as it has, while the interchange
of commodities has remained so hampered, and our railroads so
behind the requirements of the times. Even now, in these
respects, we do not possess a railroad system ; we have, indeed,
a number of disconnected roads, more or less well or ill managed,
but as for a developed organization, it does not as yet exist even
in theory. Considering that it is forty years since the first
railroads of Massachusetts were organized,—that there are now
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fifty railroad corporations within the limits of the State, operat-
ing 1,300 miles of track, it seems almost incredible that, np to
within the last eighteen months, the railroads on the north side
of such a city as Boston, had no connection by rail with the
railroads on the south side of the city, unless they went forty-
four miles across the country to Worcester to find it. Such,
however, was the fact. It cannot be too clearly pressed on the
public mind that the cost of all transportation is a tax;—

exactly as much of a tax as the foreign octroi, as our own tariff
or our town levys. Freights on raw material on their way to
the workshop, are a tax on production ; freights on the manu-
factured article on its way to the salesroom, are a tax on
consumption. Every handling imposes new charges ; every
break in the machinery of transportation exacts an additional
payment. The history and even present condition of affairs
prevailing in and about Boston in this respect, reflects severely
on our railroad managers, and does no credit to our general
enterprise. Every pound of freight brought into this city by
rail on one side, or landed on our wharves on another, had,
until within a few months, to be handled by men and drawn by
horses before it could leave the city, or reach a ware-room.
The streets were blocked with bales of cotton on their way to
Lowell, with boxes of merchandise on their way to the interior,
with iron and steel, and even locomotives and cars for railroads
which could not receive them direct from other roads, with bar-
rels of flour, the price of which was enhanced about as much
between the Worcester station and the vessel’s hold, as between
Worcester and Boston. This condition of affairs existed for
nearly thirty years. It is now partially, and only partially
remedied. The roads do indeed connect by rail within less
than forty miles of Boston; —they should do it within the
limits of the city. The completion of the Marginal Freight
Railway would, even more than the reconstruction of the Grand
Junction, facilitate the exchange of cars between the several
roads, and raatei'ially aid in the collection and distribution of
freights, by bringing the cars to every wharf and warehouse
along the whole front of the city. Probably the streets of
Boston can be relieved of one-half of the heaviest teaming
through them by means of these tracks, when completed. The
use of this road would also in itself compel the adoption of a
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clearing-house system between the several roads. It is to be re-
gretted that the Boston and Albany Company has not thought
it expedient to take and complete this road under the authority
conferred upon it so to do, by the last legislature. Meanwhile,
as the matter now stands, though the several roads are indeed
connected by rail in a circuitous way over the Grand Junction
track, they can hardly be said to be connected in any other
way. Take, for instance, that eastern region, which lias always
been in closest alliance with Massachusetts. Goods can be
passed through from Albany to Portland without breaking
bulk ;—they cannot, however, go through on any system of pro
rata freights between the roads, —they must pay arbitrary or
fixed rates beyond Boston. This city is still a break in the
railroad system. Merchandise can go through a dozen hands
between New Orleans, or Omaha and Boston, paying a fixed
sum, which the railroads apportion among themselves, accord-
ing to distance, but, if it touches the last named place to go
North or South or East, the line breaks,—the system disap-
pears. So much as regards heavy freights. As for small par-
cels, with all our boasted ingenuity we have devised nothing
which in any way approaches, in perfection of detail, the English
Parcels Delivery. The great mass of all freight movement,
except of the coarsest descriptions, within the vicinity of ten
miles of Boston, is done by horses, and, even of the coarsest
descriptions, grain, for instance, is carted from Boston to
Salem, and granite from Quincy to Boston. This subject has
already been sufficiently discussed; it now only needs to be
said that, at present, we empdoy and pay two sets of machinery
to perform a duty badly, which one set ought to perform well.

Recommendations.
The remedy remains to bo devised. The end in view is suf-

ficiently distinct; it is to supply commodities to, and to effect
their interchange throughout the community, in such a manner,
both as regards time and costs, as shall be most satisfactory to
it; due consideration being always had to the fair remuner-
ation of the corporations. With this end in view, the Com-
missioners wish to suggest to the several corporations the gen-
eral assumption by them, individually, of the local express
business on the lines of their several roads; they would then
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further recommend to the legislature that tire corporations be
authorized to form themselves, under proper restrictions, into
a common associated despatch line and parcels delivery, to
operate over all the roads of the Commonwealth, and to con-
nect with every town touched by the railroad system. The
business of this association would, of course, be confined to
taking charge of goods and parcels which had to pass over dif-
ferent and connecting roads. A machinery somewhat similar
to this, though applied only to the transportation of heavy
freights, is already well known to all railroad managers, in the
Red, White and Blue lines. It is not expedient, at this time,
to enter largely into details, but the Commissioners, after con-
sulting with experienced railroad managers, are of opinion that
an organization on this general principle could be effected with-
out any considerable outlay of money or exertion of ingenuity,
to the great profit of the roads and advantage of business inter-
course. Every road in the Commonwealth would, of course,
be a party to the arrangement, and, so far as the freight de-
partment was concerned, would contribute to the equipment a
quota of cars, specially designated, according to mileage and
traffic receipts. The business of such a line would probably be
confined to such articles as now go by expresses, or such as
would pay the price of speedy delivery, including collection
and distribution by the wagons of the companies. Not impos-
sibly such an improved machinery might develop an increased
traffic, which would, between certain large business localities
and on certain main lines, justify the running, on established
time tables, of entire trains of express freight cars; as a rule,
however, the service could be performed by such cars forming,
as now, a part of all accommodation trains. All freight agents
and station masters throughout the Commonwealth would at
once become officials of the association in all branches of the
transportation of goods business, just as now they are, not in-
frequently, express agents as well as depot masters; any parcel
of any size delivered to them in any part of the State would be
forwarded, either through the agency of the individual line, or
of the associated companies, to any point of destination. A
clearing house, to keep account of cars and apportion expenses
would, perhaps, prove necessary in this case, as in the case of
the colored lines; in any event a central office would have to
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be established, and a common superintendent appointed to
organize and take charge of the duty of distributing parcels
between connecting roads; and separate agencies must neces-
sarily be established at all intersections of roads.

The obvious and only difficulty and danger which suggests
itself in connection with such au arrangement is the concen-
tration it will give to the already excessive power of the indi-
vidual railroad corporations. This is, in itself, a serious mat-
ter, and should by no means be overlooked. On the other
hand, such a system, in addition to giving a most needed im-
pulse to all interchange of commodities, would bring the whole
method and management of it under one responsible head and
within reach of public regulation, which now it is not; it would
leave the field of competition in this business still open, as the
roads would, of course, be obliged to transport all articles for
other carriers, as well as for the public, without discrimination ;

and, finally, even as the old Suffolk Bank system, though
apparently drawing many great moneyed corporations together
into a more efficient combination, was, in practice, found to be
not only harmless'to the public, but a most useful and, indeed,
as passing events now indicate, an indispensable adjunct to
financial and banking operations, the Commissioners see no
conclusive reason why a system, based on principles somewhat
similar, should not be applied to the processes of transportation
with not less advantageous results.

Terminal Facilities in Boston.
Before closing this Report, the Commissioners would like to

add a single suggestion in relation to terminal facilities in
Boston. This is a very important subject. Very large sums
have been expended upon stations by the various roads already,
and still larger soon must be expended. A little system—a
plan in some degree comprehensive—would cause this expen-
diture to contribute largely to the beauty of the city and the
convenience of the public. The course of events and successive
purchases of property have brought the stations of most of the
railroads close together; at two points on opposite sides of the
city. Great changes are now in contemplation, but they have
no connection with each other. Until the work is commenced
it is not too late to mature a comprehensive plan of improve-
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meat, into which the several roads might by degrees be in-
duced to enter; after it is commenced the present inconvenient
and unornamental arrangement will be perpetuated for a quar-
ter of a century to come. Two stations, well organized, one
on the north and one on the south side of the city, would be
ample to accommodate the whole travel of Boston. The econ-
omy of room effected by such an arrangement would enable
the roads to surround these stations with ample approaches and
open squares. It would then be unnecessary for the corpora-
tions yearly to take possession of the private property sur-
rounding them ; what they now possess would suffice for all.

The Commissioners have no plan to suggest on this subject—-
no recommendation to make. Everything connected with rail-
roads in Massachusetts has always been managed in the most
expensive, because in the most disconnected, manner. To-day
Boston has as many railroad stations as Paris, with its two mil-
lions of people at the central point of continental Europe, and
yet, more trains daily leave single stations in London than leave
all the stations in Boston together. This system, at once costly
and inconvenient, is now about to be perpetuated—an oppor-
tunity which is not likely to recur will soon be lost. A great
point would be gained if, before it is too late, the authorities of
the State and of the city could be brought into communication
with the managers of the railroads, to inaugurate, as they
easily might, the greatest architectural improvement of the
kind as yet attempted in America.

JAS. C. CONVERSE,
EDWARD APPLETON,
CHAS. P. ADAMS, Je.,

Commissioners.
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A.

The Commissioners have made visits of inspection to most of the
railroads in the State, and found them, as indeed they anticipated,
generally in very good order. The roads are in charge of men of
experience and ability, who are perfectly aware that the best econ-
omy is to keep everything in good order, and who will readily intro-
duce every new device which is really an improvement. The Com-
missioners were pleased to notice the increasing use of the safety
switch, and hope that all switches from main tracks will be of this
kind. Brakes which can be operated from the engine upon all the
cars in the train are in use upon some of the roads, and should be
upon all, especially upon express trains. Great improvement has been
made in the last few years in the ventilation of the passenger cars,
and heating by hot water is on trial upon some roads. In travelling
upon roads in other parts of the country, the Commissioners have
sometimes experienced the luxurious comforts of palace cars, but
none equal to them are in use upon New England roads, owing, it
is understood, to the extra width and height of these cars. When
our roads were first built, eight or eight and a half feet was the
usual width of passenger cars, and after a time the extreme width
grew to nine feet. So when a second track was laid, six feet be-
tween tracks, or eleven feet from centre to centre, was established
as the rule, which allowed two feet in the clear between cars on the
two tracks. Now that the width of the cars has been increased to
nearly eleven feet, cars of that width could hardly pass each other
upon sharp curves on our roads. It wouldbe very desirable to have
the width between tracks increased to eight feet, at least, upon the
Boston and Albany and the Hartford and Erie, so that cars of this
description coming from Chicago or other large cities of tint West
might come through to Boston as well as to New York. The
Hartford and Erie is included in this recommendation as well as

APPENDIX.

INSPECTION OF RAILROADS.
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the Albany road, because it has already been determined to put
down a narrow gauge upon the Erie, and probably by the time the
Hartford and Erie road is completed to the Hudson river the Erie
road will be ready to take the same cars through to Cincinnati and
Chicago ; or, in case the additional rails are not put down at that
time, the same object might be obtained by cars with adjustable
axles. The battle of the gauges was settled for this continent by
the Pacific road, and the sooner all roads of different gauges change
to the one adopted there, the better it will be for their stockholders
as well as the public.

Some notes are appended of observations made by the Commis-
sioners upon the roads they visited.

Boston and Albany.

This road is well ballasted and the track is well cared for.
The Commissioners observed, with some surprise, however, that on
a large part of the road chairs are still in use for the joints. The
experience of all railroad men is decidedly in favor of fished or
suspended joints in preference to chair joints, and that preference
is as universally endorsed by the public who ride over the roads.
At the time the Commissioners passed over the road, after a period
of dry weather, and with the excellent care taken of the track, the
difference was not noticeable; but, at a later period, after severe
storms, while track men were called off from their regular duties
to make extraordinary repairs, the difference between fished joints
and chairs was very perceptible to passengers in the cars. Many
improvements at the Boston terminus are contemplated and in prog-
ress. New station buildings have been recently erected at most
points on the road, and others are to be renewed. Those at New-
ton and Natick merit especial commendation; also one just com-
pleted at Pittsfield for the accommodation of this road and the
Housatonic; and the seats adopted in the waiting-room at this
last station are also to be commended as models. A station similar
to the one at Pittsfield is needed, and probably will be put up the
coming year, at Chatham, where several roads meet. Great im-
provements in regard to station accommodations are also contem-
plated at Worcester and Springfield. At Albany, also, additional
improvements are marked out, including a new bridge across the
Hudson for the passenger trains, while the present bridge will be
maintained for the freight business. A visit to Hudson was also
made; at this point coal brought by the boats of the Delaware and
Hudson Canal Company is transferred to the cars of the railroad,
with the arrangements now existing, at the rate of one thousand
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tons per day, and the intention is to double these facilities the next
year. Coal is already carried by railroad as far east as Charlton.
Freight for New England arriving at Albany is forwarded as fast
as received, the largest amount for one day having been four
hundred and thirty-eight loaded cars. The Commissioners also
stopped at several points on the road to examine the condition
of the steel rails which have been laid, but this subject will be left
for a special report.

Boston and Providence.
The track of this road is in excellent condition; about fifteen

miles of steel rails have been laid, as will be noticed elsewhere.
India-rubber seated chairs are in use on this road still to a consid-
erable extent. • Cast-steel frogs at the crossing of the Albany road
do not wear well, and are soon to be replaced by the Mansfield
frogs, which appear to give good satisfaction wherever they have
been used. Impi'ovements in the freight stations at Boston are in
progress, but the Commissioners must express a doubt whether the
station of this road in the city is at the most proper point. The
Canton viaduct is a fine specimen of masonry, built thirty-eight
years ago, and without a crack or flaw visible anywhere. A new
and convenient station has been built the present season at Fox-
horough. At India Point, in Providence, this road has a terminus
at deep water with ample room and every accommodation, and
therefore has not the same necessity for reaching deep water at
Boston that other roads have.

Old Colony and Newport.

This company has recently completed its new passenger station
at Boston, which is very spxacious and convenient. They have also
erected large and commodious machine shops at South Boston,
where they build both engines and cars. At Quincy, a new station
has been put up, which the Commissioners desire to commend as
the best that they have seen anywhere for the accommodation of the
short travel. On several roads it has been the practice for the last
few years to put up a shelter shed opposite the station to shield
the waiting passengers somewhat from wind and storms ; but here
at Quincy are comfortable waiting-rooms on each side of the track,
and passengers need not expose themselves to danger in crossing
just as a train is coming, nor stand out of doors in bleak weather.
At Somerset, on the new line, convenient arrangements have been
made for doing a large coal business. Most of the country through
which this road passes affords excellent ballast; the old road was
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found to be in very fair order, and the new lino in excellent con-
dition. At the time of the visit of the Commissioners, the com-
pany were repairing the embankment across the Seaconnet River,
which had been injured by the gale of September last. Being now
refilled with stone, it will no doubt withstand another such gale.

Cape Cod Railroad.
This is a single track railroad, having a large local business.

Within a few years it has been extended to Orleans; next year it
is expected to reach Wellfleet, and soon after Provincetown. The
track is in very good condition ; some of the rails originally laid
on the first division (rolled at Wareham, on the line of the road,)
are still in use, while others laid at a later period have been renewed.
Some damage was done to the road at Wareham' Narrows and
Cohasset Narrows by the gale of September, but at the time of the
visit of the Commissioners these injuries had been repaired.

Boston, Clinton and Fitchburg.

This road is well ballasted and well ditched, and the rails in the
main track in good condition. The half-mile of track at the Fram-
ingham end, hired of the Albany road, is not so good, but a new
track to connect with the Mansfield road will soon be substituted
for this. The road is quite circuitous in its course, but it affords a
good deal of local accommodation. The stations on the road are
convenient and in good condition. At Fitchburg a new union
station for all the roads meeting there is very much needed, and it
is expected that this will be accomplished the coming year.

Worcester and Nashua.
This is quite an important line of road in the connections it

makes, and it does a very large business. The road is well ditched
and well ballasted. It has one mile of steel rails and one and a

half of iron rails from the same makers, laid down continuously
for trial, and the result of this experiment will be looked for with
much interest. Some new iron is needed at the upper end of the
road. This road has good accommodations for its freight business
in Worcester, and the stations along its line are generally good.
That at Groton Junction, however, is by no means large enough or
convenient for the large amount of travel centering there, and the
several roads which meet at this point ought to join in erecting a
large and commodious union depot without delay.
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Vermont and Massachusetts.
This road was visited soon after the freshet in October, and its

hands were employed in repairing the injuries then suffered. The
bridge across the Deerfield river was carried away at that time, and
it was necessary to take passengers on from that point by stages.
This was the most serious loss suffered by the road ; the pier is now
nearly completed, and the bridge will soon be replaced. A branch
from Greenfield to Turner’s Falls has been nearly completed, and it
would appear to he good policy to extend this branch to an easterly
connection with the main line again near Grout’s Corner. Turner’s
Falls having the whole water of the Connecticut River, with a fall
of 80 feet, must soon become a large manufacturing city, like Lowell
and Lawrence, and it will be desirable for all, or nearly all, the
trains of this road to pass through so large a town as this must be.
Another branch ofthisroad extends from Grout’s .Corner to Brattle-
boro’, and the upper part of it above South Vernon is also used by
the Connecticut River road. The Vermont and Massachusetts
road needs more ditching in many places, and also a greater depth
of ballast: 2,000 tons of new rails have been put in the past year,
and 80,000 ties, and an equal amount should be added the next
season to bring the track into good condition. There are numer-
ous bridges along the line in the valley of Miller’s River, and
although they are the original bridges built some twenty years ago,
they are in good condition, and appear to be well cared for. The
track on the upper part of the road, which is used also by the Con-
necticut River, appears to be in better condition than the rest.

Troy and Greenfield and Hoosac Tunnel.
In August last the Commissioners visited the Hoosac Tunnel.

No extended report is needed from them, as there are other officers
of the State having the matter specially in charge. They felt satis-
fied, however, that all serious difficulties had now been overcome,
and that the completion of the enterprise was only a matter of time,
to be hastened by acquired by the contractors and
engineers. They have noticed the monthly progress made from
time to time, and are glad to observe that the rate is increasing.
In eight months or less the bottom ofthe central shaft will probably
be reached, affording two new faces for working.

It was noticed at this visit that the Troy and Greenfield road
was not fully ballasted throughout, and the numerous sharp curves
on the line were unpleasantly felt at the rate of speed used. This
road was very seriously injured by the freshet of October last, so
that all travel upon it was stopped, and all the repairs have not
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yet been made, so as to re-open it for use. Above Shelburne Falls
it is understood that the track is now ready for use again, but at
Bardwell’s Ferry, below, a large bridge across the Deerfield River
was carried off, which it will take some months to rebuild, and until
that is done, connection cannot be re-opened with the railroad
system ofthe State. After they have enjoyed it for a year, the loss
of railroad accommodation must be a very serious inconvenience to
the inhabitants of this section. At our summer visit it was evident
that the Vermont and Massachusetts Company were exerting them-
selves to direct travel to this route, and were providing all neces-
sary conveniences. The travel over the mountain had already
become large. This short stage ride affords a pleasant variety to
the railroad journey, and will, no doubt, be largely used by the
pleasure travellers of next summer.

Connecticut River Railroad.
This road is in good condition; the rails in fair order. Some

steel rails have been down for four years on a sharp curve in the
yard at Springfield, affording a very good test of the superior dura-
bility of steel over iron in such places. This road was visited soon
after the freshet. A portion of the road above Holyoke is subject
to overflow at such times, and the company are building a new line
of several miles length further back from the river, and at higher
grade, to avoid this inconvenience. There are very good station
buildings at Holyoke, Northampton and Greenfield, and at Holyoke
some of the same kind of seats noticed at Pittsfield, on the Albany
road.

Boston, Lowell and Nashua.
This road is in very good condition throughout, and the branch

lines are all well cared for. Great care is taken by the able mana-
gers of this road to obtain the best iron rails, and consequently
they do not care to enter extensively into the trial of steel rails.
The stations on this road generally are commodious, though not
expensive, and are all kept very clean. The Woburn and Stone-
ham branches have numerous sidings for the accommodation of
manufacturers, and evidently no pains are spared by the managers
of the road to foster the growth of business on these short routes.
The station at Woburn is quite a large one. The upper end of the
Wilton branch had been injured by the October freshet shortly be-
fore the visit, but repairs were speedily made upon it. New station
buildings have been put up at Milford the past year. The business
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of the Lowell line has increased so much in the past few years as
to outgrow the large terminal accommodations provided for it, and
is calling for more, a call which the managers hope soon to meet.

Bostoit, Hartford and Erie.
In the latter part of September the Railroad Commissioners, de-

siring to have some personal knowledge about this road, passed
over the line from Fishkill to Boston, in company with the State
Directors, State Engineer, and the Railroad Commissioners of Con-
necticut. As, by legislation subsequent to the Act establishing this
Board, the charge of this road is entrusted to other officers, the
Commissioners deem it unnecessary for them to make a report
upon it.

12
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[B.]

ACCIDENTS.

Between the 15thof July and the Ist ofDecember, 1869, seventy-
one accidents on the steam railroads of theState have been reported
to this Board, and such investigation made thereon as appeared
necessary in each case. Of these, fourteen happened to passengers,
five of which were fatal; and of these fourteen all but one were
owing to jumping on or off the cars while in motion. The other,
happening at a station, was also owing to the carelessness of the
person injured. No additional legislation appears to be necessary
to prevent accidents of this kind. Not even the most paternal
government can prevent people from being careless, or save them
from its inevitable results. Perhaps some of these accidents might
have been prevented by locking the passengers into the oars, and
by fencing the approach platforms ; but the first of these practices
is not only unpopular, but is open to objections on several accounts;
and the latter cannot well be done at all way stations, and is not
regarded with much favor by the public at the terminal stations.
It may also be remarked that it is not the ignorant alone who are
careless ; some of the most intelligent persons in the community
have lost their lives in consequence ofthis very rashness in jumping
on or off cars in motion.

Twenty-four of the accidents happened to employes ; only three
of them (not fatal) in consequence of cars getting off the track.
This accident happened at a crossing of tracks, and the railroad
company were in fault; not from any wanton carelessness, but the
occurence of the accident showed- that sufficient precautions had
not been taken at this point. Greater care is now taken at this
place. Only one accident (fatal) has happened in coupling cars; a
service in the performance of which many lives have been lost, and
probably many more will be until a satisfactory self-acting coupling
has been introduced. The Board trust that the officers of railroads
will bear this in mind, and will not rest until such a coupling has
been obtained. While not intending to become patent agents in
any manner, the Commissioners will remark that they have seen,
upon one road in this State, and upon several roads in other States,
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“Miller’s Patent Coupling,- Buffer, and Platform” applied to pas-
senger cars. It is a self-acting coupling, it works well, and holds
the cars so closely together that there is no danger of a passenger
falling through in passing from one car to another. The Commis-
sioners were informed that this coupling had heen in use on one
road for two years, and had always worked satisfactorily. In its
present shape it is not conveniently applicable to freight cars, but
modifications of it for that use will undoubtedly be made. The
Commissioners recommend it to the notice of superintendents, and
hope they will use it unless they find something better.

Three employes have been struck by bridges. Accidents of this
kind will be diminished by the use ofbridge guards as required by
the law passed at the last session. Nine have fallen from the
trains; the service of brakemen on freight trains requiring them
often to pass along on top of the trains while in motion is quite
dangerous, hut no practicable method of avoiding the danger has
occurred to the Commissioners. Five have heen injured while
standing too near the track, and two have fallen on the track. The
most experienced men will sometimes be careless about these
matters.

One has been killed, and another injured, by an explosion of gas
from an empty oil-tank car on the Albany road. Additional rules
intended to guard against the recurrence of such accidents were
immediately issued by the assistant-superintendent of the road.
Within the year a man on another road has heen burnt to death by
an oil-car taking fire from his lantern during an accident to the
train. Oil-tanks, whether full or empty, appear to he exceedingly
dangerous articles to transport, and any suggestion that may
diminish the danger is worthy of consideration. The Commis-
sioners suggest to superintendents that on trains having oil-cars in
them, only safety-lanterns should be used, and that one or more
fire annihilators should be provided on such trains; or that a rule
should he adopted that oil-cars should only he moved during day-
light.

Seven accidents have happened at crossings, mostly from the
carelessness of the parties injured, and it is not clear that in any
instance the persons injured were entirely faultless. The greater
number of the accidents happened where there were gates. No
uniform rule can be prescribed for all crossings. The control of
this matter rests with the County Commissioners, hut this Board
will take the liberty to suggest that in future crossings at grades
should not he allowed when it is possible to avoid them, and all
roads should he carried over or under the railroads where it can he

HOUSE—No. 8.
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done. Some of the existing crossings might now be changed to
bridges at no very great expense, and the Commissioners suggest
to railroad companies the propriety ofsuch changes on all the prin-
cipal lines.

Eighteen persons have been killed or injured while walking on
the track, and seven while riding withoutright. The law is explicit
forbidding walking on tracks, and everybody knows that it is very
dangerous to do so. Still it is in many places so very convenient
to follow the railroad track from one point to another instead of
taking a more circuitous route, that a multitude of people break
the law daily. Two methods have occurred to the Commissioners
for diminishing accidents from this source. First, that the superin-
tendent of a railroad, when he finds that any part of his railroad is
frequently used by foot passengers, should send notice to the State
Constable describing the part of the road so used. This is a law
of the State, and the enforcement of it properly belongs to the
State officers. The State Constable should, thereupon, detail one or
more of his officers to the place described, to warn people off and
arrest them if they persist in violating the law. This duty would
not prove an onerous one, as a few arrests would probably stop in a
great measure the violations of the law. Secondly, that the mayor
and aldermen of a city, or the selectmen of a town, be authorized
to construct a footwalk within the location of a railroad in said
city or town where they think the public convenience requires it,
provided that it shall not be nearer than six feet, to the rail of any
track, and that it shall be removed entirely when the railroad
company find it necessary to occupy that part of their location
with tracks, and provided also that no such footpath shall be con-
structed in any station grounds or freight yards.

Ten accidents have been reported on the horse railroads; six of
them to passengers, three of which were fatal. All the accidents
to passengers were in consequence of getting on or off cars in
motion, five at the front platform. The horse-car companies have
very proper regulations forbidding passengers getting on or off
while the cars are moving, or doing so at all at the front platform,
but we have never observed either driver or conductor trying to
enforce these rules. As the front platform is altogether the most
dangerous to mount or to leave, the Commissioners would suggest
that horse-cars be required to have a sliding gate completely
closing the front platform, so that it will not be possible for any
one to step on or off" at this end. In oars which travel in a circle,
these gates might be permanently closed, only to be opened by
the driver when it may be necessary for him to leave the car to
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attend to his horses. In these cars which are drawn sometimes
(rom one end and sometimes from the other, there must be sliding
gates always to be closed at the forward end.

The other accidents reported by the horse-car companies have
been to persons crossing the streets, or running by the side of the
cars, and are attributable to the carelessness of the parties injured.

Tabular abstracts of these accidents are appended.
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[ C-]

Report on the Complaint oe the Selectmen oe Wilmington

AND BILLEEICA, AGAINST THE LOWELL RaILEOAD, ON PETITION
of Inhabitants oe those Towns.

The petitioners complained that they had formerly had a train
leaving Boston at 6 P.M., and stopping at their stations, but that
the railroad company had made this an express train, not stopping
at their stations, and giving them one at 5 P. M., instead, which did
not accommodate them nearly so well as the former arrangement, and
had compelled several persons to give up their residence in the
town. The railroad company acknowledged they had done so, in
order better to arrange for the through travel, but thought they
might change the arrangement back again to the former one at
some time hereafter. It required no argument to convince the
Commissioners, that the difference between leaving the city at 5 or
at 6 P.M., as the last train to reach one’s home, might be a very
important and decisive consideration with any one in selecting his
place of residence, and that a change from the later to the earlier
hour might be a great inconvenience and hardship to the inhabitants
of these towns. Moreover, it appeared on examination, that every
other railroad leading out of Boston, provided an accommodation
train leaving Boston at 6 P.M., and running as far, or farther Ilian
the train in question.

The petitioners also asked that the company should give an accom-
modation train at an earlier hour in the morning than they now do,
reaching Boston at 7 A.M. They could not, however, show but
very few people to be accommodated by such a train, although they
hoped that the establishment of it, would lead to an increase of
population among them. It did not appear probable to the Com-
missioners, that there would be sufficient business to pay the expense
of an additional train, while if the first train from Lowell in the
morning, was made to start early enough to suit the views of the
petitioners, a great many more people would suffer serious incon-
venience. And as to the expected increase of population, the Com-
missioners thought there was no great probability of that, while
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there was so much land on the line of the road nearer Boston still
unoccupied, where trains reaching the city earlier, are now running.

In accordance with the above views, the Commissioners gave the
following decision, which the railroad company have accepted and
agreed to.

Boston, November 15th, 1869.
In the matter of the complaints of the Selectmen of Billerica,

Wilmington and Woburn, against the Boston and Lowell Railroad
Company, and ofpetitioners from the inhabitants of those towns, and
ofBurlington also, for additional accommodations upon said railroad,
the Railroad Commissioners, after due examination into said com-
plaints, and hearing of said petitioners, do adjudge, that so far as
relates to an accommodation train in the evening, the complaints
are well founded, and that the convenience and accommodation of
the public on the line of said railroad, require an accommodation
train to Lowell, leaving Boston at 6 o’clock P.M., or a little after
said hour, and that said train should be continued the year through.

The Commissioners understand the manager of the road to say,
that he intends to stop the train now leaving Boston at 6 o’clock
P.M., at the way stations during the winter season. This reduces
the question at issue, merely to running an additionalaccommodation
train one way during the summer months; and the Board advise, that
when he finds it expedient to make the present 6 o’clock train an
express train again, he should thereupon put on another train, leav-
ing Boston 10 or 15 minutes later, for the accommodation of way
stations.

And, so far as relates to an additional train in the morning over
said railroad, the Commissioners adjudge, that it is not reasonable
nor expedient, to require said railroad company to run said addi-
tional train.
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D.

Report on the Complaint op the Mayor and Aldermen of

the City op Lowell, on the Petition op Addison Put-
nam AND ALS, AGAINST THE BOSTON AND LOWELL RAILROAD
Corporation.

This was a petition, regularly forwarded by the Mayor and
Aldermen of Lowell, asking for an examination by the Board of
Railroad Commissioners, under the provisions of § 4 of chap. 408
of the Acts of 1869, into certain alleged unlawful proceedings of the
Boston and Lowell Railroad Company. The petitioners and the
corporation were represented at the hearing, which lasted two days,
but the city government ofLowell took no part in it.

The following is the substance of the grounds of complaint set
forth in the petition :

Ist. The failure on the part of the corporation to give to all per-
sons, and especially to certain persons engaged in the business of
common carriers of express matter, reasonable and equal terms and
facilities, or such as are given by similar corporations of this State,
for the transportation of themselves or their property over the rail-
roads operated by it.

2d. The refusal of the corporation to transport over its roads any
express matter, unless entrusted to the corporation or to persons
designated by it, and thereby creating an odious monopoly.

3d. The failure on the part of the corporation, through its man-
ner of operating its roads, and in the freights and fares exacted, to
comply with the laws of the Commonwealth, or to afford reasonable
accommodation to the public.

The facts in the case were as follows : Prior to January 1, 1866,
exclusive facilities on the passenger trains for doing the express
business over the several roads operated by the corporation respond-
ent, were secured by it to E. M. Sargent and others, on a written
contract. At that time the company invited proposals in competition
for the leasing of these exclusive facilities, and certain other parties
having offered a larger sum for them than was offered by Sargent,
the contract with him was terminated, and a new contract, to cover
a term of two years, entered into with the successful bidders. As
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the law then stood this contract was one which it lay within the
power of to make ; —the exclusive privileges secured
extending sftnply to facilities for the transportation of merchandise
on passenger trains, where only limited accommodations could be
afforded, the disposition of which all railroad companies regulated
in their discretion. The law in this respect was changed by chap.
339 of the Acts of 1867, which provided that the railroads should
“give to all persons and companies reasonable and equal facilities
and accommodations for the transportation of themselves, their
agents and servants, and of any merchandise and other property.”
After the passage of this Act Mr. Sargent proposed to run an express
between Lawrence and Lowell, and asked of the Boston and Lowell
Railroad Company the same facilities on passenger trains between
those cities which the company afforded to others. The corporation
refused to allow these facilities, alleging that the Act of 1867 could
not invalidate the exclusive contract entered into by them prior to
its enactment, and which would not expire until January, 1868.
When the contract in question did expire, the corporation deter-
mined to exclude all merchandise from its passenger trains, except
such as it took charge of itself;—-no accommodations, in this re-
spect, of an exclusive nature were therefore afforded by it to any
outside party.

The counsel for the petitioners argued, in a very elaborate man-
ner, the point that the corporation had no power to do an express
business off the line of its road, —that its so doing was ultra vires.
The Commissioners do not think it necessary to enter into a dis-
cussion of this point. A decision on their part would have no force,
as that question can finally be decided only by the courts of law, to
which the petitioners must resort if they wish to raise it. Mean-
while, for the purposes of the present hearing, the Commissioners
are of opinion that the doing of an express business is to be con-
sidered an incident to the general business of the Boston and Lowell
Railroad Company as a common carrier. At the hearing before the
Board, the counsel for the petitioners claimed that the action on the
part of the corporation, in ostensibly assuming the express business
over its road, was a mere evasion of the Act of 1867;—that the
same parties enjoyed the same facilities on the passenger trains, on
the same terms as before, and that the corporation did not, in
reality, do any express business on its own account. The Commis-
sioners do not think that this position was sustained by the evi-
dence ; it appeared that the Boston and Lowell Railway Company
regularly held itself out by advertisement as conducting the business
in question: that it exercised the power of regulating rates and
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accommodations ; that it assumed full liability for the acts of those
directly conducting the business, and that it stood towards them in
the position of principal to agent. Assuming the liability, the cor-
poration is entitled to the privileges of a principal. It claimed that
by thus assuming the express business it kept within the letter of
the law, in that it refused to no one any facilities which it afforded
to any one else—it afforded equal and reasonable facilities on freight
trains to the whole public, and on passenger trains to all dealing
with it directly; it refused exclusive privileges to all alike. It was
argued that this regulation did not afford reasonable facilities.
This is a question of fact. The petitioners wholly failed to show
that the city of Lowell was less well, or less economically served,
as regards express matter, than other cities of the Commonwealth ;

there was not indeed the same competition in regard to it, but the
evidence offered rather tended to show that the business was done
by those who had it in charge with somewhat exceptional care,
promptitude, and economy.

Up to this point the petitioners failed to establish in the minds
of the Commissioners any such breach of the law, or failure to furnish
reasonable accommodations in fact, as would justify any interference
on their part. All that was proved against the corporation was a
regulation compelling the public to deal directly with it, or its
agents, in relation to the carriage of merchandise on passenger
trains;—reasonable facilities for so doing were denied to no one ;

equal facilities were offered to all. The petitioners did not deny
that the same facilities for forwarding merchandise were conceded
to them, as individuals, which were conceded to the public in gen-
eral ; they only complained that especial facilities on passenger trains
were not conceded to all who desired to act as common carriers for
others. .

The next position taken By the corporation, was of a more doubt-
ful character. Mr. Sargent made arrangements for carrying on the
express business between Boston and Lowell, asking of the Boston
and Lowell Railroad Company, no accommodation for the carriage
of merchandise on passenger trains, except such as the corporation
was bound to accord to all persons. He applied for a season ticket
over the road, to enable him to travel to and fro, between Boston
and Lowell, in transacting his business in the two cities. This the
corporation refused to sell to him, claiming the legal right to do all
express business over its road, and to exclude all others from doing
it. Mr. Sargent did not deny that ho was engaged in that business,
and desired the season ticket to enable him to pursue it. Mr. Sar-
gent then sought to purchase single tickets, in the regular manner,
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and to make his trips over the road as an ordinary passenger
engaged in the express business, claiming the right to carry with
him, as such, the usual quantity of luggage allowed to single pas-
sengers, which was in reality express matter. These privileges also
were denied him ; he was himself put off the train, and the cor-
poration refused to carry him or his trunk, on the ground that he
was engaged in the express business, and that his trunk was used
to convey express matter. Subsequently the corporation also put off
of their cars an agent of Mr. Sargent’s, who travelled on a season
ticket, between Boston and Lowell, carrying a small hand-bag, in
which were papers relating to Mr.' Sargent’s business as an express-
man. It was not claimed that the putting of Mr. Sargent, or his
agent, or his luggage, off of the train, was accompanied by any un-

necessary violence, or that it was done otherwise than with a view to
raising a question, as to the rights and duties of railroad corpora-
tions, to be decided in the courts of law. Mr. Sargent accordingly
brought a suit against the corporation, in the police court of Low-
ell ; a decision was rendered against him, and an appeal taken;
but, for some reasons, not fully explained, the matter was not pressed
to a final decision, but was next brought before the Board on the
present petition.

The question is a, very simple one. The Act of 1867 (chap. 339
§ 1,) provides, that all railroads “within the Commonwealth, shall
give to all persons or companies, reasonable and equal terms, facili-
ties and accommodations, for the transportation of themselves,
their agents and servants.” Either the Boston and Lowell Railroad
Company has in this case violated this Act, or it has not violated it.
If it has not violated it, the Commissioners cannot say that it has
failed to furnish reasonable and equal facilities to all persons, under
the existing law ; the law may require to be changed, but that is
a subject for legislative action, and cannot be made the basis of a

recommendation by the Commissioners, to the Boston and Lowell
Railroad Company, in regard to the manner in which it operates
its road. If the law has been violated by the corporation, then it
has rendered itself liable under the second section of the Act to an
indictment, and to a personal action for damages.

By § 3 of chap. 408 of the Acts of 1869, it is provided that
“ whenever in the judgment of the railroad commissioners it shall
appear that any railroad corporation fills to comply in any respect

.
. . with the laws of the Commonwealth . . . the Commissioners

shall inform such railroad corporation of the changes they adjudge
to be proper.” In the opinion of the Commissioners, the corporation
respondent was guilty of a violation of the Act of 1867, when they
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undertook to discriminate between persons seeking transportation
over its road, on account of the business in which they were en-
gaged. *So also as to luggage. If Mr. Sargent was the holder of
a ticket, and conformed to the regulations of the road, the contents
of an ordinary traveller’s trunk was a subject, into which, in the
opinion of the Commissioners, the corporation had a perfect lawful
right to inquire, but not to compel an answer by removing the trunk.
The Commissioners do not consider that where a class of persons
are discriminated against, on account of the particular business in
which they are engaged, such persons enjoy “ equal terms,” within
the meaning of the' Act, with the rest of the community; still less
can they accede to the proposition that where an individual, his
agent and his luggage are put off of a train, that he or they are
offered “reasonable facilities and accommodations ” for transporta-
tion. This Board, however, is not a court of law, and cannot give
any effect to the conclusions which it is called upon to express. The
corporation has, in this case, acted under the advice of counsel, and
had a perfect right to raise the question for judicial decision, and
there seems to be a curious omission in the Act establishing this
Board, in that no course is pointed out, by which it can bring such
a question as this before the courts for adjudication. The course
which ought to be pursued in this case, were the Commissioners
authorized to pursue it, is clear enough. The Commissioners are of
opinion that a railroad corporation has failed to comply with a law
of the Commonwealth; the counsel of the corporation are of a dif-
ferent opinion. The law in question specially provides that every
railroad corporation offending against its provisions, shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars, to be recovered by
indictment. (Acts 1867, chap. 339, § 2). The Commissioners
should therefore be empowered to call upon the proper law officers
of the Commonwealth, to cause the corporation in question to be
indicted, -with a view to obtaining a judicial construction of the law,
and exacting a penalty if it has been violated. The Act organizing
this Board, however, specifically limits its power to informing the
corporation of the “ changes ” which are adjudged to be proper, and
to reporting its own proceedings to the legislature : it seems to
have no power to bring the matter before the courts, except as any
other individualmight. Neither, in this case, can the Commissioners
recommend any additional legislation, as they are of opinion that
the existing laws would, if they were enforced, be found sufficient;
the simple difficulty being, that the Commissioners are not em-
powered to take steps to enforce them. It only remains, therefore,
for the Commissioners to forward their own construction of the law

U
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to the corporation respondent, for such action as it may see fit to
take upon it, and to report the matter to the legislature, with a
recommendation that the necessary power he conferred on this
Board to enforce the forfeiture of penalties in such cases, and to
institute the proceedings necessary to obtaining judicial construc-
tion on disputed points of statute law.

After due hearing and consideration of the above petition, the
Board of Railroad Commissioners do adjudge the prayer of the
petitioners to be reasonable, in so far as is hereinafterset forth ; and
they are of opinion that the Boston and Lowell Railroad Corpora-
tion fails to comply with the laws of the Commonwealth, in so far
as it exercises any discrimination in the transportation of persons or
their luggage over the roads operated by it, whether such persons
seek to travel on such roads as holders of season or other tickets,
on account of the business in which such persons may be engaged,
or may be supposed to be engaged.
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[E.]

Report on the Complaint of the Selectmen oe Middlb-
boeough, on the Petition J. S. Cushman and Fifty-eoue

OTHERS AGAINST THE CAPE COD RAILROAD COEPOEATION.

This is a petition of certain of the inhabitants of the town of
Middleborough, residing in the vicinity of the station known as
“Rock ” on the Cape Cod Railway, setting forth certain grounds of
complaint against the above-named company because of insuffi-
cient accommodation, and a lack of reasonable facilities furnished
them as residents on the line of the railroad.

The facts in the case are as follows : The Cape Cod Railway was
constructed about the year 1846. When the road was located there
was some general understanding between the agents of the com-
pany and certain of the petitioners, and others of the landowners of
this part of Middleborough, from whom the company purchased the
property on which the road was built, that a station should be
established at Rock. No written or binding agreement to this
effect was made, but the land was purchased, and the station-house
was built, at which the trains of the company stopped, whenever
signalled, for a period of about eleven years. As the road was
extended further in the direction of Cape Cod, the company be-
came desirous of reducing the number of its stations, and discon-
tinued the practice of stopping at Rock. This, as the law then
stood, it had a right to do. In 1865, the legislature enacted a
statute providing that no road should “abandon any passenger
station or depot which is on its road in this Commonwealth, except
by the consent of the legislature.” This law had no retroactive
effect, and did not apply to the case of Rock. In 1867, the
petitioners and others brought the matter before the legislature,
seeking to having the provisions of chapter 175 of the Acts of 1865
extended to meet their case. During the hearing on the subject
before the Committee on Railways, and before any action was taken,
an arrangement was effected between the attorney of the road and
the counsel of the petitioners, under which the company agreed to
stop their trains at Rock, as a signal station, on three alternate
days of each week; on this adjustment beintr effected, the Com-
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mlttee on Railways reported leave to withdraw. Unfortunately
no record of this agreement was made, and it is impossible now to
ascertain in how far the petitioners were committed by it. They
now deny that it was made with their knowledge or consent, and
assert that it is not binding upon them. There is no record of the
Committee on Railways to appeal to, which, if it existed, would be
conclusive, and the whole subject must accordingly be gone into on
its merits, as if no previous action had been had.

It appears from the evidence that Rock is one of three stop-
ping places on the Cape Cod Railroad in the town of Middle-
borough. The distance from the principal station in that town,
where the Cape Cod connects with the Old Colony Railroad, to
Rock is five miles; Rock is the first station on the Cape Cod road;

miles further down the road is the station known as South
Middleborough, and four miles further still is Tremont. The road,
therefore, has two stations on the first eleven miles of its route. It
also appears that some 150 families, or 800 individuals, look natur-
ally to Rock for their railroad conveniences, and that the receipts
from the station at that point amount to about 8900 from fares, and
83,027 from freights, or a total of over $4,000, of which the Cape
Cod Railroad Company receives 81,880 of annual receipts. The
population has not increased much of late years, though the freight-
ing business has, owing to the establishment of a box factory near
the station-house.

The Commissioners are clearly of opinion that the road is under
no legal obligations to give further accommodation to the peti-
tioners. It cannot be compelled to stop more trains at Rock than
it now does, as it has never decreased the accommodation afforded
by it to that place since the passage of chapter 175 of the Acts of
1865. Under the provisions of § 3 of chapter 408 of the Acts of
1869, however, the Commissioners are called upon, whenever in
their judgment any addition to or change of its stations or station-
houses is necessary or advisable on the part of any railroad cor-
poration, or any change in its mode of conducting its business, to
promote the convenience and accommodation of the public to
inform such corporation of the changes they may judge necessary.
The legislature seems under this provision to have intended to
establish in this Commission a species of board of referees on all
questions of accommodation arising between localities and the rail-
road corporations; conferring upon it no final powers, but leaving
to either party, if it sees fit to avail itself of it, an appeal in last
resort to the legislature itself. The present question is, therefore,
not one of legal rights as between the petitioners and corpo ration
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respondent, but simply one of reasonable accommodation on the
part ofa railway corporation to the inhabitants of a district through
which its road is located.

The corporation expresses a willingness to settle the difficulty,
if it can obtain legal authority for so doing, by giving up the sta-
tions both at Rock and at South Middleborough, and establishing
a single station at a place intermediate between the two points,
binding itself to construct all roads, &c., which the county com-
missioners may decide necessary for convenient access to such
point. Were the question one of establishing a new station on that
line, this solution of the difficulty would perhaps recommend itself
to the judgment of the Commissioners. Unfortunately, however,
it is objectionable to those residing at both of the present stopping
places; it violently disturbs the customs, business relations, and ar-
rangements which hqve grown up during twenty years, and must
accordingly be dismissed from consideration as impracticable.

It only remains to consider whether the present accommodations
afforded by the railroad company to the petitioners are all that
they should reasonably be expected to give. The Cape Cod
Railrpad is now sixty-five miles in length. It accommodates the
through trade of Barnstable, Nantucket, and Dukes Counties. It
runs only two daily passenger trains, through, each way; one in
the morning and one in the evening, and claims that its business
will not justify it in dividing its service between express and ac-
commodation trains as is done on roads enjoying a larger travel.
It is from this that the whole trouble arises. Unquestionably, if
the road could divide its passenger service all local trains would
stop at Rock ; under existing circumstances, however, it is claimed
by the corporation that the number of small stopping places on its
line is a source of great annoyance and inconvenience to its through
travel. In other words, the inhabitants of Rock, as a rule, travel
but a short distance over the road, and must travel over it, no
matter how far they have to go to reach it; the road therefore is
sure of their patronage;—the more distant and valuable travel, if
inconvenienced, may seek other lines, and must, therefore, be
accommodated at the expense of the local travel. The Commis-
sioners cannot accede to such a construction of the duties which arc
owed by a railroad company to the region through Which it passes.
These companies receive valuable franchises and enjoy practical
monopolies; great powers are granted to them, and often unspar-
ingly exercised by them; in return they are bound to afford all rea-
sonable accommodation to those dwelling in the vicinity ofany part
of their roads. They cannot properly discriminate between one
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portion of their lines and another in so far as this reasonable
accommodation is concerned ; they take the whole of their routes,
the rich and the poor, the good and the bad, together. The only
question that arises in any case is what is reasonable accommo-
dation.

On this point the Commissioners are not prepared to lay down
any general rules, as each case must be decided on its own merits.
Certain leading principles are obvious. Where roads divide their
passenger service into through and local trains it is not reasonable
for small stations, like Rock, to ask that the through trains shall
stop to accommodate them. Where no such division is made, it is
equally unreasonable for through or distant travel to demand that
local travel shall be sacrificed on its account. So in regard to
distances between stations. Each district must be judged accord-
ing to the number and character of its population; not by its
position on the road. A place of 800 inhabitants, five miles from
one station, and more than two from another, supplying railroad
business on its own account to the amount of $4,000 per annum
should certainly be considered as entitled to some accommodation.
The fact that such a place is near the end of a road, and furnishes
to it little except short travel is unfortunate for the road, but does
not diminish its duties; there are very many such cases, and much
more onerous to the railroads, in the immediate vicinity of Boston.
It only remains to consider what is reasonable accommodation
under such circumstances. The least that can, in the opinion of
the Commissioners, be considered as reasonable to the public is the
daily stopping at such a point of a morning and evening train each
way, when any passenger wishes to get out, or the train is signalled
that passengers wish to get in. This is believed to be the universal
rule throughout the railroad system of the Commonwealth. Where
the passenger service is divided, express trains should unquestion-
ably not stop at such points. Where the number of trains is
increased, but no such division is made, as a rule, it may best be
left to the roads, in view of their own interests to decide which
trains, within reasonable limits, shall accommodate particular
stations, and the Commissioners would in such cases be very re-
luctant to suggest alterations in any arrangements they might
make. '

After hearing the parties, and a full consideration of the evidence
offered in relation to the frets set forth in the above complaint and
petition, the Commissioners find the prayer of the petitioners to be
reasonable in its character, in so far as is hereinafter set forth; and
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they do accordingly recommend the Cape Cod Railroad Corpora-
tion to hereafter cause a daily morning and a daily evening train,
each way, to stop at Rook station on the line of their road, when
any passenger wishes to leave such trains at that place, or whenever
signal is made that any passenger wishes to take such trains at that
place.

Report on the Complaint or the Selectmen of Easton, on
the Petition of H. M. Poole and others, against the
Old Colony and Newport Railway Company.

This was a petition of certain legal voters of the town of Easton
on the line of the Old Colony Railroad, asking for an additional
stopping-place in that town. The evidence in the case was partly
taken by Mr. Commissioner Adams, at the point where the addi-
tional stopping-place is asked for, on the 31st of December, 1869,
and was partly put in before the full Board on the 18th of January,
1870, at Boston, on which day the case was argued by counsel for
both parties. The'facts as establishedby evidence, were as follows.
Easton is a town of about 3,200 inhabitants, and is now accommo-
dated by two stations, known as North Easton and Easton Centre.
After leaving Easton Centre there is no station on the Old Colony
Railroad before reaching Raynham, a distance of six miles. Poole’s
Crossing, the point at which the additional stopping-place is peti-
tioned for, is situated at a point where the highway crosses the
railroad at grade, two miles from Easton Centre and four miles
from the Raynham Station. The region through which the road
runs is low and swampy, not much cultivated, and sparsely settled.
The people of the vicinage are mainly farmers, doing a certain
amount of lumber business, and somewhat engaged in the making
of slices; the population and wealth have increased little, if at all,
during the last thirty years, and the farming interest has sensibly
declined. The petitioners claimed that about eighty families
scattered over a large extent of country would be better accommo-
dated than they now are if the desired facilities were afforded, of
which number thirty lived within one and a half miles of the point
known as Poole’s Crossing. The valuation of the property, real and
personal, of the neighborhood interested in the matter, was about
8110,000, and the whole number of legal voters resident in it was
fifty-seven, representing, probably, a population of 300 souls. Some
valuable statistical tables were put into the case by the counsel I’or
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the road, from which it appeared that the whole amount of income
derived by the corporation from the ten miles ofroad between Easton
Centre and Taunton was $10,645, or $8.07 a head from the popula-
tion ; indicating that the entire receipts from all sources derived
from a station at the point designated would not exceed $1,200 per
annum, and was not likely to increase.

The strong point in favor of the petitioners was the very un-

usual distance between the stations at Easton Centre and Raynham
—a distance more than twice as great as any other between stop-
ping-places on the saine road. It was also evident that the cor-
poration would derive as large an income from a station at the
point designated as it did from several stations already established
by itself on the line of its road. It also appeared that, at the time
the road was located, about the year 1865, there was a good deal
of discussion in regard to the probability of a station being estab-
lished at Poole’s Crossing,—that land had been purchased by certain
of the petitioners in expectation that one would be established
there—that these expectations had largely arisen from the repre-
sentations of certain persons employed by the corporation to pur-
chase the land on which the road was located, and that the directors
of the road had had the subject under consideration, and discussed
it with the residents along the line. They had, however, finally
decided that, if but one station was to be established, the public
convenience rather required it to be at Easton Centre than at
Poole’s Crossing. It did not appear that any land had been pur-
chased by the corporation with any agreement for station accom-
modations as a part, or the whole of the consideration therefor, and
the directors, who had the whole matter in charge for the road,
expressly denied that this had in any case been done. Under these
circumstances the Commissioners cannot give any great weight to
the evidence on this point. There is always too much loose talk
between the agents of the corporation, and those of whom it pur-
chases the lands on which its road is located, in regard to the
stations to be erected when the road is built. Where these repre-
sentations are not put in writing, or where they do not plainly
appear to have affected the price paid for the land by the corpora-
tion, and to have been made by it an essential part of the bargain,
the Commissioners are obliged to disregard them. To do other-
wise would open an almost unlimited field of controversy, in which
no fixed rules could be laid down to guide the future decisions of
this Board. Although, therefore, in this case the petitioners un-

doubtedly had hopes held out to them, the non-realization of which
was both a disappointment and a hardship, yet, as the decision of the
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corporation was honestly made in the exercise of a sound discretion,
and the hopes held out in regard to a stopping-place were neither
reduced to writing nor their realization made a distinct element
in the price paid for the land, this case will not come within
the rule laid down by the Commission, and the evidence on the
point must be considered as immaterial.

The question must, therefore, be decided on its own present
merits. Have the petitioners established such facts as will authorize
any interference on the part of this Board ? The counsel for the
petitioners urged, with great force, the unusual distance the residents
on this part of the line of road had to travel to reach any stopping
place; the Commissioners could not but feel a strong desire to
exercise any discretion in their power in favor ofpersons so situated,
and, in this case, a peculiar sympathy was excited by the exception-
ally high character ofthe petitioners, some of whom purchased their
property in the full expectation of a station being placed at this
point, others of whom were well known and highly respected
makers of scientific instruments, and most ofwhom were farmers, a
class of our community in whose prosperity a peculiar interest is felt,
and who certainly have to contend with sufficient natural difficulties
of soil and climate without having artificial difficulties superadded.
Did this case stand alone the Commissioners would feel strongly
tempted to recommend to the corporation a compliance with the re-
quest of the petitioners. Unfortunately it does not;—the Commis-
sioners, in deciding this case, are creating a precedent for themselves.
The argument of the counsel for the petitioners, that other points on
the Old Colony road, no more populous than this, are supplied with
stations, goes much too far. If the Commissioners accept this
reasoning, and adopt all the stopping-places now in existence, as
precedents binding on them, they will be compelled to recommend
the locating of stations on every cross-road in the Commonwealth,
where a specified number of petitioners may ask for them.

For reasons stated at length in the body of this Report, this Board
is unwilling to recommend to the railroad corporations the creation
of new stopping-places at unremunerative points, or points where
there does not seem to be a fair prospect of building up, within a
reasonable time, a remunerative travel. In this case the corporation
is willing tofurnish the desiredaccommodations ifthere canbe secured
an average of four passengers a day to Boston by so doing; not in
addition to its present business, but simply from the point specified ;

this would be equal to about two thousand dollars a year. The
vicinity, according to the statistics heretofore referred to, would
naturally furnish to the road a business of about twelve hun-

ts
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dred dollars per annum. Without the desired accommodation it
appears that some eighty families, most of them owning horses and
wagons of their own, will have to go from one to three miles further
than they otherwise would to reach a railway station. These fami-
lies also belong to that class of the community which travels least;
and, so far as freights are concerned, the corporation already has a
siding in the immediate vicinity of Poole’s Crossing, at which it ex-
presses itself as now willing to deliver any heavy or coarse freights.

It is therefore a simple balancing of disadvantages; on the one
side the inconvenience of these residents, a certain number of whom
are daily obliged to go a certain distance further than would
otherwise be necessary; on the other side the expense and nuisance
of a non-remunerative station,—the cost of breaking up its trains
to the corporation, and the inconvenience and delay'occasioned by
an additional stop to the whole public travelling over a long road,
on which there is as yet no division of the passenger service into
through and accommodation trains.

It is also to be borne in mind that the expediency of establishing
stations at given points can no longer be made a matter of experi-
ment by the corporations. The Commissioners presume that any
recommendation of theirs to the corporations will be complied with.
They also cannot forget that, once complied with, the corporations
cannot discontinue the stopping-place without the special assent of
the legislature. This would, in any case, be very difficult to obtain.
The Commissioners, therefore, while most solicitous to afford every
reasonable facility to the community, will be very loth to establish
a precedent which may work great inconvenience to the corpora-
tions, and to the general travelling public. They do not, therefore,
consider that, under all the circumstances, the petitioners have
established such a state of facts in this case as would warrant any
recommendation or action on their part. Should the increase of
local traffic, at any future time, justify, on the part of the corpora-
tion, a division of its passenger service, a different conclusion might
be arrived at.

After hearing of the parties and a full consideration of the evi-
dence in relation to the facts set forth in the above complaint and
petition, the Commissioners do adjudge that the petitioners have
failed to establish such a condition of facts as would warrant any
recommendation in the premises, or action on the part of this
Board.
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Report on the Petition of Citizens of the Town op

Sheeboen making Complaint against the Mansfield and

Framingham: Railroad Corporation.

A hearing and examination was had in the case in Sherborn, by
appointment in due form, on Wednesday, the 22d inst., when the
road was represented by its superintendent, Mr. Blood; its road-
master, and director Holbrook. The petitioners by a large delega-
tion from their number.

The principal facts elicited are these:—Prior to the location of
the depot buildings (a passenger and freight house), a meeting of
citizens was held on the subject, at which director Holbrook pre-
sided. A vote (nearly unanimous) was passed, designating a pilaoe
in the village, known as the “ crossing,” as the most acceptable one
for the location. This being a low piece of ground between the
track of the railroad, as it approaches the crossing, and the main
street or travelled road to be crossed, requiring to be filled at an
estimated expense of three thousand dollars, and the meeting being
informed by its chairman, Mr. Holbrook, that he could not, consist-
ently with his duty to the road, as director, advocate such location
to be made at the expense of the road; a vote was passed, appoint-
ing a committee to raise, by private subscription, the funds necessary
for the filling.

A small amount, some five hundred dollars only, was raised, and,
as no official communication on the subject was made to the mana-
gers of the road, on or before their meeting in October last, the
directors, including Mr. Holbrook, who had informed the board of
the wishes of citizens, as expressed at the meeting above-mentioned,
unanimously agreed upon the present location, and the buildings
were erected during the latter part of October and the month of
November, without hindrance or any formal remonstrance from the
citizens. It was in evidence that a few of the villagers desired
the station to be located on the south or south-east side of
Main street, below the summit, and that they so informed Mr,
Blood. This location was objected to: Ist, by the railroad, on ac-
count of the grade, it being 45 feet to the mile; 2d, by business
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men in the north part of the town, who have freight for the road ;

3d, by those in favor of the “ crossing,” so called. It appeared that
the principal village is about a mile north of the centre of the town,
and that residents in the south part of the town objected to going
beyond the crossing to get to the depot. It is also a fact in oifset
to this, in a measure, that the road has established a depot about
two miles south of the village, near the residence of director Hol-
brook, which will accommodate many in the south portion of the
town. It was reasonably proved, so far as the opinions of those
present could do it, that three-fourths of the legal voters in town
were in favor of the “crossing,” as the most convenient place for
the station.

After due hearing and consideration of the above petition, the
Board ofRailroad Commissioners find the complaint alleged by the
petitioners is not well founded, and that it is not reasonable or ex-
pedient to require the Mansfield and Framingham Railroad Company
to change the location of its station in the town of Sherborn.
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In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy.

AN ACT

To provide for the Construction of Branch Railroads.

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives , in
General Court assembled, and hy authority of the same, as

follows:
Sect. 1. Any number of persons not less than ten, who are legal

voters in any town of this Commonwealth within the limits of
which no railroad is in operation or in process of construction, or in
any town or towns of which any contiguous territory, containing
not less than one thousand inhabitants, is situated at an average
distance of one and a half miles from the track of any railroad, may
form themselves into a corporation for the purpose of constructing
and operating a branch railroad between said town or locality and
some existing railroad, and shall have all the powers and privileges,
and be subject to all the duties, liabilities and provisions contained
in chapter sixty-three of the General Statutes, and the acts passed in
addition thereto, except as is hereinafter provided; but no corpora-
tion organized under this act to construct a branch railroad, shall be
permitted to cross the track of one railroad in order to connect
with another.

Sec. 2. Every corporation organized under this act shall present
to the board of railroad commissioners a petition, setting forth the
proposed name of the corporation, the length of its road, the points
between which it is to be constructed, and the amount of its capital
stock, which shall not be less than fifteen thousand dollars for each
mile of road. Said petition shall be accompanied with a map of

Commonfocaltf) of fHassarijusetts.
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the proposed route, on an appropriate scale, and with a profile of
the line on a vertical scale of ten to one, compared with the horizon-
tal scale, and with a report and estimate prepared by a skilful
engineer from actual survey. And said plan and profile, after the
hearing, shall be deposited in the state library.

Sect. 3. The board of railroad commissioners shall, on presenta-
tion of such petition, appoint a day for a hearing thereon, and the
petitioners shall give such notice thereof as said board shall deem
reasonable and proper, in order that all persons interested may have
an opportunity to appear and object thereto. ■ •

Sect. 4. If the board of railroad commissioners, after hearing the
petition, shall approve thereof, the persons forming the corporation
shall, within three months after said hearing, file in the office of the
secretary of state, a copy of thearticles of association, in which shall
be stated the name of the corporation, the places from and to which
the road is to be constructed, the length of the road, the name
of each town it passes through, the amount of its capital stock, and
the names and residence of its directors. Each member of the cor-
poration shall subscribe to said copy ofthe articles of association his
name, his residence, and the number of shares of stock he agrees to
take; and a certificate of approval by the board of railroad com-
missioners, signed by its chairman and secretary, shall be attached
thereto.

Sect. 5. Before commencing the construction of its road, the
corporation shall file with the county commissioners of each county
through which the road passes, a plan of the location of the road,
defining its courses, distances, and boundaries, and another copy
with the board of railroad commissioners; provided, however, that
the location so filed shall not vary from the route first presented to
said board of commissioners, unless said variation shall be approved
by them.

Sect. 6. Said location shall be filed within one year from the time
when the articles of association are filed in the office of the secretary
of state, and the road shall be constructed within two years from
the filing of the location ; and if the location is not filed, or if the
road is not constructed within the times specified, the corporation
shall cease to exist.

Sect. 7. The provisions of sections thirteen, fourteen, fifteen,
sixteen and eighteen of chapter sixty-three of the General Statutes
shall not apply to corporations organized under this act.
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Sect. 8. Each town through which any branch railroad passes, to
be built by a corporation organized under this act, may subscribe to
the capital stock of said -corporation an amount not exceeding five
per cent, of its valuation, whenever said subscription shall be voted
by two-thirds of the legal votes cast at a town meeting called for
the purpose: provided, that in all cases such vote shall be taken by
written ballot, and that in no case shall the whole amount of sub-
scriptions of any town to all railroad corporations exceed five per
cent, of its valuation. Each town shall pay the amount so sub-
scribed out of its treasury, as the assessments on the capital stock
become due, and may raise by loan or taxation the amount neces-
sary to pay the same, and may hold and dispose of the shares like
othef town property; and, at all meetings of the corporation, the
selectmen of each town shall represent and vote on the amount of
stock held by said town.

Sect. 9 Any railroad corporation, whose line of road is to be
joined by a branch railroad located under the provisions of this
act, may subscribe to the capital stock of said branch railroad such
an amount as shall be authorized by a majority vote of its stock-
holders at a meeting called for the purpose.

Sect. 10. Any private corporation, organized under the laws of
this Commonwealth, through or near whose premises any branch
railroad is located under the provisions of this act, may subscribe to
the capital stock of such branch railroad an amount not exceeding
five per cent, on the capital of said private corporation: provided
such subscription shall be authorized by a majority vote of its
stockholders at a meeting called for the purpose.

Sect. 11. Each corporation organized under this act, may estab-
lish for its sole benefit a toll upon all passengers aud property
conveyed or transported on its road at such rates as may be deter-
mined by the directors thereof, and may, from time to time, regulate
such conveyance and transportation, the weight of loads, and all
other things in relation to the use of its road, as the directors may
determine, provided that said rates of toll, and all other regulations
of said road shall be subject to bo revised and altered at any time
by the legislature, or such officers as the legislature may entrust
with authority over such matters. Section one hundred and twelve
of chapter sixty-three of the General Statutes is hereby amended as
above, in so far as concerns corporations organized under this act.
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Sect. 12. Section one hundred and thirty-eight of chapter
sixty-three of the General Statutes shall not apply to any corpora-
tion organized under this act; but the Commonwealth may, at
any time when, in the opinion of the legislature, the public good
requires it, take the road and property ofany such corporation, pay-
ing therefor such sum as shall be awarded as a fair and just com-
pensation by three commissioners, to be appointed by the supreme
judicial court.

Sect. 18. No railroad constructed uuder the provisions of this
act shall be opened for use, until it has been inspected and approved
as in suitable condition for operation by the board of railroad
commissioners. -

Sect. 14. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
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In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy.

AN ACT

To regulate Fares on Railroads.

Be it enacted by the Senate amd House of Representatives, in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same as fol-

lows:

Sect. 1. No railroad corporation within this Commonwealth
shall charge as toll or fare more than three cents per mile, or part
of a mile, for the carriage of any passenger and his ordinary luggage,
upon any railroad owned or operated by such corporation: pro-
vided, that in no case need the toll or fare between any two points
be reduced to a sum less than five cents; and provided, also, that
where passengers enter the cars without previously purchasing
tickets, except from stations at which no tickets are sold, or under
circumstances where, through the negligence of the corporation or
its agents, no ticket could be purchased, an additional toll or fare
may be exacted from such passengers, not exceeding ten cents for
distances less than ten miles, or twenty cents for distances more
than ten miles.

Sect. 2. Tickets in slips or packages of not less than ten in
number, between each stopping-place and every other stopping-
place on any railroad owned or operated by any corporation of
this Commonwealth, shall be sold by such corporation at a reduc-
tion of not less than twenty-five per cent, from the rates of toll
or fare provided between the same points by the first section of
this act; and tickets in packages of not less than one hundred in

10
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number between the same points, shall be sold at a similar reduc-
tion of not less than thirty-three per cent. Season or commutation
tickets for the transportation of a single person for the space of three
months to and fro between any given stopping-places, not exceed-
ing one trip each way on each and every week-day, shall be sold
at a reduction of not less than ten per cent, on the price in this
section provided for a package of one hundred tickets between the
same points: provided, that when tickets are sold in slips or
packages, they shall be transferable only on the indorsement of the
purchaser from the corporation, and the sale of such tickets by the
purchaser thereof, except with the consent of the corporation, shall
be taken to be an offence against the provisions ofthis act.

Sect. 3. No agent or employe of any railroad corporation within
the Commonwealth shall demand or receive any ticket, fare or
other compensation for the carriage of any passenger, or his or her
ordinary luggage, between any two points on any railroad owned
or operated by such corporation, where such passenger has not been
provided with a seat: provided, that the provisions of this section
shall not apply to travel on any twenty-second day of February, or
third, fourth or fifth days of July, or the days set apart by procla-
mation for public thanksgiving or fast, or upon such other days, not
exceeding six in number in each year, as the board of railroad
commissioners may designate, on application of one or more rail-
road corporations, and which days shall be duly advertised by a
printed notice prominently suspended in every passenger car
affected thereby on the days specified.

Sect. 4. A printed table setting forth the distances, rates of
fare, and regulations concerning the transportation of passengers
between any stopping-place and every other stopping-place on the
same road shall be kept, framed, glazed and suspended in some
prominent place in each station-house for the accommodation of
passengers on such railroad within this Commonwealth.

Sect. 5. Every railroad corporation or individual offending
against the provisions of this act shall be liable for each offence to
a penalty not less than five nor more than five hundred dollars, to
be recovered by indictment, or by any party aggrieved in an action
of tort.
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Tabulated Statement of Passenger Carriage on Jiailroads, for the year 1868.

„
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~
, Passengers car-

.TrT> rv * u Total number of Passengers carried 1 Average distance Number of Passengers
uAILKOADS. x „

, ried 1 milePassengers. mile. travelled. cars. per car.
per car.

Miles.
Boston and Albany, 8,622,114 83,999,432 23.19 126 686,662 28,746
Boston, Clinton and Fitchburg, .... 114,161 2,084,226 18.25 7 297,746 16,308
Boston, Hartford and Erie, t

.
. .

. 1,913,253 26,296,942 13.74 52 505,710 36,793
Boston and Lowell, 1,097,956 15,675,986 14.27 30 522,532 36,598
Boston and Maine, 3,254,782 44,599,648 13.70 73 610,954 44,586
Boston and Providence, 2,195,427 33,633,464 10.76 49 686,397 44,802
Eastern, 3,106,787 44,047,644 14.17 73 603,392 42,545
Fitchburg 1,622,156 20,619,491 12.71 37 557,283 43,842
Old Colony and Newport, 2,258,873 35,449,422 j 15.69 62

'

571,764 36,433
Cape Cod, 201,728 4,380,365 21.71 15 292,024 13,448
Cheshire, 124,570 4,614,104 37.04 17 271,417 7,327
Connecticut River 691,133 8,230,250 11.92 18 457,236 38,396
New Bedford and Taunton, 194,201 2,807,902 14.45 12 233,991 16,183
Taunton Branch 198,984 2,093,502 10.52 8 261,687 24,873
Providence and Worcester, 1,162,152 10,423,316 8.96 23 453,187 50,528Worcester and Nashua, 286,456 4,812,461 10.80 Not given.
Vermont and Massachusetts, 237,561 4,414,382 18.53 12 367,865 19,796
New London Northern 322,297 | 5,412,778 16.79 13 416,367 24,792
New Haven and Northampton, .... 97,113 | 933,293 9.61 4 233,323 24,278
Hartford and New Haven, 377,884 2,208,601 5.84 27 81,800 13,995
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Statement op Expenses incurred by the Board op Railroad
Commissioners for the Year ending December 31, 1869.

For Books and Periodicals, $53 00
Stationery and Binding, ..... 98 42
Printing, 36 45
Postage, ........ 19 00
Advertising, ....... 68 42
Telegraph and other Incidentals, ... 15 67

8290 96

For Furniture for Office, . .
.

. . .• 327 50

8618 46
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